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ABSTRACT

REMOTE MONITORING AND ANALYZING LIVESTOCK FARM ODOUR
USING WIRELESS ELECTRONIC NOSES

Leilei Pan

Advisor:

University of Guelph, 2011

Professor Simon X. Yang

A wireless electronic nose network system has been developed for monitoring and
analyzing livestock farm odour. The system utilizes electronic noses (e-noses) that
can measure odour compounds and environment factors such as temperature and humidity. The e-noses are deployed at various locations on the farm, and sensor signals
are transmitted via a wireless communication to a central station, where the data processing and sensor fusion algorithms analyze the collected odour data, compute the
odour concentration, and display the odour dispersion plume. This system would provide users with convenient odour monitoring capabilities and help the development of
an eﬀective overall odour management strategy. In addition, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference approach is proposed to calibrate the e-nose responses to human panelists’
perception. The proposed method can handle non-numeric information and human
expert knowledge in livestock farm odour models, and can adjust the parameters in a
systematic manner for optimal system performance. The proposed approach has been
tested against a livestock farm odour database. Several livestock farm odour models
have been developed for comparative studies. The results show that the proposed
approach provides a more accurate odour prediction than a typical multi-layer feedforward neural network. Furthermore, to model odour dispersion around livestock
facilities, a biologically inspired odour dispersion model is proposed, and is tested
using computer simulations and a livestock farm odour database. Results show that
the proposed approach is eﬀective in providing accurate modelling of odour dispersion from multiple and various types of odour sources in both static and non-static
environments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Despite its signiﬁcant contributions to the Ontario economy, the livestock industry is
now facing an increasing number of public complaints and concerns from non-farming
rural residents about environmental and health problems caused by odour emissions
from livestock operations. It is recognized that long-term exposure to nuisance odour
usually results in undesirable reactions in people, including emotional stresses, respiratory problems, headaches, nausea, and vomiting (Sucker et al., 2009; Kartavtsev
et al., 2011; Sakawi et al., 2011). The Environmental Protection Act has addressed
the issue of odours that create health problems. In order to reduce the impact of
odour emissions from livestock facilities, governments have devoted signiﬁcant eﬀort
to limiting the expansion and development of livestock operations; as a result, the
growth of the livestock industry has been impeded by its odour problems.
The development of odour control technologies is progressing. However, evaluating
the eﬀectiveness of existing odour control technologies and methods is a diﬃcult task
because there is no convenient and reliable method for quantifying livestock farm
odour strength. The lack of livestock farm odour measurement tools stems from the
complexity of livestock farm odour and a limited understanding of the odour itself.
In addition, the lack of convenient odour measurement tools prevents governments
and environmental agencies from establishing regulations or standards to mitigate
livestock farm odour problems.

1

1.1

Problem Statement

Odour is a sensation caused by odorous chemicals in the air. Odour strength perceived by the human nose is a result of combined processes of physiological detection
of stimuli by the olfactory receptors in the nose and psychological processing of the
stimuli by the human brain (Kammermeier et al., 2001; Masaoka et al., 2007). People’s sensitivity to odour is very personal, and varies with gender, age and state of
health. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to achieve an objective and analytical measure of
odour.
Over 100 odorants have been identiﬁed in livestock farm odours. In the human
nose, each odorant is detected by a combination of diﬀerent olfactory receptors, and
responses from all receptors are combined in neurons in the olfactory cortex in the
brain. It is reported that the responses of cortical neurons are not just a combination
of responses to the individual odorants of an odour, but actually generate novel odour
perceptions in humans (Zou and Buck, 2006). Therefore, the strength of an odorant
mixture is not a simple sum of the strength of all odorous compounds within it. This
character of the human olfactory perception adds diﬃculty to odour measurement.
The following problems aﬀect research on livestock farm odours:
1. The human nose is still the “instrument” for odour measurement most commonly used today. Odour measurement technologies such as olfactometry and
scentometer use trained odour panelists to smell air samples to determine the
strength of an odour. Those human olfactory-based methods are susceptible to
the analyst’s personal bias in odour measurement. It is diﬃcult to overcome
an individual’s bias regarding the inﬂuence of various factors - such as age and
health, and personal background and experience - on the human sense of smell
(Schiﬀman et al., 1995; Sucker et al., 2009; Sakawi et al., 2011). In addition,
use of a human panel is expensive. Therefore, the need exists for unbiased
automatic odour evaluating technologies.
Electronic noses are objective, automatic, and low-cost odour evaluating devices that can detect and recognize complex odours. However, odour sources
2

in a modern livestock facilities usually are arrays of points (exhaust fans), lines
(side curtain opening) and areas (manure spreadings). The odour proﬁle is
aﬀected by farmstead factors such as building layout schemes, separation distances between buildings, and location of exhaust fans. Odour measurements
at a single location, therefore, is not suﬃcient to provide a comprehensive odour
impact evaluation around the farm; measurements taken at multiple locations
simultaneously are required for an overall odour proﬁle. A single electronic nose
(enose) can assess odour levels at only one location at a time; it cannot provide a comprehensive odour impact evaluation based on various topography and
farmstead factors, a fact that has led to an unfocused and ineﬃcient research
approach on reducing livestock farm odour. Therefore, an odour measurement
technology that can provide a comprehensive odour proﬁle around livestock facilities is required in the development of an overall odour management strategy.
2. Eﬀorts to reduce odours from livestock production facilities have been impeded
by the lack of knowledge on odour generation mechanisms. Livestock farm
odours result from complex mixtures of hundreds of compounds that interact
with each other; and the strength of an odour is not a simply the sum of the
strengths of all odorous compounds within it (Zhang et al., 2003). Besides,
many factors such as air temperature, air velocity, and relative humidity inﬂuence people’s perception of odour. However, how and to what extent these
factors and components inﬂuence odour concentration is still unclear (Powers
and Bastyr, 2004; Schauberger et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2007).
3. Detecting and locating odour around livestock farms has long been an elusive
goal of researchers and environmental agencies. Air dispersion models are used
as mathematical tools to calculate the downwind odour strength based on odour
emission rates, topography and meteorological information. Researchers have
identiﬁed important aspects in which agricultural odour sources are diﬀerent
from industrial pollutant sources (Zhu, 1998; Xing, 2006). For instance, odour
sources in livestock farms are low-lying - usually at or near ground level; and the
3

rise of a livestock odour plume is not obvious because the vertical momentum
or lower density of a mass ﬂow of warm gas is not signiﬁcant. Researchers have
also indicated that some industrial-oriented air dispersion models are not suitable for agricultural odour dispersion (Xing, 2006). These diﬀerences have to be
taken into account when calculating air dispersion. In addition, most existing
air dispersion models require prior knowledge about the environment such as
emission rate of gas at the source, incoming solar radiation, and mixing height
- for example, the distance between the Earth’s surface and the bottom of the
inversion atmospheric layer. These parameters are diﬃcult to obtain without
access to special professional tools and expertise, thus preventing a convenient
estimation of the impact of livestock farm odour on the environment. Because
odour emissions from livestock farms have unique characteristics, an odour dispersion model designed speciﬁcally for livestock farms can greatly improve the
eﬃciency and accuracy of odour dispersion prediction. However, none of the
existing dispersion models are speciﬁcally developed for livestock farm odour.

1.2

Objectives of This Thesis

The objectives of this research are: (1) to develop an electronic nose network system
for monitoring and analyzing livestock farm odours; (2) to develop an artiﬁcial intelligent model for analyzing and exploring odour generation; and (3) to propose a
neuro-dynamics model for dynamic simulation of odour dispersion around livestock
farms. The wireless network based system can provide objective, comprehensive and
remote measurement for odours around livestock farms. Together with the artiﬁcial
intelligence models, this electronic nose system can provide farmers and researchers
with more precise odour management capabilities for more eﬃcient operation of odour
control systems. When combined with odour calibration and dispersion analysis approaches, the system can help in the development of an overall odour management
strategy by providing dynamic, comprehensive information about the livestock farm
environment and odour dispersion.
4

1.3

Contributions of This Thesis

This work is diﬀerent from other odour-related work in the following ways:
1. In this study, a wireless network system is developed for monitoring and analyzing livestock farm odour. The system utilizes a wireless network built from
electronic noses that can detect odour compounds and environment factors such
as temperature, wind speed, and humidity. The electronic noses are located at
various points on the farm, and sensor signals are delivered via wireless link
to an analysis station, where sensor fusion algorithms and odour dispersion algorithms calculate the odour concentration and dispersion; display the odour
data in real time; and, should any environment factor change, predict the odour
concentration.
The proposed electronic nose network approach can automatically monitor livestock farm odours, but also has potential industry applications. It diﬀers from
existing electronic noses - which can measure at only a single location - in that
it provides multi-location odour monitoring. The proposed wireless electronic
nose network, therefore, can provide a more comprehensive odour proﬁle than
a single electronic nose. Second, by using this wireless electronic nose network
system, users can monitor the odours from a remote location such as inside a
house or oﬃce, as opposed to working in the ﬁeld, making odour measurement
easier in unfavourable weather. In addition, the developed electronic nose network system with multiple electronic noses is quite robust to sensor failure and
noise. One or more failed or incorrect sensor readings can be corrected through
the redundant information from the other electronic noses.
2. A multi-component, multi-factor odour calibration model is proposed to adequately model livestock farm odour. Both numeric factors and linguistic factors
are considered in this model. The proposed multi-component multi-factor odour
calibration model and neuro-fuzzy based approach can incorporate more potential odour generation factors into the model. Many non-numeric factors and
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expert knowledge that cannot be incorporated into previous statistical models
or neural network models can be considered by this approach. Thus it enables
a more adequate and comprehensive odour calibration modelling
3. A neuro-fuzzy based method is proposed for analysis of the livestock farm odour.
The proposed approach incorporates neuro-adaptive learning techniques into a
fuzzy logic method. In addition, instead of choosing by trial and error the
parameters associated with a given membership function, the parameters are
tuned automatically in a systematic manner so as to adjust the membership
functions of the input/output variables for optimal system performance. This
feature is important as it can avoid inappropriate predetermination of membership functions, thus minimizing errors resulting from the limited knowledge on
the livestock farm odour.
4. Air dispersion models have been used to predict the concentration of pollutants
from industrial sources. Dispersion models use source emission rates and meteorological data to calculate the downwind concentration of chemical compounds
as a function of the distance to the source. However, odour concentration is
diﬀerent from the concentration of chemical compounds, as it is a result of the
combined processes of physical dilution of chemical compounds and biological
olfactory sensing. Therefore, existing dispersion models are not very suitable
for simulating odour dispersion.
A novel neuro-dynamics approach is proposed to model dynamic odour dispersion around livestock farms. The dynamics of each neuron is characterized
by a shunting equation derived from Hodgkin and Huxleys’s membrane equation (Grossberg, 1982). The proposed dispersion model can dynamically represent complex or non-steady-state environmental features around livestock farms.
The model can also model odour dispersions from multiple odour sources, and
from various types of sources like point sources, line sources, and area sources.
The proposed neuro-dynamics odour dispersion model is developed speciﬁcally
for odours around livestock farms. In this model, odour plume is represented by
6

the landscape of the neural activity for all neurons in the topologically organized
neural network, and the dynamics of each neuron is characterized by a shunting
neural equation. The dispersion parameters are therefore tuned according to
input/output data to represent the nonlinear relationship among inputs and
outputs. The proposed model is capable of simulating air dispersion both in
static and non-static environments, and is able to model emissions from various
types of odour sources, such as ventilation hoses, manure pits, and manure
spreadings in ﬁelds. It is therefore more suitable than existing dispersion models
for representing odour dispersion around livestock farms.

1.4

Organization of This Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to livestock
farm odour problems and outlines the objectives and contributions of the research.
Chapter 2 summarizes the background and reviews the state-of-the-art research on
odour measurement technologies, odour calibration algorithms, and odour dispersion
modelling methods.
Chapter 3 brieﬂy presents the current status of odour measurement research, our
previous work on development of an electronic nose for measuring livestock farm
odour, and problems existing in current odour measurement technologies. Based
on this review, a wireless electronic nose network is proposed for providing remote,
automatic and objective odour measurements at multiple locations around livestock
facilities. The architecture of the wireless network system and the design and development of compact electronic nose nodes and wireless communication links are
discussed in detail. The development of a data management software system is described for supporting users in the processing and analysis of livestock farm odour
data collected by the wireless electronic nose network. The structure and design of
the software system is also presented.
Chapter 4 reviews the limitations of current odour calibration models and algorithms. A multi-component, multi-factor model is proposed for better representing
7

livestock farm odour, and an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
is proposed to overcome limitations of existing odour calibration algorithms. The proposed approach is tested with a livestock farm odour database. Various comparative
studies have been performed and the proposed method demonstrates the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed multi-component, multi-factor model and ANFIS method.
Chapter 5 reviews existing air dispersion models and their limitations in modelling
odour dispersion around livestock facilities. A novel neural network model is proposed
for modelling dynamic odour dispersion around livestock farms. The development of
the proposed model is explained in detail, and the stability and sensitivity analysis of
the model are discussed. Odour dispersions in various farmstead (point, line, and area
odour source) situations, and in static and non-static environments, are investigated
by computer simulation. Preliminary testing with ﬁeld livestock farm odour data is
described, showing the eﬀectiveness of the proposed neural network-based method in
modelling odour dispersion around livestock farms.
Chapter 6 summarizes, and draws conclusions from, the study on monitoring and
analyzing livestock farm odour using the developed wireless electronic nose network,
and the proposed odour calibration method and odour dispersion model. Recommendations for future work based on the ﬁndings of this research are presented.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Survey
Developing a system for monitoring and analyzing livestock farm odours requires
technical knowledge in various areas. These areas can be categorized into odour measurement technologies, livestock farm odour calibration modelling, odour calibration
algorithms, and air dispersion modelling. This chapter provides background knowledge and reviews existing research in these areas.

2.1

Odour Measurement Technologies

A number of technologies are available for measuring odour strength around livestock facilities, such as dynamic dilution olfactometry and scentometer, which takes
advantage of the human sensory response, and automatic electronic methods.

2.1.1

Human Olfactory Based Methods

Currently trained human panelists are most commonly engaged in odour measurement technologies. Human olfactory based technologies include dynamic-dilution
olfactometry for laboratory environment and scentometer for ﬁeld measurement.
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Dynamic-Dilution Olfactometry
Dynamic-dilution olfactometry is widely used as a standard method of odour measurement (ASTM, 1986; Brose et al., 2001; McGinley and McGinley, 2004; Schmidt
and Cain, 2009; Monse et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010). When using dynamic-dilution
olfactometry, air samples are presented to trained odour panelists over a series of
dilution ratios through a sniﬃng port. Panelists smell the continuously diluted air
samples, and evaluate the odour strength based on odour detection threshold. Odour
concentration is then established as the dilution factor at the detection threshold.
Several types of dynamic-dilution olfactometry are currently available. They vary
from single port olfactometry to three ports olfactometry, and range from single
panelist unit to multi-panelist units. When using single port olfactometry, panelists
only evaluates the diluted air from the single sniﬃng port, while when using three
ports olfactometry, three air samples are presented through the ports, two of which are
odour-free air and one is diluted odour. The panelist must identify the diluted odour
from then three samples. Only one panelist at a time can measure odour when using
single panelist dynamic-dilution olfactometry, but multi-panelist can simultaneously
evaluate odour through multi-panelist olfactometry.
However, dynamic-dilution olfactometry has to be conducted in strictly controlled
laboratory environment, where gas and dust concentrations are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than in natural, open space. Thus, this method is not suitable for sampling
odour downwind from odour sources in the ﬁeld. Moreover, odour measurement using dynamic-dilution olfactometry requires a suﬃcient number of panelists. Panelist
selecting and training procedures are time-consuming and of high cost.
Scentometers
Similar to dynamic-dilution olfactometry, scentometers is a hand-held dilution device
that are also used to measures odour strength based on odour threshold. But in
comparison to dynamic-dilution olfactometry, a scentometer is speciﬁcally intended
for ﬁeld studies. It dilutes odorous ambient air with carbon-ﬁltered odourless air,
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and odour concentration is established in “Dilutions-to-Threshold” (D/T) values.
The Dilution-to-threshold is the dilution ratio of volume of carbon-ﬁltered air to
the volume of odorous air at the odour threshold (Kosmider and Krajewska, 2007;
Bereznicki et al., 2010). A scentometer is portable, simple to use, relatively of low
cost, and can be used to provide real-time odour measurement in the ﬁeld. However,
it has limited dilution levels; therefore it is less accurate than dynamic olfactometry.
Because human sensory is involved, both dynamic-dilution olfactometry and scentometers are susceptible to the panelists’ personal bias in odour measurement. Many
factors such as age and health, and individual’s background and experience, would
inﬂuence the human sense of smell (Schiﬀman et al., 1995; Sucker et al., 2009; Sakawi
et al., 2011). It is diﬃcult to overcome this personal bias in odour measurement. In
addition, human panelists are expensive to use. Therefore, unbiased automatic odour
evaluating technologies are desirable.

2.1.2

Non-Olfactory Odour Measurement Methods

Non-olfactory odour measurement technologies in are summarized in this section.
The advantages and weaknesses of each technology are discussed.
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy Analysis
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry analysis (GC/MS) is an analytical technology to identify and quantify of volatile organic chemical compounds within a sample
gas. Its applications include drug detection (Hans et al., 2007), food and beverage
quality control (Petrova et al., 2007), environment analysis (Eckenrode, 2001), and
identifying chemical components in livestock odours (Schiﬀman et al., 2001a; Koziel
et al., 2010). GC/MS analysis is conducted in strict laboratory environment, gas
compounds should be maintained at certain vapour pressures during analysis. Before
the gas sample is introduced into the GC/MS instrument, sample preparation and
cleanup is required, e.g. the sample gases need to be dissolved in a suitable solvent.
Formal training and expertise in mass spectrometry and chemistry is required for the
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operation of the instrument. In addition, the analysis procedure typically takes 20
to 100 minutes, and additional data analysis can take more time depending on the
amount of information required (McMaster, 2008).
Generally, GC/MS can be used for identiﬁcation and quantization of chemical
compounds in livestock farm odours, but it doesn’t directly measure the strength
of odour. Additional data analysis procedure is in need to transform the quantity
of chemical compounds into odour strength. Moreover, it should be performed in
laboratory, it is not suitable for ﬁeld analysis; the analysis procedure is relatively
slow, a GC/MS instrument is very expensive compared to other analytical systems
and operational cost is high.
Electronic Noses
An electronic nose is a sensor-based electrical odour analysis system that is used for
measurement of both quality and quantity of complex odours. Electronic nose is built
to mimic human olfactory system, and usually consists of an array of electronic gas
sensors (as counterpart of olfactory receptors in human nose) and a signal-processing
system (mimics the part of human brain that processes odour stimuli) (Brattoli et
al., 2011). During a measurement, odorous gases are introduced into the electronic
nose, ﬂow through the gas sensors. Gas sensors respond to the odour, and produce
electrical signal outputs. The signal-processing system analyzes sensor signals, and
transforms digital signals into meaningful odour quality/quantity results. The output
of an electronic nose can be the identity and amount of chemical components in the
odour, a prediction of odour strength, or any other characteristic properties of the
odour which might be perceived by a human.
Many applications of electronic noses have been reported. The most common
application is to classify the smell of beverages or foods, in order to measure the
freshness for quality control (Zhang et al., 2008). Electronic nose technology also
has proved to be a useful tool in medicine for diagnosing (Kodogiannis et al., 2008),
and in environmental monitoring for analyzing fuel mixtures (Sobaski et al., 2006),
testing food and water quality (Devarajan et al., 2011), and identifying household
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odours (Al-Bastaki, 2009). Gonzalez-Jimenez et al. (2011) proposed a multi-chamber
electronic nose (MCE-nose) to overcome a major disadvantage of using metal oxide
semiconductor (MOS) sensors for electronic noses, e.g. the long recovery period
needed after each gas exposure. The proposed MCE-nose comprises several chambers,
and in each chamber there is an identical sets of MOS sensors. Chambers and sensors
alternate between sensing and recovering states, thus provide rapid sensing ability for
the electronic nose.
However, the number of studies dedicated to using an electronic nose in agricultural environment management is still very limited (Osarenren, 2002; Powers and
Bastyr, 2004). No commercially available electronic noses were developed in particular for detecting livestock farm odour. Moreover, most electronic noses developed
previously are bulky, desk-top instruments that can only be used in laboratories. The
environments of laboratories are apparently diﬀerent from those of the ﬁelds. Thus,
the accuracy and reliability of the measurements are limited. It is highly desirable
to develop new electronic nose for the measurement livestock farm odour which has
great commercial potential.
In my previous study, an intelligent portable electronic nose was developed particularly for measurement and analysis of livestock farm odour, and can be used in
both laboratory and ﬁeld studies (Pan and Yang, 2007). Experiments in 14 Ontario
livestock farms showed that the electronic nose is capable of producing an objective
output, has a greater consistency in odour measurement, and is easier to operate than
using olfactometry or human panel.
Electronic noses are unbiased, automatic, and low-cost odour evaluating devices
which can detect and recognize complex odours. However, a modern livestock facility
is usually not a point source but rather an array of points (exhaust fans), lines (side
curtain opening) and areas (outdoor storage surfaces). The odour proﬁle is aﬀected
by building layout schemes, separation distances between buildings, locations of exhaust fans, and landscape around livestock facilities. An electronic nose can only
evaluate odour events at one location each time; it cannot provide a comprehensive
odour impact evaluation according to topography, meteorological factors, and farm13

stead factors such as building layout schemes, which has led to an unfocused and
ineﬃcient research approach on reducing livestock farm odour. Therefore, an odour
measurement technology that can provide an overall odour proﬁle around livestock
facilities is desirable for developing an overall odour management strategy.

2.2

Livestock Farm Odour Calibration Modelling

The outputs from automated odour measurement instruments such as GC/MS and
electronic nose are in terms of concentration of chemical compounds or electrical voltages or currents. They need to be correlated with human olfactory perception, and
transformed into odour strength units based on odour calibration models. Odour
strength is relative personal and subjective matter. It is subject to human olfactory
sensitivity and human brain’s response to stimuli. Limited understanding of odour
system and human olfactory and brain system has impeded the progress of odour
calibration modelling. Researchers have indicated livestock farm odours are complex
mixtures of hundreds of compounds that interact with each other; and the concentration of an odour is not a simply sum of concentrations of all odorous compounds
within it (Zhang et al., 2003). Besides, many factors such as air temperature, air ﬂow
speed, and relative humidity (O’Neill and Philips, 1992; Schiﬀman et al., 2001b; Zahn
et al., 2001) inﬂuence people’s perception of odour.

2.2.1

Single Component Calibration Models

Researchers initially attempted to identify a single chemical compound as an odour
indicator. Hydrogen sulﬁde and ammonia have been used as such indicators (Liu et
al., 1993; Guo et al., 2000). Later research found that this single-component analysis
method is incomplete, and a more thorough multi-component analysis is required
(DiSpirito et al., 1999; Janes et al., 2004).
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2.2.2

Multi-Component Calibration Models

Some researchers have investigated multi-component calibration approach. Schiﬀman et al. (2001a) demonstrated there are hundreds of chemical components in livestock farm odour, and odour strengths are resulted from aggregate eﬀect of hundreds
odorous chemicals. Many chemicals at lower concentration actually produce higher
odour strengths than other chemicals at higher concentration do. Therefore multicomponent analysis must be performed when correlate odorous chemicals with odour
strengths. Zahn et al. (2001) conducted direct multiple-component analysis of malodorous volatile organic compounds (VOCs) present in ambient air from 29 livestock
production facilities using a 19-component statistical model. This study provided evidence that a direct multi-component analysis of VOCs may be useful in monitoring
livestock odours, however, it did not show that multi-component analysis of odours
is more accurate than single-component analysis.

2.2.3

Multi-Component Multi-Factor Calibration Models

Many researchers have indicated that the multi-component calibration approach should
be extended to include odour generation factors, such as temperature, wind speed,
relative humidity, solar radiation, etc. (Powers and Bastyr, 2004; Janes et al., 2005).
Factors that probably inﬂuence livestock odour also include type of livestock facilities,
number of animals, location of odour source, and many other relevant factors (Janes
et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2009). Zahn et al. (2002) investigated the
inﬂuence of seasonal and environmental factors on odour emissions from a livestock
lagoon using statistical methods. The factors being analyzed included eﬄuent temperature, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and eﬄuent concentration
of hydrogen sulﬁde and ammonia. The results showed that these factors are highly
related to gaseous odour emissions from livestock farms. Powers and Bastyr (2004)
conducted research on climatic eﬀects to the perception of odour downwind from
poultry and livestock facilities. It was found out that wind speed would aﬀect concentrations of phenol, decane, and undecane; and solar cover would inﬂuence odour
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in the way that odour dilution threshold are greater on sunny days while concentrations of hydrogen sulﬁde and acetic acid are lower. Janes et al. (2005) proposed a
multi-component, multi-factor model for the analysis of livestock farm odours using
neural-networks. The location of measurement (livestock barn source or livestock
manure storage source) is considered as a contributing factor to downwind odour
concentrations. The results of the study showed improved accuracy on prediction of
odour concentrations. These multi-component, multi-factor studies demonstrate that
the accuracy and precision of odour strength prediction can be improved by taking
into consideration contributing factors such as environmental conditions, type of facilities, and odour prevention operations. A possible multi-component, multi-factor
neural network model for livestock farm odour is shown in Figure 1.1.

2.3

Odour Calibration Algorithms

The chemical components and contributing factors need to be analyzed to determine
their underlying relationships with odour strength. The analysis methods used can
be conveniently subdivided into two basic types: statistical approaches which seek to
probabilistically formulate the underlying relationships of the input and the output
data, and non-statistical approaches which try to simulate to the human cognitive
process to solve the problems (Gardner and Bartlett, 1999). Researchers have obtained considerable experience in the use of various statistical and non-statistical
pattern recognition technologies. These include the use of conventional statistical
techniques, artiﬁcial neural networks, fuzzy logics, and genetic algorithms.

2.3.1

Statistical Methods

Statistical methods, such as linear or nonlinear multiple regression models, have been
the primary tools used to analyze and calibrate the relationship between chemical
components, contributing factors and odour strengths (Janes et al., 2004; Bereznicki
et al., 2010). They are relatively easy to use and fast in computing. Principal components analysis (PCA) (Hanumantharaya et al., 1999; Brambilla and Navarotto, 2010),
16
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Figure 2.1: A multi-component multi-factor model for livestock farm odour.
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discriminant function analysis (DFA) (Chung et al., 2003; Brambilla and Navarotto,
2010) and cluster analysis (CA) (Pearce et al., 2003) are commonly used statistical
methods for characterizing and identifying chemical compounds in livestock odours.
Also, when large amounts of data are available, PCA and DFA are often used to
pre-process data and identify useful information. However, statistical methods are
sensitive to noises in the data. In addition, they are not good at incorporating nonnumerical or subjective human expert knowledge, such as inﬂuence of environmental
factors and type of facilities, to help calibrate the perception of odour. Thus they are
not well suited for dealing with vague and imprecise information available in odour
measurement.

2.3.2

Neural Network Based Methods

Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) have been used to calibrate odour compounds
and strength levels. The most popular type of ANN employed is the feed forward,
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) training using the error-correction, back-propagation
algorithm (BP) (Sohn et al., 2003; Janes et al., 2004). Hobbs et al. (2001) used a
radial basis function (RBF) neural network approach to develop a relationship between odour concentration and major odorants from livestock wastes. This method
could achieve good prediction result, and showed higher accuracy when compared
with prediction results from a linear regression model. Carmel et al. (2003) employed
a Hopﬁeld neural network to identify chemicals and determine their concentration
for an electronic nose. The algorithm was tested against real ﬁeld data, and showed
high quality performance, and could identify chemicals which were not previously
presented to the enose system. Janes et al. (2004) used a fast back-propagation (fast
BP) method to train a MLP neural network. The inputs of the neural network are
concentrations of hydrogen-sulﬁde and ammonia, and measurement locations. The
calibration outcomes were compared with those from a statistical model, the result
showed that the ANN approach signiﬁcantly improved odour prediction accuracy. Pan
et al. (2006) developed a multi-component, multi-factor neural network model for pig
farm odours, and used a structural learning with forgetting (SLF) approach to ana18

lyze potential contributing components and factors of pig farm odour. By using this
method, during the training, unnecessary neural connections would fade away, and
skeletal neural network would emerge, revealing relative contributions of each input
(components and factors) to the outputs (odour strength). This approach would allow identiﬁcation of signiﬁcant chemical components and major contributing factors,
and potentially help improve eﬃciency of odour control methods. Sohn et al. (2009)
evaluated the capability of a gas sensor array system to monitor the odour abatement performance of a bioﬁltration system for piggery buildings. Three calibration
algorithms: PCA regression, ANN and partial least squares (PLS) were employed in
quantiﬁcation of the sensor array responses. It showed that ANN and PLS yields good
quantiﬁcation accuracy while PCA regression approach was least accurate. Sun et al.
(2008) applied two ANN techniques: BP neural networks and generalized regression
neural network (GRNN) to quantify the diurnal and seasonal gas concentrations and
emission rates from livestock facilities. Both approached demonstrated high accuracy
and good systemic performance. GRNN showed fast training speed and relatively
easy network parameter settings in comparison to the BP neural network method,
thus was more preferred in modelling livestock farm odour. Men et al. (2011) presented a optimized competitive neural networks (CNNs) to classify odour information
gathered electronic noses. The proposed CNN could automatically adjust (increase,
divide, or delete) the number of neurons involved the learning, and the learning rate
changes according to the variety of training times of each sample. In comparison to
the traditional CNN, the new method demonstrated its ability to optimize network
structures and achieve good classiﬁcation results.
It is widely accepted that there are many advantages in using ANNs algorithms
over statistical techniques. These advantages include ANNs’ generalization abilities, their ability to model highly non-linear and complex systems, and their ability
to automatically learn the relationship that exits between the inputs and outputs
(Haykin, 1999). However, neural networks have some disadvantages as well. For example, they can not explicitly model human expert knowledge and non-numeric data
which arise from several diﬀerent sources such as environmental conditions, manure
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systems, and type of livestock facilities. As a result, ANN algorithms sometimes fail
to produce a good prediction.

2.3.3

Fuzzy Logic Based Methods

Fuzzy logic utilizes fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning to mimic human reasoning in
the computer programming. Fuzzy sets provide a way to represent fuzzy knowledge, which allow intermediate values to be deﬁned between conventional values such
as true/false and high/low. allows intermediate values to be deﬁned between conventional evaluations such as true/false and high/low (Zadeh, 1965; Zadeh and Bellman, 1977). Fuzzy logic based methods can incorporate human experience and expert
knowledge, and handle ambiguous and uncertain data. Furthermore, they are capable
of dealing with linguistic information. Limited research has been reported on applying
the fuzzy logic based approach to odour evaluations (Francesco et al., 2001; Huang
and Miller, 2003; Jatmiko et al., 2009). Francesco et al. (2001) developed a fuzzy logicbased pattern recognition system for an conducting polymer sensors based electronic
nose. In this method, the shapes of sensor responses to odorants were transformed
into fuzzy linguistic expressions. Time space and signal space are fuzziﬁed, e.g. the
time interval during which odour samples were taken and the amplitude values of
the signal were represented by triangular fuzzy sets. The output of the system was
classiﬁed odorant. Experimental results showed that it could achieve 87% recognition rate on unknown odorants. Huang and Miller (2003) applied a multiple criteria
decision making approach based on fuzzy scales to evaluate swine odour management
strategies. The strategies been evaluated included manual oil sprinkling, auto oil
sprinkling, web scrubber, draining shallow pit weekly, and so on. The objectives of
the odour management practice are to maximize reduction in odour emissions, and
to be constrained with limited ﬁnancial resources. The experimental results showed
that as the fuzziness scale of each strategy’s membership function varies, the preference of each strategy to the objectives of odour management practice is changed.
Havlerson et al. (2007) proposed a method to assess odour annoyance using fuzzy set
theory to handle ambiguity in the data. Personal reaction and past experience are
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considered as inputs, and are fuzziﬁed by various membership functions. The output
is odour annoyance level. The predicted annoyance from this method achieved good
agreement with outcomes of human expert assessments.
Despite their abilities to handle vagueness, uncertainty, and linguistic information,
fuzzy logics alone do not have learning ability, thus it is diﬃcult to analyze complex
systems without prior knowledge on the system being analyzed.

2.3.4

Other Methods

Other methods have also been employed in calibrating odour strengths. These methods include fuzzy clustering neural network (FCNN) (Karlik and Yksek, 2007) and
genetic algorithm optimized fuzzy neural (GA-FNN) system (Kusumoputro and Arsyad, 2005).
Karlik and Yksek (2007) developed a novel fuzzy clustering neural network (FCNN)
algorithm for recognizing odours in real-time. In this method, an unsupervised classiﬁer called fuzzy c-means clustering is used on top of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
network to derive the activations of input neurons. The number of input data points
is reduced by fuzzy c-means clustering before they are presented to MLP, therefore the
training time of the MLP is reduced. In addition, the data points are fuzziﬁed by the
fuzzy clustering, divided into fuzzy partitions, and are optimized by fuzzy c-means
algorithm. Experimental results showed that FCNN can provide high recognition
probability in determining odour categories, and can recognize more odours than a
typical MLP network. Kusumoputro and Arsyad (2005) used a genetic algorithm
(GA) to optimize the network size of a fuzzy neural system. The system was applied
to classify mixture of odours. The objective of GA is to minimize activated neuron connections, error rate, and training epochs. The performance of the optimized
system was compared with that of a conventional MLP neural system trained with
back-propagation (BP) algorithm and a un-optimized fuzzy neural system. It demonstrated the GA-optimized fuzzy neural system has better performance in recognition
capability compared to the other two systems.
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2.4

Air Dispersion Modelling

Detecting and accurately locating odour around livestock farms has been an elusive
goal of researchers and environmental agencies. Air dispersion models are mathematical tools to estimate the impact of downwind odour concentrations on the basis of
source factors such as odour emission rates, topography and meteorological data.
Various types of dispersion models have been developed to simulate how chemical
compounds dispersed in ambient air. Air dispersion models usually can be categorized into two types: steady state models such as Gaussian models, and non steady
state models such as Fluid dynamics (FD) models and Lagrangian particle trajectory
theory.

2.4.1

Fluid Dynamics Models

Fluid dynamics models apply ﬂuid mechanics to solve and analyze problems that
involves ﬂuid ﬂows.

The basis of ﬂuid dynamics models are advection-diﬀusion

equations that describes the temporal-spatial dynamics of a conservative or nonconservative pollutant (Lin et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2011). They are based on
mass conservation equation, and the theory that chemical contaminants are transported in air via two processes: advection by the air ﬂow, and turbulent diﬀusion.
A general basic advection-diﬀusion equation for modelling air dispersion is given as
(Brown, 1990; Zannetti, 1990)
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(2.1)

where C is the concentration of the pollutan; Vx , Vy and Vz are the velocity components; Kx , Ky and Kz are the diﬀusion coeﬃcients; MSC is the source term that
represents the mass ﬂow-in; and MDP is mass consumption term that represents the
deposition and biochemical interaction eﬀects. The ﬁrst term on the right side of
Eq.(2.1) is the advection contribution and the second term represents the diﬀusion
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eﬀect. This basic advection-diﬀusion equation provides a generally valid description
of air ﬂow. Many air dispersion models which describe the actual distribution of
pollutants in the wind ﬁeld are derived from this basic advection-diﬀusion equation.
These advection-diﬀusion models can be solved either by analytical methods if some
further assumptions are made to simplify the models and parameters. Gaussian plume
model is an example of this approach (which is discussed in next section); or by using
numerical methods (Zannetti, 1990; Holmes and Morawska, 2006).
Various numerical approaches have been employed to solve the advection-diﬀusion
equations. These numerical methods include ﬁnite volume (FV) methods (Gao and
Niu, 2007; Tsai and Chen, 2004), ﬁnite diﬀerence (FD) methods (Meerschaert et
al., 2006; Fatehifar et al., 2008), and ﬁnite element (FE) methods (Ei-Awad, 2002;
Kamiski et al., 2007). Fatehifar et al. (2008) developed a ﬁnite diﬀerence approach
to model the dispersion of pollutants from a network of industrial stacks. A three
dimensional advection-diﬀusion equation was developed to describe the activity of
pollutants. Assumptions made in this approach include: diﬀusion in wind direction
is negligible in comparison to advection in that direction, and there is no wind velocity at vertical and crosswind direction. Diﬀusion coeﬃcients were selected based on
Pasquill’s stability class (Pasquill, 1974). Environmental parameters needed for deciding diﬀusion coeﬃcients include: ambient temperature, air pressure, air viscosity,
air density, wind velocity, day-time solar radiation, cloud cover, earth surface type,
boundary layer height, etc. Computer simulation results showed that dispersion of
pollutants is proportional to air temperature and inversely proportional to wind velocity. Tsai and Chen (2004) used a ﬁnite volume approach to solve a three-dimensional
dispersion model for simulating the dispersion of air pollutant in an urban street
canyon. Parameters needed were turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent energy dissipation rate, and Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Values of dispersion parameters were
obtained according to (Launder and Spalding, 1974). Simulation results were compared with measurement results, and predicted pollutant concentration were of high
accuracy. Kamiski et al. (2007) used a ﬁnite element method to model the threedimensional dispersion of carbon monoxide along roads. Environment parameters
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considered were wind speed and direction, temperature, pressure, air humidity, cloud
cover, and traﬃc velocity. A software was developed based on this method, and ﬁeld
data was collected for validating the model. Calculated results based on the approach
agreed well with measured levels of carbon monoxide.
However, numerical approaches are complicated, a number of initial conditions
and boundary conditions which are diﬃcult to obtain in the ﬁeld are in need to solve
advection-diﬀusion equations. And usually many assumptions are made to simplify
the solution. Numerical approaches require high computational and memory capacity.
Even with simpliﬁed models and high-speed computers, only approximate solutions
can be achieved in many cases.

2.4.2

Gaussian Dispersion Models

Gaussian dispersion models are used for air dispersion in a steady-state environment.
They are a closed solution of the advection-diﬀusion equation. They are relatively
easy to use, and require small number of inputs. The basic Gaussian plume model
is the corner stone in most dispersion models. It is based on following assumptions
(Beychok, 2005; Schnelle and Dey, 1999):
1. Vertical and crosswind diﬀusion follow Gaussian distributions;
2. The source emissions are continuous and the mass-ﬂow rate (i.e. g/s)is constant;
3. The horizontal wind velocity (i.e. m/s) is constant and the mean wind direction
is constant;
4. Diﬀusion of emissions in the downwind direction is negligible compared to their
transport by the wind; and
5. There is no deposition or washout of emissions, no absorption of emissions by
the ground or other physical bodies, and no chemical conversion of the emission.
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The basic Gaussian plume model was initially developed for a continuous point
source in a uniform ﬂow with homogeneous turbulence, which is expressed as
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where c̄ (x, y, z) is the steady-state concentration of pollutant at a speciﬁc point
(g/m3 ); Q is the source’s strength or emission rate of the pollutant (g/s); H is the
eﬀective source height; ū is the mean transport velocity across (m/s); x is the downwind distance from the source to the receptor (m); y is crosswind distance from the
receptor to the plume centreline (m); z is vertical distance from the receptor to the
centreline (m); σy is the horizontal dispersion coeﬃcient; and σz is the vertical dispersion coeﬃcient. For the centreline concentration of ground-level odour source, the
value of z = H = y = 0, therefore the model becomes
c̄ (x, 0, 0) =

Q
.
2πūσy σz

(2.3)

The dispersion coeﬃcients σy and σz are empirical parameters depending on air
stability classes, and commonly they are functions of the downwind distance from the
source to the receptor.
The air stability classes deﬁnes the atmospheric turbulence that occurs in the ambient air (Barratt, 2001). The most commonly used air stability classes categories are
the Pasquill stability classes, which are deﬁned by wind speed, daytime incoming solar radiation, and night-time cloud cover. The Pasquill stability classes are presented
in Table 1.1 (Pasquill, 1961).
Air stability is considered to have a major eﬀect on the dispersion of air pollution plumes by many researchers, because it enhances the plume dispersion (Barratt,
2001; Beychok, 2005; Hoﬀ and Bundy, 2003). By using Pasquill air stability classes,
verticalσz and lateral σy dispersion coeﬃcients are expressed as functions of distance
from the source and Pasquill-Giﬀord curves, and can be computed as follows
σy = 465.11628(x) tan(θ),

(2.4)

σz = axb .

(2.5)
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Table 2.1: Pasquill-Giﬀord air stability classes (from Pasquill, 1961)
Surface

Daytime

Night-time

wind speed

Incoming solar radiation

Cloud cover

(m/s)

strong

moderate

slight

> 50%

< 50%

<2

A

A-B

B

E

F

2-3

A-B

B

C

E

F

3-5

B

B-C

C

D

E

5-6

C

C-D

D

D

D

>6

C

D

D

D

D

Pasqui-Giﬀord stability class

Deﬁnition

A

very unstable

B

unstable

C

slightly unstable

D

neural

E

slightly stable

F

stable
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However, Pasquill dispersion coeﬃcients are based on ﬁeld experiments and are only
appropriate when used for modelling air dispersion in open, rural areas (Pasquill,
1976).
Gaussian dispersion models have been widely used in evaluation odour impacts
around livestock facilities and in determining set-back distance between livestock
farms and local residents. Chastain and Wolak (2000) adopted a Gaussian plume
model to predict odour concentration downwind from the odour source, and used
it to assist selection of sites of livestock facilities. The dispersion coeﬃcients were
selected based on air stability classes deﬁned by (Turner, 1994). Surface roughness
was considered. Urban empirical dispersion parameters were used for forested areas,
and open terrain dispersion coeﬃcients were used for cut grass or crop area. Sensitivity analysis was performed on primary input variables to provide objective basis for
selecting livestock facilities locations. Analysis results also showed that forest barriers and odour source control can help reduce odour dispersion. Hayes et al. (2006)
used a commercial Gaussian atmospheric dispersion model to evaluate to evaluate
odour impact of existing intensive poultry farms. The model was also used to determine setback distance of new poultry production units. Pasquill stability classes
were used. It was assumed that the surrounding terrain was uniformly ﬂat, therefore,
topological data was not used in this study. A new odour annoyance criterion was
developed in the study, and it suggested the new odour annoyance criterion could
largely reduce the maximum setback distance of new poultry facilities. Latos et al.
(2010) developed a Gaussian dispersion model for odorous chemical compounds hydrogen sulﬁde and ammonia emitted from pig farms. In this study, in order to predict
the maximum concentration with a single breath’s time-scale (few seconds) instead
of a long-term average concentration, dispersion coeﬃcients were modiﬁed based the
“peak-to-mean”. Complex terrain around the farm and the height of the emission
stack were considered. The analysis results indicated that a standard Gaussian dispersion model that predicts long-term average concentration underestimates the impact
of odorous pollutant, and short-term “peak-to-mean” modiﬁcation should be adopted
in odour dispersion model. Yu (2010) developed a livestock farm odour dispersion
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model based on Gaussian plume theory. Pasquill-Giﬀord dispersion coeﬃcients were
used for long-time odour emission, and Hogstrom dispersion coeﬃcients were applied
for modelling short-time odour ﬂuctuation. Atmospheric parameters such as friction
velocity, sensible heat ﬂux, and mixing height were considered. Also, predicted odour
concentration was modiﬁed by “peak-to-mean” ratio in order to reﬂect short-term
peak odour concentration during a single breath’s time. The model showed its capability to predict mean odour concentration, instantaneous odour concentration, peak
odour concentration and frequency of odour concentration. The model was tested
against ﬁeld odour plume measurement data, and achieved good odour concentration
and odour frequency predictions. Li (2009) evaluated impact of odorous emissions
from livestock farms using two Gaussian model based commercial air dispersion models: AERMOD and CALPUFF. Sensitivity analysis of the two models showed that
out of ﬁve major climatic parameters, under steady-state condition, air stability class
and wind speed had greatest impact on odour dispersion, while ambient temperature
and wind direction had little impact, and mixing height had no impact on odour dispersion. The two models were validated using ﬁeld odour data, and it was found that
both models had poor performance in modelling dispersion of low strength livestock
farm odours.
Since Gaussian models are build upon assumptions that the dispersion ﬁeld is in
steady-state conditions, the accuracy of Gaussian models depends upon the validity
of the those assumptions against the environment being analyzed. Therefore, their
applications to real world problems are greatly limited. For instance, by assuming
the dispersion ﬁled is non-variable, Gaussian models exclude the eﬀect of pollutant
emissions and environment factors from previous hours. They are more suitable
for modelling air dispersion in relatively simple meteorological and topographical
conditions, such as ﬂat ﬁeld without complex ground surface conditions. However,
in rural areas where most livestock facilities are locate, topographical conditions are
usually complicated with farm facilities, hills, rivers, forests, and various vegetation
heights. Gaussian dispersion models are not suitable for modelling the dispersion of
odour emissions around livestock farms.
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When applying existing air dispersion models to model livestock odour dispersion,
the livestock odour is treated as a chemical pollutant which follows mass conservation
law. However, downwind odour strength is not only resulted from physical dilution
process of chemical compounds, but is also a result of biological olfactory sensing process. Livestock farm odour consists of over 100 odorous compounds. Each compounds
has diﬀerent odour perception threshold. During dispersion, the concentrations of
some compounds fall below their perception thresholds, e.g. the quantity of odour is
not conservable even if there is no chemical reaction among the chemical compounds.
Therefore, the odour perceived by human panel at a downwind location is diﬀerent
than the odour at source given the distance to the source is far enough, because there
are less perceivable odorous compounds in the downwind odour. This would inﬂuence odour dispersion modelling at longer distance range where many compounds
of livestock farm odour are at their perception thresholds. Therefore, most existing
air dispersion model which are based on mass conservation law are not suitable for
modelling livestock odour dispersion.

2.4.3

Lagrangian Particle Models

Lagrangian particle models have been applied to simulate livestock farm odour dispersion (Duyzer et al., 2004). In a Lagrangian model, the odorous emissions released
from a source are assumed to be a cloud of particles, where a particle represents a
pollutant mixture. Lagrangian models compute the random spatial trajectories of the
particles following a statistical approach. Then the odour concentration is calculated
as the total number of particles falling in a unit volume (Lin et al., 2011). However,
Lagrangian particle models require extensive computing time and memory resource.
To adequately modelling odour concentration around a livestock farm, the trajectories of several tens of thousands of particles have to be simulated simultaneously in
small consecutive time steps. Therefore, it leads to very time-consuming computing,
which are not practical for real-time odour monitoring application.
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Chapter 3
A Wireless Electronic Nose
Network for Monitoring Livestock
Farm Odour
Odour control technologies are greatly impeded by the lack of science-based approaches to assess the eﬀects of odour. With the current state of technology, the
most commonly used methods to measure odours from livestock facilities is human
sniﬃng methods, but they are very expensive and diﬃcult to overcome the analyst’s
personal bias. Therefore, unbiased automatic odour evaluating technologies are desirable.

3.1

Introduction

An electronic nose is an alternative tool to human nose for objectively measuring
livestock farm odour. Electronic noses have been developed for monitoring agricultural environment (Osarenren, 2002; Qu et al., 2001; Hudon et al., 2000; Pan and
Yang, 2007). In our previous study, an electronic nose consisting of a sensor array
and an analysis system was developed, and proved its capability of producing a qualitative output, lower operation cost, and greater consistency in odour measurement
(Pan and Yang, 2007). The impact area of odorous gas emissions is diﬃcult to de30

termine because it continuously changes with wind speed and direction. In addition,
a modern livestock facility is usually not a point odour source but rather an array of
points (ventilation hose), lines (side curtain opening) and areas (manure pits).
However, an electronic nose can only evaluate odour events at one location; it cannot provide a comprehensive odour impact evaluation according to farmstead factors
such as building layout schemes, landscape and topography around the farm, and meteorological factors, which has led to an unfocused and ineﬃcient research approach
on reducing livestock farm odour. Therefore, an odour measurement technology that
can provide an overall odour proﬁle around livestock facilities is desirable for developing an overall odour management strategy. it cannot provide an comprehensive odour
map around livestock facilities which is necessary for an eﬀective odour management
strategy.
Wireless communication technology has been widely applied in environmental observations (Wang et al., 2006; Werner-Allen et al., 2006), medical diagnostic (Koizumi
et al., 2008; Greer et al., 2008), habitat monitoring (Mainwaring et al., 2004), military
applications (Zhao et al., 2006; Liang, 2006; Song and Hatzinakos, 2007) and various
industries (Basset et al., 2007; Yi, 2008). Disseminating data via wireless network
enables long-term, remote data collection, and can provide localized measurements
and detailed information that is hard to obtain through traditional instrumentation
(Tubaishat and Madria, 2003; Wang et al., 2006).
In this research, a novel wireless electronic nose network system is proposed for
monitoring livestock farm odours. The system utilizes an electronic nose network
built from compact electronic noses which can detect odour compounds and environment conditions such as temperature and humidity. The electronic noses are placed at
various applicable locations on the farm, and odour data collected by them are delivered via a wireless network to the analysis station, typically a laptop computer, where
several data analysis algorithms process and analyze the data, display sensor signals
in real-time, and model the odour dispersion. A software package is also developed
for performing all the data analysis, and for providing a platform for collaborations
among the users.
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The development of the proposed wireless electronic nose network system includes
following parts: design of several simpliﬁed electronic noses for detecting odour components and environmental conditions, network architecture design, design of a software package to process and analyze odour data, development of data processing and
analysis algorithms, and integration of the whole network. In this chapter, the design
of the entire electronic nose network is presented. Section 3.2 ﬁrstly introduces the
architecture of the proposed wireless electronic nose network system; the development
of each single electronic nose is given in details in Subsection 3.2.1; Subsection 3.2.2
presents the set-up of the wireless network; and the software developed for the electronic nose network are covered in Subsection 3.2.3. At the end, several advantages
of the proposed electronic nose network are addressed in Subsection 3.3.3.

3.2

The Developed Wireless Electronic Nose Network System

In this study, an electronic nose network-based system is developed for monitoring livestock farm odour remotely. The system utilizes an electronic nose network
built from compact electronic noses which can detect odour compounds and environment conditions such as temperature and humidity. The architecture of the proposed
wireless electronic nose network is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Essentially, the wireless
electronic nose network is a simple star network, with all the sensor nodes communicating with a central control station. It consists of 3 electronic noses at this time,
and can be extended to accommodate more electronic noses when necessary. The
electronic noses are placed at various location of interest on the farm, and odour data
collected by them are delivered via wireless link to the analysis station, where the
sensor fusion algorithms process and analyze the data. Usually if an electronic nose
fails, other electronic noses cover that area can also provide the missing information.
Therefore, the more electronic noses in a certain area, the more robust the wireless
network system is to the sensor failure. However, a larger density of electronic noses
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Figure 3.1: The architecture of the proposed wireless electronic nose network.
costs more, and large redundant information makes wireless transmission slow.
The proposed wireless electronic nose network consists of various hardware components. In this section, the architecture of the wireless electronic nose network and
the development of essential hardware components are presented.

3.2.1

Development of the Electronic Noses

To be utilized in the wireless network, the electronic noses should be compact in size,
energy eﬃcient, and of low cost. The design toward the ﬁnal electronic nose of the
wireless sensor network comprised several steps such as the selection of sensors to
detect compounds most prevalent in livestock farm odour, the incorporation of these
sensors into a sensor array, the design of a chamber to regulate gas toward the sensors
and the acquisition of the sensor data for wireless transfer.
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Sensor Selection and Sensor Array
Each electronic nose in the network has a sensor array with 4 metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors to detect odorous components in ambient air, and 2 sensors
to detect environmental conditions, i.e., a humidity sensor and a temperature sensor.
The gas sensors are selected based on previous extensive investigation and experiments, as well as various sensors available for odour compounds measurement. These
4 sensors can measure most of the major gas compounds in livestock farm odours,
with high sensitivity to target gases, quick response to low concentrations of gases,
high stability and reliability over a long period, relatively low cost and long life in
comparison to other sensing technologies. A section of this sensor list is shown below
in Table 3.1. The selected gas sensors are purchased from Figaro Engineering Inc.
The gas sensors are ﬁxed in an array. A developed sensor array is shown below in
Fig. 3.2.
Table 3.1: Sensors used in the development of the electronic nose
Sensors

Compounds

Material

TGS826

ammonia, amine compounds, toluene

tungsten
dioxide

TGS825

hydrogen sulﬁde

tin dioxide

TGS822

broad spectrum including skatole, indole, methane, tin oxide
benzene, ethanol, acetone, butane, propane, alcohol,
etc.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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Figure 3.2: The developed sensor array.
Design of the Chamber
A chamber is designed to accommodate the sensor array and to regulate the ﬂow of
odorous air. The sensor array is placed within this chamber, and the odorous air is
directed toward the array. Since the sensors have speciﬁc requirements on the ﬂow
rate for proper operation, a pump is used to control the ﬂow speed. The sensor array
faces directly into the coming air so that the surface area of the array which is exposed
to odorous air is maximized. This ensures best detecting results and minimizes the
possibility of attaining improper readings.
The chamber also has an input valve which is controlled by a solenoid. The valve
is switched between odorous and carbon ﬁltered air ports through the application
a 12 V signal to the valve, so that the ﬁltered odorous air can refresh the chamber
and sensor when necessary. The pump used is a standard high-volume, low-pressure
pump which ideally suited our requirement for low-pressure, continuous sampling,
and allows the air to become steady in the chamber. The chamber also contains a
simple diﬀuser to focus the incoming odorous and ﬁltered air onto the sensor array.
A developed chamber is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The developed chamber.
Integration of the Electronic Nose
The analog sensor signals collected by the electronic nose are converted to 12 bit
digital signals by a data acquisition board (MDA300) right at the electronic nose
side. The multi-function data acquisition board MDA300 can convert up to 11 channels analog input. The digital signals are delivered by a 2.4 GHz mote processor
(MPR2400) to a gateway (the sink). Both the data acquisition board MDA300 and
the mote MPR2400 are powered by two AA batteries. In addition, a 12 V DC power
supply is used to power the gas sensors and the air pump. A developed electronic
nose is shown in Fig. 3.4. These electronic noses are placed in areas of interest around
livestock facilities to collect odour data.

3.2.2

The Wireless Electronic Nose Network

The odour data collected by the electronic noses located around the farm is delivered
by 2.4 GHz wireless link to a gateway. The gateway will gather the sensor signals and
input them into the control centre via Ethernet. The block diagram of the wireless
network is shown in Fig. 3.5.
For the purposes of wireless transmission of sensor signals, in this work, the MicaZ wireless network platform from Crossbow (Crossbow Technology Inc., USA) is
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Figure 3.4: An electronic nose consists of the sensor array inside a chamber, a data
acquisition board, a mote processor, and a power supply.

Mote MPR 2400

Mote MPR 2400
Wireless
Communication

DAQ MDA 300

Gateway MIB 600
Ethernet

Sensor Node
Internet

Global Connection

Odorous Air

Figure 3.5: The block diagram of the wireless network.
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adopted. This wireless network platform has advantages of the small physical size,
low cost and low power consumption, making it ideal for this odour monitoring application. The mote processor (MPR2400), and the gateway (MIB600) are utilized
as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.6: The mote processor MPR2400 and the gateway MIB600.
The mote processor MPR2400 includes an ATmega128L low-power micro-controller,
a high data rate radio, and batteries. The micro-controller runs network communication applications from its internal ﬂash memory. A single MPR2400 processor can
support sensor control, data processing and radio communication applications simultaneously. Power is provided by any 3 V power source, typically two AA batteries.
The radio on the MPR2400 module consists of an antenna and a single-chip 2.4 GHz
radio frequency transceiver which is compliant to IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee protocol.
The transceiver providing a spreading gain of 9 dB and an eﬀective data rate of 250
kbps.
The MIB600 is an Ethernet interface board. It provides Ethernet connectivity for
data communication ability via TCP/IP. A MIB600 board attached with a MPR2400
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is deﬁned as a getaway (sink). It allows the aggregation of in-coming network data
into a computer. The gateway with connection to a laptop computer is shown in
Fig. 3.7. The wireless link provides communication ability to transfer sensor data
and status information across the network, it also support remote control of network
nodes.

Figure 3.7: The gateway with connection to a laptop computer.

3.2.3

Software Integration

In order to utilize the previously mentioned hardware, certain software packages are
needed. An application provided by Crossbow called MoteWorks is used to set up
a wireless network for data transfer. Then MoteWorks integrates and synchronizes
the wireless network, conﬁgures and acquires the IP address of the network, and pro39

grams the mote to interface with the electronic noses. An application software called
MoteView from Crossbow is used to establish the network and wireless communication, monitor the network status, and manage the network topology. A screen of the
wireless network topology interface is shown in Fig. 3.8.
The odour data collected by the electronic nose network need to be processed and
analyzed for the purpose of supporting odour control decisions. Hence, a software
suite is designed for data acquisition, management, display and analysis. The software
is running on a central analysis station, and it includes four main components: (1)
a data acquisition system to acquire the sensor signals that are transferred to the
computer via the wireless network; (2) a database which stores the odour data for
future applications; (3) an odour analysis system, which identiﬁes risk factors of
odour, calculates odour strength and odour dispersion plume; and (4) a user interface
tier interacts with users and displays odour data and reports analysis results.
Data Acquisition System
After analog sensor signals are converted into digital signals, the digital signals are
sent through wireless link to the gateway, which receives and collect the digital signals.
Then the data acquisition system in the computer interfaces with the getaway and
captures the digital signals into the database. The data acquisition interface is shown
in Fig. 3.9. Communication to the gateway can be established by specify the IP
address of the gateway. The status of the connection is shown on the interface. In
this data acquisition system, currently there are 9 channels, a channel shows electronic
nose node ID, a temperature sensor channel, a humidity sensor channel, four channels
adc0 to adc3 are used for the 4 gas sensors in each electronic nose, and channels adc5
and adc6 are reserved for future development.
Sensor signals generated by the electronic nose usually are contaminated by white
noise. An exponentially weighted moving average ﬁlter is used to minimize the noise
(Smith, 1997). The ﬁlter is given as
x̄k =

n
n
x̄k−1 + (1 −
)xk ,
n+1
n+1
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(3.1)

where n is number of data points in the ﬁlter; k is the k-th data point; and x̄k is a
simple moving average ﬁlter given by
x̄k =

k
1
xi .
n i=k−n+1

(3.2)

Database and Data Management System
All collected data are organized and stored in a central database. Database plays an
important role as a data storage, query, and exchange centre for various applications.
In this system data structures (records and ﬁles) are optimized to deal with large
amounts of data. A data storage system based on Microsoft SQL Server 2005 database
server is developed for storing sensor signals and odour information. The database is
organized and managed by a database management system. The stored odour data in
the database can be retrieved, managed, and processed through user interface. The
interface of the database management system is shown in Fig. 3.10.
The data management system has link to the data acquisition system. Therefore,
the data acquisition system can be conveniently launched from the data management
system to capture odour data into database. Collected data records are then structured, categorized, and tagged in the database for future use. Because data records
are well-organized, historical data can easily be queried and retrieved by name, date
and time of collection, description, and characters. A picture of data records management console is shown in Fig. 3.11
User Interface Tier
Users interact with the control station directly through a series of user interfaces.
These interfaces are within the user interface tier. The goals of user interfaces are to
provide a user-friendly environment, and to adequately support the operation undertaking. User interfaces provide graphical front-end pages to the data base records,
analysis result reports, task management, and the other components. Microsoft C#
environment is used for user interface development. The main interface is the ﬁrst
displayed page when users start the application. Users log onto the system from this
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Figure 3.8: Topology of the wireless network.

Figure 3.9: The interface of data acquisition system.
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Figure 3.10: The interface of database.
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Figure 3.11: The interface of data records management console.
page to get the access to other functional pages such as data display interface and
analysis system interface. Figure 3.12 shows the main interface of the application.
To satisfy various requirements, the user interface tire can provide a widely used
standard for analyzing record data and also accommodates applications developed in
other programming language environment.
The interface of data display system is shown in Fig. 3.13. To provide better
odour strength observation, a data dynamic display system is developed. This system
provides basic sensor signal on-line and oﬀ-line display. Several display attributes can
be selected by users, such as diﬀerent update interval, number of visible points and
data range, persistent display mode enable/disable, average number display, etc. This
would be very helpful for routine operation and various studies.
Odour Analysis System
Odour analysis system is the key component of the software. The system utilizes
the data analysis applications to identify rules and patterns in the data, to tell the
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Figure 3.12: The main interface of the software.
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Figure 3.13: The dynamic display console.
users where is the odour, how strong the odour is, to give suggestion on odour control
practice, and to predict the resulted odour strength if any odour control means are
applied. The data analysis system has many sub-systems: odour strength analysis
system calculates odour concentration/intensity using artiﬁcial intelligent techniques;
odour dispersion analysis system calculates odour dispersion plume using odour dispersion models based on odour emission rates, topological and meteorological information; risk factor analysis module identiﬁes signiﬁcant risk factors which cause
odour problems; and decision making module assists users to make odour control
decisions based on analysis results and human expert knowledge. The interface of
odour analysis system is shown in Fig. 3.14
This analysis system also provides decision support for farmer’s odour control
practice. In the analysis system, the sensor fusion algorithm calculates the odour
strength based on collected sensor signals, odour dispersion algorithm calculates and
draws the odour dispersion. The odour dispersion analysis system provides an overall
odour mapping around live facilities which is necessary for an overall odour manage-
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Figure 3.14: The odour analysis system.
ment strategy, and it also gives suggestions on possible odour control practice based
on farmstead, topography and meteorological data, such as when to spread manure,
change vent direction, and where to plant trees to block odour. This will help the
livestock producers to make strategic funding decisions by investing only in odour
reduction research and implementation that deals with relevant factors of the odour
problem.

3.3

Discussion

The proposed electronic nose-based wireless network approach to automatically monitoring of livestock farm odours diﬀers from any existing electronic noses in the following ways
1. The developed wireless electronic nose network system can provide multi-location
odour monitoring while existing electronic noses can only provide odour monitoring at a single location. Detecting and accurately locating odour around
livestock farms has been an elusive goal of researchers and livestock producers
for a long time. Odour concentration changes with meteorology, distance to
the source, emission height above ground, and source conﬁguration (exhaust
pipe diameter, building geometry etc). The proposed wireless electronic nose
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network can provide a more comprehensive odour plume proﬁle than a single
electronic nose.
2. The developed electronic nose network can automatically monitor livestock farm
odours, and have many potential industry applications. It integrates sensor system, data acquisition system, data analysis system, data transmission systems,
and user interface system. The developed wireless network can perform remote
multi-point odour monitoring, and the integrated software package provides
data analysis capabilities which would assist users’ decision making on odour
control practice. Based on meteorological information provided by weather forecast, the software can estimate future impacts of odours around the farm, and
help farmers plan odour control strategies. In addition, if the odour strength
reaches a pre-set threshold, the network system can alerts farmers, and provide
suggestions on reducing odour levels. The electronic network system can provide farmers and researchers with more eﬃcient odour control capabilities by
providing automated, robust, and comprehensive data about the environment
and odour proﬁle around livestock farms.
3. By using this wireless electronic nose network system, users can monitor the
odour from a remote location such as inside a house or oﬃce, so that they do
not have to stay in ﬁeld, which makes odour measurement easier in unfavourable
weather.
4. The developed electronic nose network system with multiple electronic noses is
more robust to sensor failure and noise. One or more failed or incorrect sensor
reading could be corrected through the redundant information from the other
electronic noses.
The developed wireless electronic nose network system is a useful tool in remote
monitoring livestock farm odour, which can greatly improve the eﬃciency of livestock
farm odour reduction and thus beneﬁt livestock industry.
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3.4

Summary

The design of an electronic nose network-based livestock farm odour monitoring system is presented. The system is composed of electronic noses that can detect odour
compounds and environment factors. The electronic noses are deployed around the
farm and odour data are delivered via a wireless network to the central analysis station. The sensor fusion algorithm and odour dispersion algorithm in the analysis
system calculate the odour dispersion, display the odour plume dispersion dynamically, and predict odour plume.
By using the proposed wireless electronic nose network based remote odour monitoring system, real-time downwind odour measurement becomes possible. The developed real-time odour monitoring system can enable the accurate detection and
location of a livestock farm odour plume. It should be eﬀective in quantifying the
instantaneous and long term odour strength. The odour monitoring and analysis
system can provide farmers and researchers with more accurate odour management
capabilities for more eﬃcient operation of odour control systems such as ventilation
fans, and can help the development of an overall odour management strategy by
providing dynamic, comprehensive information about the livestock farm environment
and odour dispersion.
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Chapter 4
A Neuron-fuzzy Model for Odour
Calibration
Calibration of odour concentration against human panelists’ perception is diﬃcult
due to the complexity of the livestock farm odour system and limited knowledge of
the odour itself (Zhang et al., 2002c). Many factors inﬂuence odour strength. Research has indicated that environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity
(Powers and Bastyr, 2004), type of facilities (Janes et al., 2004), and farm management practises aﬀect odour generation (Zhang et al., 2002). However, how and by how
much a factor would inﬂuence livestock farm odour still remains unclear (Schiﬀman
et al., 2001a; Powers and Bastyr, 2004; Pan et al., 2006). Resulting from a poor
understanding of the odour problem, existing odour calibration technologies are not
eﬃcient.

4.1

Introduction

Most previous studies on modelling livestock farm odour have concentrated on the
modelling of the odour components and have not considered other potential contributing factors, such as outdoor temperature, air ﬂow speed, or type of facilities, due to
the limitation of statistical modelling techniques. In statistical methods, odour system models being analyzed are not capable of incorporating non-numeric or subjective
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human expert knowledge, such as environmental conditions, type of livestock facilities. Thus they are not well suited for dealing with vague and imprecise information
available in odour measurement and control.
The rapid development of soft computing techniques, such as neural networks and
fuzzy logic technologies, allows the incorporation of those non-numeric contributing
factors and expert knowledge into livestock farm odour models. Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) have been used to calculate odour strength (Pan et al., 2006; Kodogiannis et al., 2008; Al-Bastaki, 2009). It is widely accepted that there are several advantages in using ANNs algorithms over the conventional techniques, such as its generalization ability to automatically learn the relationship that exits between the inputs
and outputs. However, ANNs are not capable of properly incorporating non-numeric
or subjective human expert knowledge (Haykin, 1999).
Fuzzy logic utilizes fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning to provide a more human-like
inference process. It can handle imprecise, ambiguous, and vague information, and
can incorporate human experience and expert knowledge (Zadeh and Bellman, 1977).
Fuzzy logic has been used in a wide range of applications such as control systems,
project management, non-linear system models, expert systems, forecasting, system
identiﬁcation and analysis (Zimmermann, 2001). However, fuzzy logic does not have
learning ability, thus it is diﬃcult to analyze complex systems without prior and
accurate knowledge on the system being analyzed.
To overcome the limitations of neural networks and fuzzy systems, an adaptive
network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) approach is proposed to predict livestock farm odour concentration. Two ANFIS livestock farm odour models are developed, both numeric data and non-numeric data are incorporated in the odour models.
Various comparative studies are also presented to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed method.
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4.2

The Proposed Neuro-fuzzy Approach

In common fuzzy logic systems, membership functions are chosen by trial and error
and are ﬁxed once selected. Rule structure of a fuzzy logic system is also predetermined based on user’s interpretation of the variables in the model. However, in
practise, due to limited knowledge about the system being analyzed, the selection
of membership functions and rule structure may not be appropriate, thus results in
poor performance of the model (Jang et al., 1997).
An adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) approach is proposed for analyzing livestock farm odour. The proposed ANFIS approach incorporates an adaptive
neural learning technique into the fuzzy logic model. The parameters are tuned automatically during the learning so the membership functions can well represent the
nonlinear system being studied with an optimal performance.
The proposed ANFIS uses a Sugeno-type fuzzy relation (Jang et al., 1997; Karray
and De Silva, 2005), where the fuzzy rules take the following form:
Rule 1: IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A21 . . . and xn is An1 , THEN f1 = a10 +a11 x1 +...+a1n xn ,
Rule 2: IF x1 is A12 and x2 is A22 . . . and xn is An2 , THEN f2 = a20 +a21 x1 +...+a2n xn ,
..
.
Rule p: IF x1 is A1m and x2 is A2m . . . and xn is Anm , THEN fp = ap0 + ap1 x1 +
... + apn xn ,
where xi , i = 1, ..., n is i-th input linguistic variable in the antecedent part of the rule;
variable Aij is the j-th linguistic label (for instance, large, small, etc.) associated with
xi . Function fp is the consequent output of the rule and api is the Sugeno parameter.
An general ANFIS model is shown in Fig. 4.1, which has n inputs and each input
variable has m membership functions, resulting in a total of mn rules.
There are 5 layers in the general ANFIS model shown in Fig. 4.1. The ﬁrst layer
is a fuzziﬁcation layer, in which the crisp inputs of the network are fuzziﬁed through
mapping into corresponding membership functions. Layer 2 is a rule operation layer.
In this layer, the incoming signals of each rule node are multiplied and the product
is sent out. The output of each node (e.g. the product of the incoming signals of the
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node) in layer 2 is referred as the ﬁring strength of a rule. Layer 3 is a normalization
layer, the ﬁring strengths of the fuzzy rules are normalized in the way that, the output
of each node in this layer is the ratio of the i-th rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of
all rules’ ﬁring strength. Layer 4 is a consequent layer, in which the values of the
consequent of the rules are multiplied by normalized ﬁring strengths. The last layer
is aggregation layer. The overall output of this layer is computed as a summation of
all incoming signals. During the training, the membership parameters can be tuned
automatically in a systematic manner so as to adjust the membership functions of
the input/output variables for optimal system performance.
Layer 1: Fuzzification Layer
In this layer, the crisp inputs xi , i = 1,...,n, is fuzziﬁed through mapping into membership function μAij of the linguistic labels Aij , i = 1,...,n, j = 1, ..., m. The membership
functions can be any appropriate parameterized functions. In this study, all the membership functions are bell-shaped functions as
μAij (xi ) =

1+



1
xi −cij
aij

2bij ,

i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m,

(4.1)

where aij , bij and cij are the parameters; n is the number of inputs; and m is the
number of membership functions of each input. The bell-shaped functions vary accordingly when these parameters are changed, and thus exhibit various forms of membership functions on Aij . The output Op1 of each node i in layer 1 is the membership
functions of Aij .
Op1 = μAij (xi ),

i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ..., m; p = 1, 2, ..., m × n,

(4.2)

where variable Op1 represents the degree to which the given xi associates with Aij .
Layer 2: Rule Operation Layer
In this layer, each rule node multiplies the incoming signals and sends the product
out. The output of each node in layer 2 represents the ﬁring strength of a rule, which
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is given as
Op2 = wp =

n
i=1

ji = 1, 2, ..., m; p = 1, 2, ..., mn ,

μAiji (xi ),

(4.3)

where j1 , j2 ,..., jn is a combination of m membership functions for the n input variables, thus there are a total of mn combinations, resulting in mn nodes in this layer.
Each node in fact performs and AND operation within the rule antecedent. Other
t-norm operators can also be used as the node function in this layer.
Layer 3: Normalization Layer
In this layer, the ﬁring strengths of the fuzzy rules are normalized. The output of
each node in this layer is the ratio of the i-th rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of all
rules’ ﬁring strength, and is calculated based on
wp
Op3 = wp = mn

p=1 wp

,

p = 1, 2, ..., mn .

(4.4)

Layer 4: Consequent Layer
In this layer, the values of the consequent are multiplied by normalized ﬁring strengths
according to
Op4 = wp fp ,

p = 1, 2, ..., mn .

(4.5)

Layer 5: Aggregation Layer
The overall output of this layer is computed as a summation of all incoming signals:
5

mn

O =
p=1

4.3



wp fp = p

wp fp
.
p wp

(4.6)

Experimental Results

The proposed ANFIS approach is tested by a livestock database collected in the ﬁelds
downwind from poultry, dairy and swine facilities. This section provides detailed
information about the data samples. Three odour calibration models are developed
for comparative studies. The structure of each model is also presented in this section.
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4.3.1

Data Sets

Outdoor temperature, wind speed, distances to the odour source, and odour dilutionto-threshold (D/T) concentration levels perceived by human assessors were recorded.
At the same time, an electronic nose took measurement at each site. The sensor signals from the electronic nose represent the concentrations of gas compounds in the air.
The detailed measuring procedure is described in the paper by (Pan et al., 2006). The
data of temperature, type of facility and concentration of hydrogen sulﬁde are used in
odour generation modelling in this study. Factors such like wind speed and distance
to odour source are not considered as they mainly inﬂuence downwind transportation of odour emissions. By using statistical multi-variant linear regression method,
temperature and concentration of hydrogen sulﬁde being independent variables and
odour concentration being dependent variable, a low accuracy (r = 0.40, p < 0.01) is
obtained on prediction of odour concentration. It is not surprising that low accuracy
is achieved using multi-variant linear regression method, as livestock farm odour systems yield highly non-linear character. There are a total of 64 samples in the data
available for the development and testing of models. Approximately 80% of the data
points are randomly selected training the neural network, and the remaining 20% are
used for testing.

4.3.2

Livestock Odour Calibration Models

Three models are developed based on the database mentioned above: an ANFIS
model with only 2 numerical inputs, a second ANFIS model with a linguistic input
and 2 numerical inputs, and a neural network model with 2 numerical inputs.
Model 1: an ANFIS Model with Two Inputs
To make comparative study, an ANFIS model (Model 1) which contains only numeric
inputs is developed. These inputs include concentration of chemical components that
is represented by the output signals of sensors and environmental conditions such as
temperature. Researchers have indicated that the concentration of hydrogen sulﬁde
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can act as an indicator for livestock farm odour strength (Lunn and Van De Vyver,
1977; Williams, 1984). The concentration of hydrogen sulﬁde is represented by the
magnitude of the output signal of a sensor that is selected for detecting hydrogen
sulﬁde. All the inputs are numeric data that have to be fuzziﬁed in the fuzziﬁcation
layer. The output of Model 1 is the odour concentration. Three membership functions
are associated with each input, thus resulting in 9 IF-THEN rules in the model. Model
1 is trained by a back-propagation (BP) algorithm (Haykin, 1999).
Model 2: an ANFIS Model with Three Inputs
In order to test the ability of the proposed approach of incorporating linguistic information, another ANFIS model (Model 2) is developed. The Model 2 has identical
inputs as those of model 1, but with 1 more non-numeric input: type of facilities.
The type of facilities can generally represent such measures as type of animals, farm
activity, odour emission rates, and other physical measures that may inﬂuence the
dour concentration. The output is the odour concentration. Model 2 also has 3 membership functions for each input, resulting in 27 IF-THEN rules in total. Model 2 is
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The model is trained by BP algorithm.
Model 3: a Typical Neural Network Model
In order to analyze the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach, a feedforward neural
network (NN) model (Model 3) is designed with an input layer, one hidden layer,
and an output layer. A three-layer neural network is theoretically able to learn
any nonlinear relationship at a desired level of precision with suﬃcient number of
hidden neurons in the network architecture and through suﬃcient learning. Figure
4.3 illustrates the proposed network structure for livestock farm odour. Model 3 has
identical inputs as those of Model 1. The output is the odour concentration. The
neural network is trained by a typical BP algorithm, and the results are compared
with the results from Model 1 and Model 2.
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4.3.3

Results

In this section, the results of proposed ANFIS approach are analyzed. In order
to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach, the odour concentration
prediction results from both ANFIS models are compared with that from NN model.
In neuro-fuzzy technology, parameters such as learning rate and training epochs,
and the number of membership functions for each input are usually determined by
trial and error. In this study, the sensitivity of these parameters are investigated and
showed following results. (1) With each increment of the training epoch, the accuracy
of odour concentration prediction improves. After 100 epochs, the curve of RMSE
tends to stabilize. (2) The number of membership functions for each input reﬂects
the complexity of ANFIS for tuning parameters. If the number is too small, it is not
enough to approximate the complex relationship of data; if the number is too large, it
is produces the redundancy for the nonlinear relationship of data. Three membership
functions for each input variable results in highest accuracy of odour concentration
prediction in this study. (3) The higher the learning rate, the faster the network
converges. However, if the learning rate is too large, the network oscillates. In this
study, a learning rate of 0.1 is selected by trial.
Performance of Model 1
The performance of models are evaluated based on the accuracy of odour concentration prediction and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the predicted odour intensities. By using the proposed ANFIS approach, the odour concentration prediction
accuracy is signiﬁcantly improved (correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.946; RMSE = 1.11)
compared to that from Model 3. The result demonstrated that the proposed ANFIS
model can incorporate human experience and knowledge, which allows prior knowledge to be embedded in the model, and this improve the results of learning. The
comparison of initial membership functions before the learning with ﬁnal membership functions after learning using Model 1 is shown in Fig. 4.4. The membership
functions are all changed during the learning. The result showed that the proposed
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ANFIS approach is capable of tuning the membership functions to improve the performance index.
Performance of Model 2
By incorporating type of facility, the prediction accuracy is improved (r = 0.976;
RMSE = 1.03) compared to those of Model 1 and Model 3. The comparison between the initial membership functions before the learning and the ﬁnal membership
functions after learning using Model 2 is shown in Fig. 4.5. The parameters of type
of facilities are changed during the learning. This result shows that type of facility
does aﬀect odour concentration. The proposed ANFIS approach is able to interpret
linguistic variables such as type of facility and cloud cover conditions, and therefore
increase the accuracy of odour concentration prediction.
Factors such as temperature and type of facility are actually measured or known
exactly before the analysis. Their data are not fuzzy. However, by fuzzifying these
data and applying ANFIS, the predicted odour concentrations are of higher accuracy
than those by using classical or crisp methods (multi-variant linear regression or
neural network). By using fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning, the proposed method is
able to break stiﬀness and inﬂexibility that lie in accurate and precise classical or
crisp logic, and make fuzzy logic more “soft” and dexterous.
Performance of Model 3
The correlation coeﬃcient of the predicted odour concentration and perceived odour
concentration is 0.522 by using neural network technique alone. The RMSE is 7.18.
The predicted odour intensities are not as accurate as those of Model 1 and Model 2.

4.4

Summary

The calibration of odour strength around livestock facilities has been investigated
by many researchers over past decades. Calibration of the odour concentration is
diﬃcult due to limited knowledge on livestock farm odour itself. It is known that
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a livestock farm odour system is a highly non-linear system that is inﬂuenced by
many odorous components and various factors such as environmental conditions and
type of facilities. The rapid development of soft computing techniques provides more
opportunities for improving accuracy of livestock farm odour modelling.
An adaptive neuro-fuzzy based approach which incorporates neuro-adaptive learning techniques into fuzzy logic method is developed to analyze livestock farm odour.
This approach can incorporate non-numeric data and subjective human expert knowledge, which allows prior knowledge to be included in the model. In addition, the
membership functions are tuned during the learning according to input/output data,
therefore to optimize the performance. This feature is important as it can avoid inappropriate predetermination of membership functions, thus minimize errors resulted
from the limited knowledge about the livestock farm odour system. A livestock farm
odour database is used in this study. Several livestock farm odour models are developed, both numeric data and non-numeric data are incorporated in the odour
models. Various comparative studies are presented to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed approach is eﬀective
and provides a much more accurate odour prediction in comparison with a typical
multi-layer feedforward neural network.
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Chapter 5
A Neuron-dynamics Model for
Odour Dispersion
The concentration of livestock farm odours in the ﬁeld is inﬂuenced by meteorology
conditions, distance to the source, and farmstead layout (e.g., source conﬁguration).
As livestock farms have special odour emissions, farmsteads, and odour management
systems, an ad-hoc dispersion model for livestock farm odours can greatly improve
the eﬃciency and accuracy of odour dispersion modelling.

5.1

Introduction

No air dispersion models have been developed specially for modelling livestock farm
odour. Most used air dispersion models like US EPA regulatory models ISCST3 and
Australian model AUSPLUME are initially designed to predict the concentration of
pollutants from industrial sources. The empirical dispersion parameters they adopt
are developed for modelling dilution process of industrial pollutants in ambient air,
not for odour emissions. However, downwind odour strength is not only resulted
from physical dilution process of chemical compounds, but is also a result of biological olfactory sensing process. These dispersion models may represent the dispersion
of gas compounds, but are not very suitable to accurately model perceived odour
concentration as a whole.
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In this study, a novel neural network model is proposed for modelling the dynamic
odour dispersion around livestock farms. The proposed neural network model for
livestock farm odour dispersion is motivated by Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) biological
membrane model and the later developed Grossberg’s shunting model (Grossberg,
1973; Grossberg, 1982; Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg, 1988).
Hodgkin and Huxley (1952) initially proposed a shunting model for a patch of
membrane in a biological neural system using electrical circuit elements (Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1952). The dynamics of voltage across the membrane Vm can be described
using state equation technique as
Cm

dVm
= −(Ep + Vm )gp + (EN a − Vm )gN a − (EK + Vm )gK ,
dt

(5.1)

where Cm is the membrane capacitance; EK , EN a and Ep are the Nernst potentials
for potassium ions, sodium ions and the passive leak current in the membrane, respectively; and gK , gN a and gp represent the conductances of potassium, sodium and
passive channels, respectively. This model together with Hodgkin and Huxley’s other
experiments led them to a Nobel prize in 1963.
Based on Hodgkin and Huxley (1952)’s biological membrane model (Eq. (5.1)),
Grossberg proposed a shunting model to describe the stable adaptive behaviour in
real time to complex and varying environmental events (Grossberg, 1973; Grossberg,
1988). It has a lot of applications in biological and machine vision, sensory motor
control and some other area (Li and Ogmen, 1994; Ogmen and Gagne, 1990a; Ogmen
and Gagne, 1990b).
Substituting Cm = 1, ξi = Ep + Vm , A = gp , B = EN a + Ep , D = Ek − Ep ,
Si+ = gN a and Si− = gK in Eq. (5.1), Grossberg obtained a typical shunting model
characterized as
dξi
= −Aξi + (B − ξi )Ii+ (t) − (D + ξi )Ii− (t),
dt

(5.2)

where ξi is the neural activity (membrane potential) of the i-th neuron; A is a positive
constants representing the passive decay rate; B is the upper bound of the neural
activity; and D is the lower bound of the neural activity. Variables Ii+ and Ii− are
the excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the neuron, respectively.
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The shunting model in (5.2) shows that the excitatory input Ii+ and inhibition
input Ii− are multiplied by two auto gain control terms, (B − xi ) and (D + xi ),
respectively, which depend on the activity ξi (t). The interaction of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs are nonlinear via multiplication. In addition, (5.2) shows that the
activity of the cell, ξi , increases at a rate of (Bi − ξi )Ii+ . Hence, the cell activity ξi
is forced to stay below the upper bound Bi . Similar to the inhibitory term, it forces
the cell activity stay above its lower bound −Di . Therefore, once the activity goes
into the [−Di , Bi ] region, it is guaranteed that the cell activity stays in this region
for any excitatory and inhibitory inputs (Li and Ogmen, 1994).

5.2

The Proposed Neuro-dynamics Approach

Based Grossberg’s shunting model in Eq. (5.2), a dynamic odour dispersion model
in two dimensions is proposed as
∂C(Xi ,t)
∂t

= −AC(Xi , t) + (B − C(Xi , t))[I(Xi , t)]+ +

N

j=1

wij [C(Xj , t)]+

(5.3)

−

− (D + C(Xi , t))[I(Xi , t)] ,
where Xi = (x, y) is the spatial location of the i-th neuron; x is the downwind distance
of the i-th neuron to the odour source, while y is the crosswind distance of the i-th
neuron to the odour source; C(Xi , t) is the odour concentration at location Xi and
time t; [I(Xi , t)]+ and [I(Xi , t)]− are excitatory and inhibitory inputs, respectively,
where [e]+ and [e]− are linear-above threshold functions deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
⎨ [e]+ = max {e, 0}
⎪
⎩ [e]− = max {−e, 0}

.

(5.4)

Parameters Arepresent the passive decay rate; B is the upper bound of the neural
activity; and D is the lower bound of the neural activity. Parameters B and D are
constants, and A can be a function of wind speed, i.e.
A = qVW (t),
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(5.5)

where q is a positive constants; and VW (t) represents the wind speed at time t.
Therefore, parameter A represents the transportation eﬀect of air ﬂow, the higher the
air ﬂow speed, the faster the odorous compounds being dispersed.
The variable I(Xi , t) is external input to the i-th neuron deﬁned as
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
S(t),
⎪
⎪
⎨

I(Xi , t) =

if there is a odour source at positionXi

−R(t),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0,

if there is odour reduction means at position Xi ,

(5.6)

otherwise

where S(t) and R(t) are positive functions of time. The odour reduction means
includes odour control practise operated by livestock producers, dry deposition to the
earth’s surface, and wet deposition by precipitation (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
In Eq. (5.15), item

N

j=1

wij [C(Xj , t)]+ represents the interaction among the neigh-

bouring neurons; N is the total number of neighbouring neurons of the i-th neuron;
wij is the connection weight from j-th neuron to the i-th neuron, which is a function
of distance deﬁned as

⎧
⎪
⎨ 0,

wij = ⎪
⎩

if dij > r0

u/dij ,

if dij ≤ r0

,

(5.7)

where r0 is a positive constant; and dij = |Xi − Xj | represents the Euclidean distance
between positions Xi and Xj in the state space. Therefore, the neuron has only local
lateral connections in a small region (0, r0 ). Function u(θ) is a function of wind
direction (θ), which is deﬁned as
θ
u(θ) = −E cos( ),
2

(5.8)

where θ is the angle between the wind direction and the position of the neighbour
neuron. When 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90, the neighbour position Xj is downwind of Xi , the position being inspected, therefore, odour emissions are transported from position Xi to
Xj , which causes a depletion of odour concentration/intensity at position Xi ; when
90 < θ ≤ 180, the neighbour position Xj is upwind of Xi , therefore, odour emissions
are transported from position Xj to Xi , which results in a replenishment of odour concentration/intensity at position Xj ; When θ = 180 or θ = 0, the position Xj is right
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on the centreline of the wind direction, therefore, the odour concentration/intensity
at Xi yields a maximum replenishment/depletion eﬀect.
The emission rate from the odour source, the environment (wind direction and
speed, etc.), and farming activities (spreading manure, applying odour reduction
means, etc.) may vary with time. The activity landscape of the neural network
dynamically changes due to the varying external inputs and the internal neural connections, and therefore dynamically representing the changes of odour dispersion.

5.3

Stability Analysis of the Proposed Dispersion
Model

The proposed neural network is a stable system, where the neural activity is bounded
in a ﬁnite interval [-D, B] (Grossberg, 1982; Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg, 1988). In
addition, the stability and convergence of the proposed neural network system can be
rigorously proved using a Lyapunov stability theory. From the deﬁnition of Ii− , Ii+ ,
and wij , Eq. (5.15) can be rewritten into Grossberg’s general form (Grossberg, 1988),
⎛

⎞

n
dxi
= ai (xi ) ⎝bi (xi ) −
cij dj (xj )⎠ ,
dt
j=1

(5.9)

by the following substitutions
xi = Ci (Xi , t),
ai (xi ) = B − xi ,

1 
bi (xi ) = −
AB + (B − xi )(A + [Ii ]+ ) + (D + xi )[Ii ]− ,
B − xi
cij = −wij ,
dj (xj ) = [xi ]+ .
Since B and D are positive constants, and xi = Ci (Xi , t) ∈ [−D, B], where D = 0
by deﬁnition, then ai (xi ) ≥ 0 (positivity); since wij = wji , then cij = cji (symmetric);
from the deﬁnition of function [e]+ , the function dj (xj ) = [xj ]+ has a nonnegative
derivation, i.e. dj (xj ) ≥ 0 (monotonicity). Therefore, the proposed neural network in
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Eq. (5.15) satisﬁes all the three stability conditions required by Grossberg’s general
form (Grossberg, 1988). The rigorous proof of the stability and convergence of the
general form in Eq. (5.9) can be found in Grossberg (1983). Therefore, the proposed
odour dispersion system is stable. The dynamics of the network is guaranteed to
converge to an equilibrium state of the system.

5.4

Simulation Results

The proposed neural network model is capable of dynamically modelling odour dispersion in an arbitrary environment. In the simulation study, the proposed model
is applied to odour dispersion of a livestock farm. Several cases are studied: odour
dispersion in a static environment with various kinds of odour sources (point, line,
area, and irregular area sources), odour dispersion in a dynamic environment, and
odour dispersion in sudden environmental changes. In the following, these simulations results are outlined. The simulation results show that the proposed model is
capable of describing odour dispersion in various environments.

5.4.1

Odour Dispersion in Static Environments

In this section, the proposed model is applied to solve the odour dispersion problem
in static environment in various cases. In all of the cases studied here, the wind speed
is assumed to be 2.5 m/s, odour source height and receptor height are assumed to
be the same, the ground roughness is assumed to be 0.1 m(typically low grass on the
ground), and there is no rain drop.
Odour Dispersion from a Point Source
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion from a point source,
typically a ventilation hose. The simulated odour dispersion is shown in Fig. 5.1A.
The odour strength along the centreline of the odour plume simulated by using the
proposed model is shown in Fig. 5.1B, and the odour dispersion along crosswind
direction is shown in Fig. 5.1C.
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Figure 5.1: Odour dispersion from a point source simulated by the proposed model.
(A) Odour dispersion from a point source; (B) Odour dispersion along the centreline
of the odour plume; (C) Odour dispersion along crosswind direction.
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It is believed by many researchers that without obstacles crosswind diﬀusion
should occur according to Gaussian distributions. Many atmospheric dispersions
models such as Gaussian air dispersion models are developed under this assumption
(Beychok, 2005; Schnelle and Dey, 1999). In this study, the Shapiro-Wilk test is applied to test whether the crosswind dispersion generated by the proposed shunting
model is in accordance with Gaussian distribution. The test results are shown in
Fig. 5.2. It is clear that the crosswind distributions simulated by the proposed model
follow Gaussian distribution.
Odour Dispersion from a Line Source
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion from a line source,
typically side curtain opening of a barn. The simulated odour dispersion is shown in
Fig. 5.3.
Odour dispersion from a Regular Area Source
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion from an area source,
typically a manure pit. The simulated odour dispersion is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Odour Dispersion from an Irregular Area Source
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion from an irregular
area source, typically manure spread. The simulated odour dispersion is shown in
Fig. 5.5.

5.4.2

Odour Dispersion in Non-static Environments

In this section, the proposed model is applied to solve the odour dispersion problem
in non-statistic environment in various cases.
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Figure 5.2: Gaussian distribution test on the crosswind distributions generated by the
proposed shunting model. (A) 50 m away from source (SW-W = 0.819, p ¡ 0.001);
(B) 100 m away from source (SW-W = 0.897, p = 0.0014); (C) 150 m away from
source (SW-W = 0.920, p = 0.0067); (D) 200 m away from source (SW-W = 0.909,
p = 0.0031).
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Figure 5.3: Odour dispersion from a line source simulated by the proposed model.
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Figure 5.4: Odour dispersion from a regular area source simulated by the proposed
model.
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Figure 5.5: Odour dispersion from an irregular area source simulated by the proposed
model.

Odour Dispersion from an Instantaneous Source
So far the odour sources studied above are continuous sources that are emitting
continuously or for time periods equal to or greater than the travel times from the
source to the point of interest. Cases of instantaneous release, as from short-term
releases on the order of seconds, are also of practical concern.
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion from an instantaneous emission. The simulated odour dispersion is shown in Fig. 5.6.

Odour Dispersion in Changing Wind Speed
The proposed model is applied to simulate the odour dispersion in changing wind.
The wind speed is increasing linearly as a function of time.
The comparison of odour plume centrelines when wind speed are at 1.74 m/s, 1,77
m/s and 1.8 m/s is shown in Fig. 5.7. From the simulation result, it is obvious that
the odour level is lower at higher wind speed, while at low air ﬂow rate, the odorous
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Figure 5.6: Odour dispersion from an instantaneous emission simulated by the proposed model.

particles are dissipated slower and not as far. This result is agree with that observed
in downwind odour measurement on livestock farms (Pan et al., 2007). Wind helps
transportation of odours; odours are dissipated faster as wind speed increases.

5.5

Experimental Results

The proposed odour dispersion model is tested using a livestock database. Odour data
samples were collected in the ﬁelds downwind from poultry, dairy and swine facilities
in 2004 by Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. At each farm, human assessors
walked around the farm, identifying wind direction and odour plume. Measurements
were taken at various locations within the odour plume. Outdoor temperature, wind
speed, distances to the odour source, and odour dilution-to-threshold (DT) concentration perceived by human assessors were recorded. Types of odour sources include
ventilation fans, vents, manure pits, and combinations of above sources. Maximum
odour concentration is 60 DT, and minimum concentration is 0 DT. Totally 120 data
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Figure 5.7: Odour dispersion in changing wind speed simulated by the proposed
model.

sets were collected, where 43 were from dairy farms and 77 were from swine farms.
In the proposed approach, parameters B and D are the upper and lower bounds of
the neural activity, respectively. In this study, the upper limit of odour concentration
is 60 DT and the lower limit of odour concentration is 0 DT (e.g., no odour is detected
by human panel). In computer simulation, odour values are normalized between 0
and 1, and B=1 and D=0 are chosen for all cases. The value of other parameters such
as a, u, and d are adjusted by trial and error to minimize the diﬀerences of odour
concentrations calculated by the neural network model and observed by human panel.
As the result, a is selected between 0.8 and 3, the value of u is between -0.5 and 2
√
and the value of d is between 0 and 2. The performances of models are evaluated
based on the accuracy and root mean squared error (RMSE) of the calculated odour
concentration in comparison to the experimental odour concentration perceived by
human panels. The neuron grid is scaled to the real odour ﬁeld, and the calculated
values from the neuron network are also scaled up to 0 DT and 60 DT accordingly
using linear regression. By using the proposed odour dispersion model, the accuracy
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of the calculated odour concentration can reach correlation coeﬃcient r = 0.606 and
RMSE = 12.04 DT in comparison to human perceived odour levels. The calculated
odour concentrations using the proposed approach are in close accord with the experimental data. The results show that the proposed approach is eﬀective in calculating
odour dispersion around livestock farms.

5.6

Discussion

Above simulation results demonstrated that the proposed odour dispersion model has
several advantages over commonly used air dispersion models, such as computational
ﬂuid dynamics models, Gaussian models and Lagrangian models.

5.6.1

Comparison to Gaussian Models

Gaussian dispersion models have been proved to be useful tools in predicting odour
concentration downwind of an odour source in a stationary environment (Beychok,
2005; Schnelle and Dey, 1999).
The basic Gaussian plume model is initially developed for modelling emissions
from point sources. The formula of the basic Gaussian plume model is given below:


Q
y2
C (x, y, z, H) =
exp − 2
2πūσy σz
2σy





(z − H)2
(z + H)2
exp −
+
exp
−
2σz2
2σz2

,
(5.10)

where C is the odour concentration; Q is the emission rate at the point source; ū
is the mean transport velocity across the plume; σy and σz are the Gaussian plume
dispersion parameters; H is the height of the odour source; x is the downwind distance
to the odour source; y is the crosswind distance; and z is the vertical distance.
Performance in Static Environments
To make comparative studies, the proposed odour dispersion model and a typical
Gaussian dispersion model is applied to simulate odour dispersion from a point odour
source in static environment. The odour dispersion alone the centreline of the odour
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of odour dispersion from a point source downwind along
plume centreline (A) and along crosswind direction (B), using the proposed model
and a typical Gaussian dispersion model.

plume simulated by both the models is shown in Fig. 5.8A, and the odour dispersion
along crosswind direction is shown in Fig. 5.8B.
In Fig. 5.8, the calculated odour concentrations along both downwind direction
and crosswind direction by the two methods yield very close results. This demonstrates that the proposed odour dispersion model, in static regime, can achieve similar
results and accuracy as traditional Gaussian dispersion models. However, diﬀerence
is observed in Fig. 5.8A: the odour concentration calculated by the proposed model
decreases to 0 quickly at a distance around 120 m while the odour concentration
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predicted by the Gaussian model still decreases slowly. This is because Gaussian
dispersion models are originally designed to simulate the dispersion of industry pollutants (such as ammonia and hydrogen sulﬁde) in air. However, those industry
pollutants are diﬀerent from livestock farm odours, in the way that pollutants are
physical substances while an odour actually is a result from human olfactory perception. Perception of an odour is subject to a threshold which is the concentration of
odorous compounds at which it is noticeable by the human nose. Therefore, once
released from the source, a pollutant always exists in the air no matter how low the
concentration is, but an odour may not be perceived when the concentration of odorous compounds are below the threshold. Thus, the behaviour of the proposed odour
dispersion model is more consistent with our knowledge and expectations of odour
diﬀusion processed in the environment.
Capability of Modelling Odour Dispersion from Complex Odour Sources
The basic Gaussian plume model is initially developed for modelling emissions from
point sources (Beychok, 2005; Schnelle and Dey, 1999). When modelling emissions
from line sources and area source, integration and double integration of the Gaussian
plume kernel shown in Eq. (5.10) is performed respectively. To model a ﬁnite line
source, the odour concentration is calculated as




C (x, y, z, H) =

L

y2
Ql
exp − 2
2πūσy σz
2σy





(z − H)2
(z + H)2
exp −
+
exp
−
2σz2
2σz2

dl,
(5.11)

where Ql is the line source emission rate; L is the length of line source; and dl is
incremental length.
To model an area source, the odour concentration is calculated as


C (x, y, z, H) =

S



Qs
y2
exp − 2
2πūσy σz
2σy





(z − H)2
(z + H)2
exp −
+
exp
−
2σz2
2σz2

ds,
(5.12)

where Qs is the area source emission rate; S is area of the source; and ds is incremental
length.
However, these integrations are complicated and require great computing eﬀort,
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especially when modelling an irregular odour source. Besides, when modelling odour
dispersion from multiple sources, Gaussian models calculate odour dispersion from
each individual source, and then the total odour dispersion is computed as the arithmetic sum of dispersions from each of the sources. This method deserves further
Discussions as the odour system is a highly nonlinear system that the odour concentration at one location is not a simple sum of concentrations of individual odours at
that location.
The proposed odour dispersion model can easily model odour emissions from complex sources, without integrating Gaussian plume equations. The odour dispersion is
represented by the landscape of the neural activity for all neurons, and the dynamics
of each neuron in the topologically organized neural network is characterized by a
shunting neural equation. Therefore, the proposed model is much easier and simpler than traditional Gaussian dispersion models in modelling odour dispersion from
various sources.
Capability of Modelling Odour Dispersion in Non-Static Environments
The most signiﬁcant advantage of the proposed model over traditional Gaussian dispersion models is that the proposed model can simulate odour dispersion in non-static
environment. Gaussian dispersion models take assumptions that the source emissions
are at a continuous and constant mass-ﬂow rate, and the horizontal wind velocity the
mean wind direction are both constant (Beychok, 2005; Schnelle and Dey, 1999).
Therefore, Gaussian models are only suitable for modelling air dispersion in static
environment, which greatly limits the applications of Gaussian dispersion models to
solve real world air dispersion problems.
Livestock farm odour emissions are mostly released by near ground sources (less
than 1000 m high). Due to the surface friction near the ground, the wind speed
varies with height such that Gaussian models are not appropriate (Turner, 1994).
Demonstrated by the study above, the proposed model is capable of simulating the
air dispersion in a dynamic environment, therefore, it is more suitable than Gaussian
models to simulate livestock farm odour dispersion.
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5.6.2

Comparison to Fluid Dynamics Models

To compare the proposed method with a general 2D ﬂuid dynamics model (FD), Eq.
(2.1) can be rewritten as
∂C
∂t

=−



∂(Vx C)
∂x

+

∂(Vy C)
∂y





+

∂
∂x





Kx ∂C
∂x +

∂
∂y



Ky ∂C
∂y



+ MSC − MDP ,
(5.13)

where C is the concentration of the pollutant; Vx and Vy are the velocity components;
Kx and Ky are the diﬀusion coeﬃcients; MSC is the source term that represents
the mass ﬂow-in; and MDP represents mass consumption term that represents the
deposition and biochemical interaction eﬀects. The ﬁrst term on the right side of Eq.
(2.1) is the advection contribution and the second term represents the diﬀusion eﬀect.
The 2D dispersion model in Eq. (5.13) uses a ﬁxed coordinate system that is ﬁxed
to earth, so the wind direction is variable. Therefore, Vx and Vy are both variables in
this ﬂuid dynamics model. If a variable coordinate system which is adaptive to the
wind direction, is adopted by this model, such that the x-axis always points to the
downwind direction and y-axis is on crosswind direction, therefore the wind direction
is no longer variable, and Vy and

∂(Vy C)
∂y

all become zero. In this way, Eq. (5.13)

becomes
∂C
∂t

=

− ∂(V∂xx C)



+

∂
∂x



Kx ∂C
∂x



+

∂
∂y



Ky ∂C
∂y



+ MSC − MDP .

(5.14)

The above Eq. (5.14) shares some similarity with the proposed neuro-dynamics
based odour dispersion model. The proposed odour dispersion model is given as
∂C(Xi ,t)
∂t

= −AC(Xi , t) + (B − C(Xi , t))[I(Xi , t)]+ +

N

j=1

wij [C(Xj , t)]+

(5.15)

−

− (D + C(Xi , t))[I(Xi , t)] ,
where the excitatory input [I(Xi , t)]+ represents mass generation term, as the source
term MSC in Eq. (5.14); the inhibitory input [I(Xi , t)]− is mass consumption term
which represents the wet and dry depositions, as MDP in the FD model; the inﬂuence
from neighbouring neurons

N


j=1

wij [Cj (Xj , t)]+ represents the diﬀusion eﬀect, as the
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second term on the right in Eq. (5.14). And the ﬁrst right term −ACi (Xi , t) in Eq.
(5.15) is the advection term as − ∂(V∂xx C) in Eq. (5.14).
Since the proposed shunting dispersion model is based on a neuron network, it
is discrete in spatial domain. If discretize the spatial domain of the FD model, the
advection term − ∂(V∂xx C) in Eq. (5.14), it becomes
x C+Vx C
x C
− V(x+1)−x
= − Vx C+V
= −Vx C − Vx C.
1

(5.16)

Assume that the mass concentration within each discrete unit is uniform, that is
C = 0 in Eq. (5.16). So the advection term in FD ﬁnally becomes −Vx C, which
is very similar to the ﬁrst right term AC in Eq. (5.15).
As shown above, although originate from diﬀerent areas, the proposed shunting
approach is similar to FD models. It includes advection, diﬀusion, source and sink
eﬀects in the model, which describes the time and space evolution of pollutant as
FD models do. However, the proposed shunting approach adopts a spatial discrete
neuron network, thus by discretizing the spatial domain, it replaces ﬁrst order (advection) and second order (diﬀusion) partial diﬀerential terms in FD models with simple
multiplications. Therefore, the computing resource and time can be greatly reduced.

5.6.3

Comparison to Lagrangian Particle Models

The proposed model is computationally eﬃcient. To adequately modelling odour
concentration around a livestock farm, a Lagrangian particle model would require
hundreds of thousands of virtual particles be simulated simultaneously (Hurley, 1994),
and the trajectories of these particles have to be calculated in small consecutive time
steps. Therefore, it leads to very time-consuming simulations. Using the proposed
odour dispersion model, a small neuron grid is enough to simulate odours downwind
of a livestock facility. Therefore, it greatly reduced the computing eﬀorts required in
comparison with Lagrangian particle models.
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5.7

Summary

The locating and identifying odour dispersion around livestock facilities has been investigated by many researchers over past decades. Prediction of the odour dispersion
is diﬃcult due to the complex characters of odour itself, and complicated farmstead
scheme, landscape and topology, and meteorology conditions around livestock facilities.
In this study, an odour dispersion model is proposed to dynamically simulate
odour dispersion around livestock facilities. The proposed dispersion model dynamically represents steady-state or non-steady-state environment features around livestock farms. The model can simulate odour dispersions from various types of sources
such like point source, line source, and area source, and from multiple odour sources.
In addition, the proposed model is relatively computationally eﬃcient. The stability
of the proposed neural network system is guaranteed by qualitative analysis and the
Lyapunov stability theory.
Computer simulation is performed over the proposed model. Complex and nonsteady-state environmental features around livestock farms are studied, including
simulation of odour dispersions from multiple odour sources, and from various types
of sources such like point sources, line sources, and area sources. Field odour data
gathered from Ontario livestock farms is also used to test the proposed method.
The results show that the proposed approach is eﬀective in providing accurate odour
dispersion prediction.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The measurement and analysis of livestock farm odour is an important research topic
in both agricultural and engineering areas, the ﬁndings from this study expand the
body of knowledge in this area. This chapter gives a brief summary of the research.
Future work is also discussed in this chapter.

6.1

Conclusions

A wireless network based electronic system has been developed for measuring and
analyzing odours around livestock facilities. The system utilizes a wireless sensor
network built from electronic noses that can detect odour compounds and environment factors such as temperature, wind speed, and humidity. The electronic noses
are located at various points on the farm and sensor signals are delivered via wireless
links to an analyzing station, typically a laptop computer, where a sensor fusion algorithm and odour dispersion model calculate the odour strength; display the odour
dispersion plume; and, if any environment factors have changed or if diﬀerent control
strategies have been applied, analyze the resulting odour plume. The odour monitoring and analyzing system can provide the farmer and researcher with more precise
odour management capabilities for more eﬃcient operation of odour control systems,
such as ventilation fans and bioﬁltrations; and can help the development of an overall
odour management strategy by providing dynamic, comprehensive information about
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the livestock farm environment and odour dispersion.
A multi-component, multi-factor odour calibration model is developed for adequately modelling livestock farm odour. An adaptive neuro-fuzzy based approach
which incorporates neuro-adaptive learning techniques into the fuzzy logic method
has been developed to analyze livestock farm odour. This approach can incorporate
non-numeric data and subjective human expert knowledge, allowing prior knowledge
to be included in the model. In addition, to optimize the performance, the membership functions can be tuned during the learning according to input/output data. This
feature is important as it can avoid inappropriate predetermination of membership
functions, thus minimizing errors resulting from limited knowledge about the livestock farm odour system. A livestock farm database collected by our research team
has been used in the study. The results show that the proposed approach is eﬀective and provides a much more accurate odour prediction than a typical multi-layer
feedforward neural network.
An odour dispersion model is proposed for modelling odour dispersion around
livestock facilities. The proposed dispersion model dynamically represents complex
or non-steady-state meteorological and topographical features in livestock farm areas.
The model can also model odour dispersions in both static environments and nonstatic environments, and from various types of sources like point source, line source,
and area source. This model can enable a more realistic prediction of odour dispersion,
thus improving the predictions of odour impact and helping to better deﬁne the parameters for odour control options. Odour reduction research for livestock farms can
then be directed toward the most signiﬁcant odour impact factors, thereby increasing
the eﬃciency of developing odour reduction technologies and methods for livestock
producers, and greatly beneﬁting the livestock industry in Canada and elsewhere.

6.2

Future Work

There remain many important and critical issues that should be explored in future
research, including the following issues.
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1. The cost eﬃciency of the wireless electronic nose network is an important factor.
A study should be performed on reducing the price of each electronic nose as well
as the whole network system. First, gas sensors and other network components
that have higher accuracy, are less expensive, and have a longer life should
be selected to achieve maximum measurement accuracy while keeping cost to
a minimum. The number of electronic nose nodes should also be examined.
If an electronic nose fails, other electronic noses usually cover that area and
can provide the information lost by the nose failure. Therefore, the greater
the number of electronic noses in a certain area, the more robust the wireless
network system is to the sensor failure. However, a larger density of electronic
noses is expensive and is more diﬃcult to maintain, and a large redundancy in
information makes wireless transmission slow. The objective of the optimization
of the wireless electronic nose network is to minimize both measurement error
and total cost of the network, while maximizing data transmission quality and
keeping the network functional, stable and robust.
2. Continue the research on odour calibration and dispersion procedures; improve
the accuracy of odour calibration and dispersion models. More ﬁeld odour
dispersion data need to be gathered from real livestock facilities. More farm
landscape, topological and meteorological factors should be studied for validation of the dispersion model proposed in this study. Livestock farm operation
methods, feeding materials and methods, and manure processing means should
be considered in odour calibration models, as well as more advanced computing
algorithms are for the calibration of odour levels.
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Short Papers
An Electronic Nose Network System for Online Monitoring
of Livestock Farm Odors
Leilei Pan and Simon X. Yang
Abstract—An electronic nose (e-nose)-based network system is developed for monitoring odors in and around livestock farms remotely. This
network is built from compact e-noses that are tailored to measure odor
compounds and environmental conditions such as temperature, wind speed,
and humidity. The e-noses are placed at various applicable locations in and
around the farm, and the collected odor data are transmitted via wireless
network to a computer server, where the data processing algorithms process and analyze the data. The developed e-nose network system enables
more effective odor management capabilities for more efﬁcient operation
of odor control practice by providing consistent, comprehensive, real-time
data about the environment and odor proﬁle in and around the livestock
farms. Experimental and simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the developed system.
Index Terms—Electronic nose (e-nose), odor dispersion, odor monitoring, wireless sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Odor emissions from livestock operations have caused signiﬁcant
public concerns about the environment and human health. Odor control technologies are greatly impeded by the lack of science-based approaches to assess the effects of odor. With the current state of technology, the most commonly used methods to measure odor from livestock
facilities is human snifﬁng methods. Odor measurement technologies
such as olfactometry and scentometer use trained odor panelists to smell
air samples to determine the strength of an odor [1]. Both olfactometry
and scentometer methods are expensive to use and are susceptible to
the assessor’s personal bias. Therefore, unbiased automatic odor evaluating technologies are desirable. An electronic nose (e-nose) is such
a reliable alternative for objectively measuring livestock farm odors.
Now, e-noses have been developed for monitoring agricultural environment. In our previous study, an e-nose consisting of a sensor array
and an intelligent analysis system was developed. Experimental results proved its capability of producing objective and consistent odor
measurement [2].
However, an e-nose is not enough to provide a comprehensive odor
proﬁle in and around the livestock facility. The impact area of odorous
gas emissions is difﬁcult to determine because it continuously changes
with wind speed and direction. In addition, a modern livestock facility
is usually not a point odor source but rather an array of points (exhaust
fans), lines (side curtain opening), and areas (outdoor storage surfaces).
An e-nose can only measure the odor at one location; it cannot provide
an overall odor proﬁle around livestock facilities that is necessary for
a comprehensive and efﬁcient odor management strategy.
Manuscript received June 10, 2008; revised September 20, 2008. First
published March 10, 2009; current version published June 17, 2009. Recommended by Technical Editor H. Hashimoto. This work was supported in part
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Wireless communication technology has been widely applied to environmental observations [4], [9], habitat monitoring [3], medical diagnostic [10], [11], and various industries [12], [14]. Wireless network
enables remote data collection, and can provide localized measurements and detailed information that is hard to obtain through traditional
instrumentation [4].
Data analysis and display of the measured data and analysis results
in real time are an important issue in mechatronic system development. Many end users of the system such as livestock farmers do not
have sufﬁcient knowledge of the complicated system and computer
skill to program the data analysis; therefore, user-friendly interface is
desirable [2].
In this research, a novel wireless e-nose network system is developed for online monitoring of livestock farm odors. The system utilizes
an e-nose network built from compact e-noses that can measure odor
compounds and environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. The e-noses are placed at various applicable locations in and
around the farm; odor data measured by the e-noses are delivered via
a wireless network to the analysis station where several data analysis
algorithms process and analyze the data, display sensor signals in real
time, and model the odor dispersion around the farm. A software suite is
also developed to perform all the data analysis and support users’ odor
control practice. A novel intelligent odor dispersion model is proposed
for modeling the odor dispersion downwind of odor sources. By using
the wireless e-nose network system, real-time downwind odor measurement becomes possible. The proposed real-time odor monitoring
system would enable the remote measuring and location of livestock
farm odor plume. Experimental results show that the wireless e-nose
network is effective in remote monitoring and real-time analysis of
livestock farm odors. Computer simulations also demonstrate that the
proposed odor dispersion model is feasible in modeling odors around
livestock facilities.
In this paper, the design of the entire e-nose network is presented.
Section II ﬁrst introduces the architecture of the proposed wireless enose network system. The development of each single e-nose is given
in details in Section II-A; Section II-B presents the setup of the wireless
network; several data processing and analysis approaches are covered
in Section II-C. Section II-D introduces the software suite developed
for the e-nose network system. Several advantages of the proposed
e-nose network system are ﬁnally addressed in Section III.
II. DEVELOPED WIRELESS ELECTRONIC NOSE NETWORK SYSTEM
In this study, an e-nose network system is developed for remotely
monitoring and analyzing livestock farm odors in real time. The development of the proposed wireless e-nose network system includes
following parts: the design of several simpliﬁed e-noses for measuring
odor components and environmental conditions, the network architecture design, the design of a software suite to process and analyze the
odor data, the development of data processing and analysis algorithms,
and the integration of the whole network system.
The architecture of the developed wireless e-nose network system
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Essentially, the wireless e-nose network is a
simple STAR network. STAR is a common network topology, with all
the sensor nodes communicating with a central control station (also
called sink or gateway).
The wireless e-nose network system consists of various hardware
components. In this section, the architecture of the wireless e-nose
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Developed sensor array.

Architecture of the developed wireless e-nose network.
TABLE I
SENSORS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE E-NOSE

Fig. 3. Developed e-nose consists of the sensor array inside a chamber, a data
acquisition board, a mote processor, and a power supply.

network and the development of essential hardware components are
presented.
A. Development of the Electronic Noses
To be utilized in the wireless network, the e-noses should be compact
in size, energy efﬁcient, and of low cost. The design toward the ﬁnal enose for the wireless sensor network includes several steps, such as the
selection of sensors to measure odorous compounds most prevalent in
livestock odor, the incorporation of these sensors into a sensory array,
the design of a chamber to regulate gases toward the sensors, and the
acquisition of the sensor array data for wireless transfer.
1) Sensor Selection and Sensor Array: Each e-nose in the network
has a sensor array with four gas sensors to measure odor components in
ambient air, and two sensors to measure the environmental conditions,
i.e., a humidity sensor and a temperature sensor. The gas sensors are
selected based on previous extensive investigation and experiments,
as well as various sensors available for odor compound measurement.
These four sensors can measure most of the major gas compounds in
livestock farm odors. A section of this sensor list is shown in Table I.
The selected sensors are ﬁxed in an array. A developed sensor array is
shown in Fig. 2.
2) Design of the Chamber: A chamber is designed to accommodate
the sensor array and regulate the ﬂow of odorous air. The sensor array
is placed within this chamber, and the odorous air is directed toward
the array. Since the sensors have speciﬁc requirements on the airﬂow
rate for proper operation, a pump is used to control the airﬂow speed.

The chamber also contains a simple diffuser to disperse the incoming
odorous air or ﬁltered clean air onto the sensor array. The sensor array
faces directly into the coming air so that the surface area of the array
that is exposed to the odorous air is maximized. This ensures best
measuring results and minimizes the possibility of attaining improper
readings. The chamber also has an input valve that is switched between
odorous and carbon ﬁltered air ports, so that the ﬁltered odorous air
can refresh the chamber and sensor when necessary.
3) Integration of the Electronic Nose: The analog sensor signals
collected by the e-nose are converted to 12-bit digital signals by a data
acquisition board (MDA300) right at the e-nose side. The multifunction
data acquisition board MDA300 can convert up to 11 channels of analog
inputs. The input analog signals range from 0 to 2.5 V, and the output
digital signals range from 0 to 4095. The digital signals are delivered
by a 2.4-GHz mote (MPR2400) to a gateway. Gas sensors and the air
pump are powered by a 12-V dc power supply. A developed e-nose
system is shown in Fig. 3. These small battery-powered e-noses are
placed in locations of interest around livestock facilities to collect odor
data. The e-nose network prototype consists of three e-noses at this
time, which can be easily expanded to accommodate more e-noses
when necessary. Usually, if an e-nose fails, other e-noses that cover the
area can also provide the missing information. For instance, if e-noses
A, B, and C all provide coverage of area G, when nose A fails, noses B
and C still provide information on area G. Therefore, the more e-noses
in a certain area, the more robust the wireless network system is to the
sensor failure. However, larger density of e-noses costs more, and large
redundant information could make wireless transmission slow.
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where n is number of data points in the ﬁlter, k is the kth data point,
and x̄k is a simple moving average ﬁlter given by
x̄k =

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of the wireless network.

B. Electronic Nose Network
The odor data collected by the e-noses located in and around the farm
are delivered by a 2.4-GHz wireless LAN to the gateway. The gateway gathers the sensor signals and inputs them into the control center
via Ethernet. The block diagram of the wireless network is shown in
Fig. 4.
For the purposes of wireless transmission of sensor signals, in this
research, the MicaZ wireless network platform from Crossbow (Crossbow Technology, Inc., USA) is adopted. This wireless network platform has advantages of the small physical size, low cost, and low power
consumption, making it ideal for this odor monitoring application.
The small, low-power radio and processor board MPR2400 includes
a processor, radio, and battery. Power can be provided by any 3-V power
source, typically two AA batteries. The radio on the MPR module consists of a basic 2.4-GHz industrial, scientiﬁc and medical (ISM) band
transceiver that is compliant to IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee protocol, an antenna, and collection of discrete components to conﬁgure the physical
layer characteristics, such as signal strength and sensitivity. The gateway MIB600 provides Ethernet connectivity for communication, and
allows remote access to the e-nose network data via Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/IP. The wireless communication ability not only
enables sensor data and status information to be communicated across
the network, but also enables remote control of network nodes.

C. Data Processing and Analysis
Odor data collected by the e-noses need to be processed and analyzed
to identify rules and patterns in the data. Several signal processing
algorithms and pattern analysis techniques are used to analyze and
process sensor data.
1) Noise Reduction: Sensor signals generated by the e-nose usually
are contaminated by white noise. Noise reduction is the process of
removing noise from a signal. There are many noise reduction methods
to remove or reduce noise from sensor signals, such as commonly used
fast Fourier transforms, Kalman ﬁlters, and moving average ﬁlters. In
this research, moving average technology is adopted to reduce noises in
signals as it is fast in computing and easy to use in comparison to other
existing technologies. An exponentially weighted moving average ﬁlter
is used to minimize the noise [18]. The ﬁlter is given as

x̄k =

n
x̄k −1 +
n+1



n
xk
n+1

k


xi .

(1)

(2)

i = k −n + 1

This method applies weighting factors to the data points in the way
that the weights for earlier data decrease exponentially, thus giving
much more importance to recent observations while still not discarding
previous observations entirely.
2) Compensation for Signal Drift: Sensor signals are usually subjected to temporal variation, typically referred to as “long-term drift,”
due to temperature and humidity changes in the environment. This
drift may seriously inﬂuence calibration; therefore, drift compensation approaches are used to reduce the drift. These approaches include
mathematic methods based on curve ﬁtting of the temporal variation of
the sensor signals, wavelet analysis, or statistic methods such as principal components analysis. In this study, a simple data preprocessing
algorithm is used to compensate the signal drift. This method compensates the variation of the conductance of the sensors that are caused
by environmental changes, and therefore reduces the variation of the
output electrical signals of the sensors. The general expression of the
compensation approach is given as
ri j =

Gi j − G0i
G0i

(3)

where G0i is the conductance of the sensor i in clean air (i.e., baseline
signal) and Gi j is the conductance of the sensor i in the presence of
odor j [8].
3) Modeling of Odor Dispersion: Accurately measuring odors in
and around the livestock farms has been an elusive goal of researchers
and livestock producers. Air dispersion models have been applied to
evaluate odor impacts around the livestock facilities and determine the
setback distance between the livestock facilities and local residents [6].
Various types of dispersion models have been developed to represent
different types of emission release scenarios. Commonly used dispersion models for livestock farm odor dispersion include numerical
advection–diffusion models, Gaussian models, and Lagrangian particle
trajectory theory. Gaussian dispersion models are used for steady-state
meteorology conditions, and therefore are not suitable for modeling dynamic odor dispersion on livestock farms [15]. Numerical approaches
and Lagrangian particle trajectory approaches are complicated, and require the high computational and memory capacity, and therefore are
not ideal for online odor analysis [5], [16]. As livestock farms have
special odor emissions, farmsteads, and odor management systems, an
ad hoc livestock farm odor dispersion model can greatly improve the
efﬁciency and accuracy of odor dispersion prediction.
A neural network model is proposed for modeling dynamic odor
dispersion around livestock farms. The neural dynamics of each neuron
is characterized by a shunting equation of an additive equation derived
from Hodgkin and Huxleys’s membrane equation [7]. A 2-D dynamic
odor dispersion model is proposed as
dC(Xi , t)
= −AC(Xi , t) + (B − C(Xi , t))
dt
([I(Xi , t)]+ +

N


wi j [C(Xj , t)]+ )

j=1

− (D + C(Xi , t))[I(Xi , t)]−



1−

1
n

(4)

where Xi = (x, y) is the location of the ith neuron, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
N is the total number of neighboring neurons of the ith neuron, x is the
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downwind distance of the ith neuron to the odor source, while y is the
crosswind distance of the ith neuron to the odor source, C(Xi , t) is the
odor concentration at the ith neuron, and [I(Xi , t)]+ and [I(Xi , t)]−
are excitatory and inhibitory inputs, respectively, where [e]+ and [e]−
are linear-above-threshold functions deﬁned as



[e]+ = max {e, 0}
[e]− = max {−e, 0} .

(5)

Parameters A, B, and D represent the passive decay rate, the upper and
lower bounds of the neural activity, respectively. Parameters B and D
are constants, and A can be a function of wind speed, i.e.,
A = qW (t)

(6)

where q is a positive constants and W (t) represents the wind speed at
time t. Therefore, parameter A represents the transportation effect of
airﬂow; the higher the airﬂow speed, the faster the odorous compounds
being dispersed.
The variable I(Xi , t) is external input to the ith neuron deﬁned as

I(Xi , t) =

⎧
S(t),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

−R(t),

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0,

if there is an odor source at
position Xi
if there is an odor reduction means
(7)
at position Xi
if there is no odor source or reduction
means at position Xi

where S(t) and R(t) are positive functions of time. The odor reduction
means include odor control practice operated by livestock producers,
dry deposition to the earth surface, and wet deposition by precipitation
(rain, fog, snow, etc.).
N
In (4), item j = 1 wi j [C(Xj , t)]+ represents the interaction among
the neighbor neurons, where N is the total number of neighboring
neurons of the ith neuron and wi j is the connection weight from jth
neuron to the ith neuron, which is a function of distance deﬁned as
wi j =

0,
u
,
di j

if di j > r0
if di j ≤ r0

(8)

where r0 is a positive constant and di j = |Xi − Xj | represents the
Euclidean distance between positions Xi and Xj in the state space.
Therefore, the neuron has only local lateral connections in a small
region (0, r0 ). Function u is a function of wind direction, which is
deﬁned as
 
θ
(9)
u(θ) = −E cos
2
where θ is the angle between the wind direction and the position of
the neighbor neuron. When 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90, the neighbor position Xj is
downwind of Xi , the position being inspected; therefore, odor emissions are transported from position Xi to Xj , which causes a depletion
of odor concentration/intensity at position Xi ; when 90 < θ ≤ 180,
the neighbor position Xj is upwind of Xi ; therefore, odor emissions
are transported from position Xj to Xi , which results in a replenishment of odor concentration/intensity at position Xj ; when θ = 180 or
θ = 0, the position Xj is right on the centerline of the wind direction;
therefore, the odor concentration/intensity at Xi yields a maximum
replenishment/depletion effect.
The emission rate from the odor source, the environment conditions
(such as wind direction and speed), and farming activities (such as
spreading manure, applying odor reduction means) may vary with time.
The activity landscape of the neural network dynamically changes due
to the varying external inputs and the internal neural connections, and
therefore dynamically represents the changes of odor dispersion.

Fig. 5. Calculated odor dispersion from a point source. (a) Odor plume proﬁle.
(b) Odor downwind along plume centerline. (c) Odor along crosswind direction.

An example of calculated odor dispersion from a point source is
shown in Fig. 5. The 2-D odor dispersion at receptor’s height is shown
in Fig. 5(a), downwind along plume centerline in Fig. 5(b), and along
crosswind direction in Fig. 5(c).
Previous research on odor dispersion indicated that the location of
the e-noses would inﬂuence the measurement results and the odor dispersion model. The odor dispersion plume is usually affected by the
landscape around the farm such as vegetation and buildings. For example, high crops in the ﬁeld serve as windbreaks, which would greatly
reduce the odor dispersion [15]. A building could cause a downwash
effect, e.g., airﬂow forms a “cavity” with recirculating ﬂow downwind
of the building, which would greatly change the odor dispersion close to
that building [17]. Therefore, it is important to make sure that the odor
information around these locations is available by deploying sensor
nodes to these locations.
D. Software Integration
In order to utilize the previously mentioned hardware, certain software packages are needed. The MDA300, the MICAz, and the MIB600
all run on TinyOS programming language. An application provided
with the hardware called MoteWorks is sufﬁcient to set up a wireless
network for data transfer. This involved placing the gateway (MIB600)
in the same subnet as the client station and using a simple hub to
successfully place the device onto the network. Then, MoteWorks autoconﬁgures and acquires the IP address of the network. Once the
gateway device is active, the mote is programmed to interface with the
e-noses. Then, the wireless network system can be integrated and synchronized. An application software called MoteView from Crossbow
(Crossbow Technology, Inc., USA) can automatically detect the e-nose
and the gateway, and receive data from the e-nose through the wireless
network. The topology of the wireless network interface is shown in
Fig. 6.
The odor data collected by the e-nose network need to be processed
and analyzed for the purpose of supporting odor control decisions.
Hence, software suite is designed for real-time data capture, display,
and analysis. The software is running on a central analysis station,
and includes four main components: 1) a data acquisition system to
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Fig. 7.

Dynamic display console.

Fig. 8.

Odor analysis system.

Topology of the wireless network.

acquire the sensor signals that are transferred to the computer via the
wireless network; 2) a database that stores the odor data for future
applications; 3) an odor analysis system that identiﬁes risk factors of
odor and calculates odor concentration and odor dispersion plume; and
4) a user interface tire that interacts with users and displays odor data
and reports analysis results.
1) Data Acquisition System: After analog sensor signals are converted into digital signals, the digital signals are sent wirelessly through
the wireless network to the gateway, which receives and collect the
digital signals. Then, the data acquisition system in the computer will
interface with the gateway and acquire the digital signals into the
database.
2) Database: Database plays an important role as a data storage,
management, and exchange center for various applications. In this
system, data structures (data records and ﬁles) are optimized to deal
with large amounts of data. A data storage system based on Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 database server is developed for storing sensor signals
and odor information. The stored odor data in the database can be
retrieved, managed, and processed through user interface.
3) User Interface Tire: Users interact with the control station directly through a series of user interfaces. These interfaces are within
the user interface layer. The user interfaces provide a user-friendly
environment and adequately support the operation undertaking. The
user interface layer provides graphical front-end pages to the database
records, analysis result reports, task management, and the other components. Microsoft C# environment is used for user interface development. The main interface is the ﬁrst displayed page when users start the
application. Users log onto the system from this page to get the access
to other functional pages such as data display interface and analysis
system interface. To satisfy various requirements, the user interface
layer can provide a widely used standard for analyzing record data
and also accommodates applications developed in other programming
language environment.
The interface of data display system is shown in Fig. 7. This system provides online and ofﬂine display of the sensor signals. Several
display attributes can be selected by users, such as different update
interval, number of visible points and data range, average number display, etc. This system would be helpful for routine operation and various
studies.
4) Odor Analysis System: Odor analysis system is the key component of the software suite. The system utilizes the data analysis applications to identify rules and patterns in the data, to tell the users where is
odor, how strong the odor is, to give suggestion on odor control practice,
and to predict the resulted odor strength if any odor control means are

applied. The data analysis system has many subsystems: odor strength
analysis system calculates odor concentration/intensity using artiﬁcial
intelligent techniques; odor dispersion analysis system calculates odor
dispersion plume using odor dispersion models based on odor emission rates, and topological and meteorological information; risk factor
analysis module identiﬁes signiﬁcant risk factors that cause odor problems; and decision-making module assists users to make odor control
decisions based on analysis results and human expert knowledge. The
interface of odor analysis system is shown in Fig. 8.
This analysis system also provides decision support for farmer’s odor
control practice. In the analysis system, the sensor fusion algorithm
and odor dispersion algorithm calculate the odor dispersion, display
the odor plume dispersion in real time, and predict the odor map if
any environmental factors are changed or different control means are
applied. Based on odor plume prediction results, the analysis system
would provide suggestions on possible odor control practice based
on farmstead, topography, and meteorological data, such as when to
spread manure, change vent direction, and where to plant trees to block
odor. The odor dispersion analysis system provides an overall odor
mapping around live facilities that is necessary for an overall odor
management strategy. This will help the livestock producers to make
strategic funding decisions by investing only on efﬁcient odor control
practice.
To validate the developed hardware and software system, a series
of experimental studies is conducted in laboratory using odorous gases
with single or multiple odor components. The results show that the
developed system is functional and effective in remote data collection,
wireless data transmission, and real-time display and analysis of odor
data. Simulation studies on the odor dispersion model show its feasibility to model the dynamic odor dispersion around livestock farms.
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III. DISCUSSIONS
The proposed e-nose-based wireless network approach to automatically monitor livestock farm odors differs from any existing e-noses in
the following ways.
1) The developed wireless e-nose network system can provide multilocation odor monitoring while existing e-noses can only provide odor monitoring at a single location. Odor concentration
changes with source conﬁguration (shape of the source, building geometry, etc.), landscape around the farm, and distance to
the source. The proposed wireless e-nose network system can
provide a more comprehensive odor plume proﬁle than a single
e-nose system.
2) By using this wireless e-nose network system, users can monitor
the odor from a remote location such as inside a house or ofﬁce,
so that they do not have to stay in the ﬁeld, which makes odor
measurement easier in unfavorable weather.
3) The developed e-nose network system with multiple e-noses is
more robust to sensor failure and noise. One or more failed or
incorrect sensor reading could be corrected through the redundant
information from the other e-noses.
The developed wireless e-nose network system is a useful tool in remote monitoring of livestock farm odor, which will greatly improve the
efﬁciency of livestock farm odor reduction, and thus beneﬁt livestock
industry. In addition, it would be used for prediction of upcoming odor
plume proﬁle with weather information forecast, and planning upcoming odor management.
IV. CONCLUSION
The design of an e-nose-network-based livestock farm odor monitoring system was presented in this paper. The system is composed of
e-noses that can measure odor compounds and environmental factors.
The e-noses are deployed in and around the farm and odor data are
collected via wireless communication. The data processing algorithms
and odor dispersion algorithm in the analysis system calculate the odor
dispersion, display the odor plume dispersion in real time, and can also
predict upcoming odor plume with upcoming weather forecast.
The main contribution of this research include the following: 1) an
e-nose-based wireless network is developed for monitoring livestock
farm odors; 2) data acquisition and data processing software is developed for collecting and processing odor data from the wireless e-nose
network; 3) a neural-network-based odor dispersion model is proposed
for modeling odor dispersion downwind of the odor source in real time;
and 4) a data analysis software with user-friendly interface is developed
for assisting end users in making efﬁcient odor management decisions.
The proposed e-nose network approach can automatically monitor
livestock farm odors, and have many potential industrial applications.
The developed wireless e-nose network system can perform remote
multipoint odor monitoring, and the integrated software suite provides
data analysis capabilities that would assist users’ decision making on
odor control practice. It enables more efﬁcient odor control capabilities
by providing automated, robust, and comprehensive information about
the environment and odor proﬁle in and around the livestock farms.
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ABSTRACT. Monitoring and analysis of livestock farm environments require collection and management of large amount of data
from distributed farms. There is an increasing demand for collaboration among livestock producers, environment agencies and
governments. This paper presents a collaborative system for monitoring and analyzing livestock farm odours remotely, and for
enhancing the collaboration among users. This system utilizes a web-based portal application as the infrastructure for running
distributed applications. Livestock farm odour information is stored in central servers. Distributed users can access the data remotely,
submit odour data for analysis, receive analysis results through the Internet, exchange information, and discuss odour related topics on
public forums. This collaborative system provides a collaborative, robust, and user-friendly environment for distributed users to
efficiently manage and process the data records, share the analysis results and other information.
Keywords: collaborative web-based application, livestock farm odour, remote monitoring and analysis

1. Introduction
Odour emissions from livestock facilities have caused serious complaints from rural residents. The Ontario governments
have worked on setting up regulations and policies to limit
odorous air emissions from livestock farms. Environment agencies and researchers have made significant efforts to investigate and resolve the livestock farm odour problems (Janes et
al., 2004; Pan et al., 2007; Pan and Yang, 2007a, 2009).
In order to efficiently resolve the livestock farm odour
problem, there is an increasing demand for collaboration among livestock producers, consulting agencies and governments
(federal, provincial and local). Through collaboration, they can
share and make better use of their professional skills and expertise to serve the odour control problem. However, these users have different backgrounds, are responsible for different
tasks based on their roles, and work at different locations. It is
difficult to bring them together to achieve prompt and convenient information exchange and communications. High speed
Internet provides a way for remote communications and data
sharing. However, traditional HTML-based content only provides single public-facing web site. It is enough for small organizations to advertise their services or products, but it cannot satisfy the collaboration requirements of such a large-scaled service, management, industrial and research community.
*
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By using the traditional HTML-based web technologies, it requires hundreds or even thousands web sites for all the users
and activities in this odour monitoring and analysis task. It is
expensive and time consuming to keep up with the need to create and manage those web sites.
Due to the rapid development of platform-independent and
central processing technologies, web-based applications are
emerging to provide collaboration among distributed users. In
such a web-based application, the essential software and database are located on a central server and are accessible over networks. Therefore, users can upload and process their odour data through Internet web browser. Many web-based applications
have been developed in various areas, such as education (Chang et al., 2003; Jackson, 2003; Wang et al., 2004), information technology (Yu et al., 2003; Taguchi and Tokuda, 2005),
urban planning (Counsell, 2004; Babar and Gorton, 2004), and
environment monitoring (Zeng et al., 2007; Athanasiadia and
Mitkas, 2007; Carswell et al., 2008). Yu et al. (2003) developed a web-based application for 3D visualization and collaboration to enable production, dissemination and use of 3D imagery and geospatial information on a hierarchical level. Counsell (2004) developed a web-based application for collaboration on managing and maintaining large area urban modeling.
Taguchi and Tokuda (2005) designed a web application generator to generate data-intensive web applications by using diagrams that represent data-flow relationships among web components. Maglogiannis et al. (2006) presented a collaborative
web-based application for medical diagnosis over the Internet
via peer-to-peer distribution of electronic health records. Yu
and Cheng (2007) developed a web-based decision support system for slopeland hazard warning, which combines with GIS
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technology and can provide real-time monitoring of rainfall
via Internet Explorer. Despite broad applications of web collaboration technologies, none of them were developed for collaboration and cooperation among livestock producers and environment organizations. Zeng et al. (2007) proposed a web-based system for managing the information of urban water resource social renewability. An artificial neural network was
developed for analysis of the information and the evaluation
results were published via the Internet. Carswell et al. (2008)
introduced a web-based mobile system for monitoring fish species at risk. The fish data is stored in a central database and is
delivered to GPS-enabled hand-held devices so that professionals can access the data remotely and make decision immediately.
To date, however, the information exchange among livestock farmers, environment agencies and governments on resolving odour issues is still quite limited. The objective of this
study is to develop a web-based collaborative framework to assist the collaborations in resolving the livestock farm odour
problems. Collaboration, in dictionary, is defined as a process
that multiple people/organizations work together to achieve an
intersection of common goals (Oxford, 1989). Collaborative
software in information technology is an application designed
for people participated in a common task to reach their goals.
The proposed approach provides communication and data-sharing capability among distributed users, and thus enhances collaboration and cooperation among users with different backgrounds for more efficient odour management and decisionmaking. All the data collection, processing and analysis tools
are developed in a web-based application, and can be accessed simultaneously by multiple users. Users can communicate
with each other and share information from distributed locations. This proposed collaborative framework is built on Microsoft Framework 2.0 and Windows SharePoint system. Visual Studio 2005 is chosen as the development environment,
and Microsoft SQL server 2005 is used as the data repository.

2. The Proposed Approach
The proposed collaborative framework should provide essential collaboration capabilities for effective information sharing, data processing and management. This framework is developed for collecting, monitoring, processing, and analyzing
livestock farm odour data. This solution not only provides robust data management and data integration for the odour research community, but also brings added values to the experimental data. However, the development is complex. The following aspects are considered:
(1) Multiple user collaboration: In general, the collaborative framework should be able to serve multiple purposes, such
as user collaboration, data processing, and information sharing. The odour data that generated by a client acquisition system and data analysis results are shared by governments and
authorized agencies. Farmers can select environment agencies
to analyze their odour data, and grant necessary permissions
to chosen agencies to access their data. Farmers also have access to the analysis results and feedbacks from agencies. Ag-
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encies process and analyze the data, generate result reports,
provide suggestions on odour control practice. Governments
review the odour data and analysis results, provide guidance
for farm operations, and enforce environmental regulations.
Governments also consult with agencies to revise or improve
environmental laws or regulations. Users can interact with each
other either by correspondence via private emails, or by discussions threads on the public discussion board. The proposed
collaborative framework provides a disciplined approach to
facilitate the collaboration among livestock farmers, agencies
and governments.
(2) Central data management and security requirement:
Generally, odour data are collected from separate farms and
stored in distributed computers. In order to analyze those distributed data and generate results, the data records need to be
sent into a central data server, where the data analysis system
can process numerous users’ requests simultaneously. However, in this way security issue is arisen, due to the sensitive and
private nature of the odour information. In order to solve the
security problem, separate data record libraries are established
on the central data server, and are assigned to different users.
Security settings and policies are specified for sensitive information. The collaborative framework authorizes different access privilege to different users, based on their roles and responsibilities. Only authorized users have access to the content
in the record library via role-based permission control; unauthorized users have no access to private contents unless the
owner of the record library grants them appropriate access privilege. For example, livestock farmers do not have access to
the data of other farmers unless they are granted access. This
feature enhances the data security.
(3) User-friendly interface: The user interface of the system provides a user-friendly and consistent environment for
users with different backgrounds and expertise. User interface
in computer science is a place for human-computer interaction.
It provides input and output means for users to access the computer system. Users can control the system by keystrokes with
the computer keyboard, or by movements and clicking of the
computer mouse; the system presents the users with graphical,
textural and auditory information. Considering most potential
users of the application are not computer experts, it is very important that the system should provide a user-friendly interface, adopting all necessary functionality that the users need
in operations and collaborations. This collaborative framework
is a platform-independent web-based application, which can
be run on different platforms, such as Windows, UNIX, and
Linux. Users do not need to have the same platform on their
computers. All users can access the real-time interactive collaborative system through a web browser. Moreover, all data acquisition applications are installed on the central server and
have online connection to the central server, so that individual
users do not have to process the data on their own computers.
These considerations make the proposed web-based application very easy to use, and also provide great convenience for
the system administrators to maintain and update the system,
since they only need to modify or tune applications on the central server. In addition to the access by desktop personal com-
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puters, the interface also provides support for mobile device
access.
(4) Transparent workflow: The collaborative framework
is a workflow-driven application, supporting users to submit
different tasks for processing data records. Workflows represent the operational information of a work procedure, such as
how processes are structured, formalized, enforced, audited,
and how they are synchronized. With the robust, customizable
workflow framework, users can tell whether a process request
has been created, reviewed, processed, or updated, and also
receive the analyzed information. The central workflow-enabled processing functionality helps users to make effective decisions by providing all useful information in one central place.

3. Design of the Web Based Collaborative
Framework
The collaborative system is built on top of the wireless
sensor networks that are deployed on livestock farms to collect odour data. The architecture of the collaborative system is
shown in Figure 1. The system consists of three main components: client applications for wireless sensor networks; a central database server; and central application servers.

3.1. Client Applications for Wireless Sensor Networks
The wireless sensor networks are at the lowest level of
the collaborative system. They are deployed on livestock farms
to collect odour data. Each wireless sensor network has many
sensor nodes, where each node is an electronic nose (e-nose)
that is built of gas sensors and environmental sensors to measure odorous compounds and temperature and relative humidity. Sensor signals are delivered to and stored on a local computer for future processing. The detailed information about the
wireless sensor networks can be found in Pan and Yang (2009),
and the development of electronic noses is described in details
in Pan and Yang (2007a). The wireless sensor networks provide the collaborative system with remote odour monitoring
ability.
Client applications are developed to assist the data collection for the wireless sensor network. A client application includes three main components: a data acquisition module to
acquire the sensor signals transmitted to the computer via the
wireless network; a client-side database that stores the data,
and a data transfer web service that exchanges information between the client-side computer and the central database server.
3.1.1. Data Acquisition Module
The sensor signals collected on a farm are transmitted
through the wireless network to a gateway, which receives
and collects the digital signals. Then the data acquisition system in the computer interfaces with the getaway and gathers
the digital signals into the client-side database.
3.1.2. Client-Side Database
Database plays an important role as data storage, management, and exchange center. In this system, data structures
(records and files) are optimized to deal with very large amounts of data stored on a data storage server. A database based
on Microsoft SQL 2005 database Server 2005, is developed
for storing sensor signals and odour information. Besides database itself, there is also a data management system to store
and organize or pre-process the data. Database management
system is a complex set of software modules that help the organization, storage and retrieval of data in the database. It can
connect to the database, load data acquisition console, and display sensor signals dynamically.
The interface of data display system is shown in Figure 2.
It provides both on-line and off-line signal display options. Several display settings can be selected by users, such as different update interval, number of visible points and data range,
etc. This would be very helpful for routine operation and various studies.

Figure 1. Architecture of the collaborative web-based
application.

3.1.3. Data Transfer Web Service
The client application uses a web service to interface with central servers. The web service feeds data to or consumes
data from central servers. It provides remote accessibility for
the client application to integrate with the central servers.
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Figure 2. The dynamic monitoring console.
3.2. Central Database Server
The odour data collected by the wireless sensor networks
from farm terminals are shared among decision makers, such
as governments and environment agencies. The central database server provides data/information storage for the collaborative system. The proposed web-based application uses the
central SQL Server 2005 as central data repository. SQL Server 2005 provides enhanced safety and security, high performance and scalability, as well as a wide range of database service tools. The central database stores the data, and provides
the data to data processing services. Figure 3 shows the data
structure of the central database. The central database stores
different kinds of data sets and information such as real-time
odour data that are collected online by the gas sensors on livestock farms, historical data records, farm information and user
profiles, analysis results, and search index. With all these integrated database capabilities, the collaborative system can also
help the researchers to improve data analysis and research efficiency.
3.3. Central Application Servers
The architecture of the central application server is shown
in Figure 4. It includes three application servers: a collaboration server, an application server, and an active directory server. The collaboration server provides a platform for data and
information integration, sharing and exchange, as well as collaboration and cooperation ability among distributed end users.
The application server is used to host data processing and analysis services to provide core data processing, reporting and
content crawling functionality. All data processing features are
shared across application domains through web services. The
active directory server stores user information, and provides
user authentication and authorization functionality.
Livestock farmers, environment agencies, and government
users are the designed users of the application server. The
application server consists of two basic components: a data
processing tier, and a user collaboration interface. The collaboration interface is the front-end of the application server that
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Figure 3. Data structure of the central database server.

Figure 4. Architecture of the central application server.
contains all the user interfaces and directly interacts with users. Data processing service communicates with the central
database server, and the user collaboration interface consumes
the data processing results. All the data processing and analysis modules are located in the data processing module. Data
processing service receives requests from users through the in-
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Figure 5. Interface of the data processing services.
terface, looks up information in the database, analyzes the data, processes the requests, generates analysis result reports, and
then sends back result reports to presentation layer where the
result reports are displayed.

ledge. The detailed information about the odour dispersion analysis modules, risk factor analysis module, and decision making module can be found in Pan and Yang (2009). The report
generation module generates the analysis result reports and
provides report accessibility and management.

(1) Data Analysis and Reporting Module
The data analysis and reporting module provides a userfriendly environment and supports data processing operations.
This module combines data analysis services and result reporting services. Figure 5 illustrates the framework of the data analysis service that is built as an inter-operable middle-tier of
the collaborative system. The collaborative system utilizes the
data analysis services to identify rules and patterns in the data,
to inform the users where has odour and how strong the odour
is, to give suggestion on odour control practice, and to predict
the resulted odour strength if any odour control means are applied. The data analysis module has many sub-modules: odour
strength analysis module calculates odour concentration/intensity using artificial intelligent techniques; odour dispersion analysis module calculates odour dispersion plume using odour
dispersion models based on odour emission rates, topological
and meteorological information; risk factor analysis module
identifies significant risk factors that cause odour problems;
and decision making module assists users to make odour control decisions based on analysis results and human expert know-

Neural network methods are used in the data analysis module to explore the odour data pattern. Neural network algorithms mainly address the classification task. They can find nonlinear relationships among the input values of the predictable
attribute, by creating an internal classification and regression
models that are iteratively improved, based on the actual value (Haykin, 1999). Existing research demonstrates that neural
networks can be successfully applied to odor data analysis
(Janes et al., 2004, 2005; Pan et al., 2006; Pan and Yang,
2007b).
The odour model used in the data analysis module has
three layers as shown in Figure 6: the input layer, the hidden
layer and the output layer. The input nodes form the first layer
of the neural network, where each input node is mapped to one
sensor data input channel such as temperature, humidity or odour sensor data. The second layer is the hidden layer that has
hidden nodes, which receives input data from the input layer.
The output layer presents the predictable attributes. In this case,
our neural network has one single output attribute that is the
odour strength.
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The neural network is a feed-forward network. Before using the neural network to provide prediction on odour strength
value, it needs known data to tune the network, which is called the training process that is to find the best set of weights
for the neural network. The weights of the network are randomly initialized at the beginning. In every training iteration,
the network compares the actual value of the training case with the predicted value, and calculates the error at the outputs.
Then the weights of the network are adjusted using the error
back-ward propagation learning technique. The reason to choose neural network algorithms as the data analysis algorithm
is that neural networks can handle complex as well as large
amounts of training data efficiently.
f1
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where t is the actual (desired) value of the output neuron for
the processed the training sample, and e is the error at the output neuron.
The weight adjusting equations are given as:
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nodes, and M is the number of hidden neurons. This neural
network updates the weights after a sample case is analyzed.
In order to minimize the training error, the least mean square
error E is used as the error function:

where η is the learning rate, and ejh is the error of j-th hidden
neuron given by:
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Figure 6. The structure of the neural network.
The processing unit in the neural network is a single neuron node. Each node processes the combination of weighted
sum of the input values into a single output value. The logistic
function g(a) is selected as the activation function for the hidden nodes, and the tahn function φ(a) is selected as the activation function for the output node, which are defined as:
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Therefore, the outputs of hidden neurons and the output
neuron are given as:
N

f j  g ( wij xi ) j = 1, 2, …, M

(3)

i 0

M

y   ( v j f j )
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j 0

where y is the output of the neural network; fj is the output of
the j-th hidden node; wij is the weight between i-th input node
and the j-th hidden node; vj is the weight between the the j-th
hidden node and the output neuron, N is the number of input
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The parameters of the neural network such as learning rate η and number of hidden nodes are determined by trial and
error. The value of η is usually set to a large value at the beginning stage of training and gradually decreases to avoid error oscillations. It allows the neural network to find out the optimum solution quickly.
The neural network model performs predictions for the
data analysis module and compares with the known data. By
tuning the model, the user is able to explore, query and check
the information that the analysis module provides. Once the
data analysis module is set up and well tuned, the system can
produce the reasonable analyzed results. This module uses the
integration services between data analysis and reporting in SQL
server 2005, providing predictive results in a flexible and scalable manner to the end users. Figure 7 shows an odour strength analysis interface using an artificial neural network approach. Figure 8 shows a comparison between the prediction
results and the actual measured values of odour strength,
where the predicted values match the actual ones very well.
The actual measured odour strengths range from 0 to 60 TD
(dilution to threshold), and the mean square error of the predicted odour strengths against the measured ones is 1.46. It demonstrates that the data analysis module produces accurate
predictions. Figure 9 shows an example of the result report. A
textual or graphic report is generated to show the patterns about the prediction. After the data analysis process is complete
and an accurate result is created, the application generates userfriendly reports. The report will be displayed on the browser
screen or be deployed to Microsoft Office. This reporting module allows the data analysis results to be easily delivered to
users in a simple format.
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Figure 7. Odour strength analysis module.

Figure 8. A comparison between the predicted value and actual value of odour strength.

(2) Workflow Management
The sensor data processing requires the workflow management to manage the analyzing processes, record submission,
processing data, routing, etc. This central application server
implements a comprehensive workflow, by using Microsoft
Workflow Foundation (WFF) technology. This technology has
support for complex workflow functionality, rich user interface, long running processes and advanced multiple level custom actions. The collaborative system has the seamless supports for WFF. The solution is integrated with the user interactive functionality and is built up on it. The workflow integration feature can be used to provide custom workflow for
any custom business process/application. Users in research
community can collaborate on data records and manage data

processing tasks through particular web forms. Workflows help
users to adhere to consistent project processes.
(3) Personalization and Targeting
Personalization and targeting component is used to target
user specific information. This component primarily reads information from existing data sources, and retrieves changes to
user data in the parent data sources (i.e. Active Directory), and
then synchronizes with the system user profile database. The
system user profile database is used for managing user profiles. All the publishing interactions with user profiles, audiences and alerts are based on the proposed personalization and
targeting component. Personalization and content targeting
component are exposed as a functional web service, which
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Figure 9. Odour data analysis result report.

allows users to control the audience to whom the content is
targeted. Collaborative web site administrators (not necessarily
domain or local administrators) can easily create these audiences. These audiences are logical groups that satisfy some filtering rules (AD attribute values or custom attributes) in user profile database. It should be noted that personalization and targeting are not the same as security and restricting access to
content. Results management interface is an example of a content-specific functionality that controls the targeting of result
reporting to specified audience. The personalization and targeting feature provides functionality such as display a result
item (i.e. reports, announcements and etc) to authorized users
only. The different audience can be identified by looking up
the user roles.
(4) Security
All the applications and application servers within the collaborative system architecturally support Windows integrated
authentication. Users are authenticated against their credentials
and access rights as defined in the Active Directory server. All
the applications make use of these user credentials and access
rights to restrict specific content from being viewed by unauthorized users. Generally, the roles of a user (i.e. the Active
Directory group that they belong to) determine the access permissions that he has on the collaborative web site.
(5) User Interface
Users interact with the collaborative framework system
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directly through a series of user interfaces. These interfaces
are within the web-based interface application. The interface
application provides front-end pages to the data record libraries, analysis result reports, discussion forums, task management, workflow management and other components. The homepage is the first displayed page when users start the application. Users log into the system from this page to get the access to other functional pages such as data record page and result reporting page. The security model of the sub-pages is inherited from the homepage so that it only needs one time login when browsing through the web pages. Figure 10 shows
the homepage of the system. Users can navigate through the
web site easily and find the information and content they need.
All task status can be monitored on the task status page.
The task status control shows the task status of submitted requests, and the service status control shows the status of pending service requests of the current user. Status bar shows the
completed percentage of the whole process. This page provides a way to track and close monitoring process status and
participants.
The public discussion forum page is a place for the users
to discuss topics of their interest and to interact with each other.
Livestock farmers can consult with agencies or governments
to improve their odour control operations; agencies can post
their comments and concerns, rural residents can deliver their
complaints about odour issue. The interface of the discussion
forum is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. Homepage of the collaborative portal.

4. Conclusions
A collaborative portal framework is developed for acquisition, transmission, integration, management, processing and
analysis of livestock odour data; and for providing a platform
to enhance collaboration in livestock farm odour management.
The user-friendly environment makes the application easy to
use. The centralized data storage and analysis tools and models enable easy maintenance and improvement for the application. The authentication and authorization features provide
enhanced security for the application. The web-based collaborative system is an efficient and convenient platform for collaboration among livestock producers, environment agencies,
and governments. It not only brings a data integration solution
to the research community but also increases the productivity
of all the participants and brings significant added values to

the data. The collaborative portal system eliminates the limitation on the livestock farm odour emission research by the Internet-accessible collaborative portal web site. The system delivers a collaborative interface to let users easily manage the
process and share the data. The interface links researchers together based on the same interests about the experimental data, topics or projects. Researchers are no longer required to be
in the same place working on the same project. The collaborative portal framework provides essential collaboration capabilities and dynamic, accurate, and robust environment information that promotes faster and more insightful decision making
on livestock farm odour control problems.
Acknowledgments. This work is supported by Ontario Pork and National Science Engineering Research Council (NSERC).
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Figure 11. Public discussion forum.
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A Neural Network-Based Method for Risk Factor Analysis
of West Nile Virus
Leilei Pan,1 Lixu Qin,1 Simon X. Yang,1 and Jiangping Shuai2 ∗

There is a lack of knowledge about which risk factors are more important in West Nile virus
(WNV) transmission and risk magnitude. A better understanding of the risk factors is of great
help in developing effective new technologies and appropriate prevention strategies for WNV
infection. A contribution analysis of all risk factors in WNV infection would identify those
major risk factors. Based on the identiﬁed major risk factors, measures to control WNV proliferation could be directed toward those signiﬁcant risk factors, thus improving the effectiveness
and efﬁciency in developing WNV control and prevention strategies. Neural networks have
many generally accepted advantages over conventional analytical techniques, for instance,
ability to automatically learn the relationship between the inputs and outputs from training
data, powerful generalization ability, and capability of handling nonlinear interactions. In this
article, a neural network model was developed for analysis of risk factors in WNV infection.
To reveal the relative contribution of the input variables, the neural network was trained
using an algorithm called structural learning with forgetting. During the learning, weak neural connections are forced to fade away while a skeletal network with strong connections
emerges. The signiﬁcant risk factors can be identiﬁed by analyzing this skeletal network. The
proposed approach is tested with the dead bird surveillance data in Ontario, Canada. The
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
KEY WORDS: Neural network; risk factor analysis; structural learning with forgetting; West Nile virus

1. INTRODUCTION

cases of WNV human infection were reported in Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta
in 2005.(7–9,15)
Although WNV has been shown to infect many
other species of animals, such as horses, cats, bats,
and squirrels, it is believed that birds serve as primary reservoirs for WNV.(3,12,13) By feeding on infected birds, mosquitoes become infected, and then
further spread the virus to humans and other animals
through biting them.(1,3,6) Birds are considered as one
of the most important factors in the WNV transmission cycle.
Many researchers have used environmental factors to investigate WNV disease patterns. These environmental factors include metrology, topography, and
soil characteristics.(14–19) The WNV infections are also
inﬂuenced by climatic factors, such as temperature.

West Nile virus (WNV) is a mosquito-transmitted
disease that was ﬁrst found in 1937 in the West
Nile district of Uganda and arrived in New York
City in 1999.(1,4,5) In Canada, the virus was ﬁrst detected in 2001 in a wild bird in Ontario. In 2002,
six provinces detected the virus. In 2003, the virus
spread to seven provinces. In 2004 and 2005, however, only ﬁve provinces detected the virus. Conﬁrmed
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Researchers have indicated that summer temperature
would inﬂuence the transmission of WNV. It is believed that the higher the summer temperature is, the
more quickly the mosquito develops from egg to adult
stage.(2,16–19) However, some researchers suggested
that winter temperature might also inﬂuence the infection of WNV, as in a mild winter, more mosquito
eggs can survive, resulting in a higher mosquito population early in the next year, and thus spread more
WNV in the coming spring and summer.(2,7,8) Further
investigation and modeling are needed to determine
the role of temperature, and identify if winter temperature patterns may be associated with WNV infection.
However, the WNV transmission system is very complicated, as many species of animals and humans interact with each other.(1,3,5,6) The role of temperature in
WNV disease spread and breakout is not adequately
understood. Understanding the nature of this interaction would help develop new technologies for WNV
prediction, prevention, and control.
The inﬂuence analysis of temperature-related risk
factors to WNV has been attracting much attention.
Some researchers used degree-days as the major temperature indicator,(16,19) while many other researchers
prefer to use mean monthly temperature as the temperature indicator.(17,18) The mathematical methods
employed include logistic regression analysis,(18,19)
principal component analysis,(17) and discriminate
analysis.(16) However, these statistical methods for
WNV infection have several weaknesses, for example, they require prior knowledge about the statistical
distributions in the data sources, and they are unable
to deal with vague and noisy data.(20)
Soft computing techniques, such as artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs), have been successfully applied
to analysis of complex nonlinear systems where conventional statistical methods have difﬁculties. ANN
approaches are particularly suited for exploratory
analysis because of their capability to learn the association pattern among the inputs and outputs without any prior knowledge of the system being studied.(10) In addition, they can quickly adapt to changing situations, and are robust to inconsistent, incomplete, and noisy data. Therefore, ANN methods have
great potential in interpreting the nonlinear interactions between infection of WNV virus and the environment.(10,21) Bayesian networks have been used
in identifying input variables that have most signiﬁcant inﬂuence to the outputs.(22,23,26) However, these
Bayesian approaches require an exhaustive search
over the model space for all the possible network
structures. Therefore, the time requirement for the
learning procedure increases super-exponentially as
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a function of the number of variables.(27,28) Thus they
are not a good choice for analyzing the model structures with large number of variables.
Fuzzy-logic-based methods can incorporate human experience and expert knowledge. However,
they do not have learning ability; thus fuzzy systems
have difﬁculty in analyzing complex systems without
prior knowledge of the system being investigated. To
overcome the limitations of fuzzy systems, adaptivenetwork-based fuzzy inference systems (ANFIS) that
incorporate neuroadaptive learning techniques into
the fuzzy logic models have been used for factor analysis, but their high computational cost makes them
unsuitable for large data sets with complex data structure.(24,25)
In order to investigate the inﬂuence of seasonal
temperature on WNV infection, in this article, a
neural-network-based approach that is able to extract
analytical information from WNV analysis models
was used. The main innovative aspect of this study
relies on the capability of ﬁnding out the signiﬁcant
risk factors that contribute most to WNV infection
rates. A few comparative studies are also presented
in this article to show the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm.
2. METHODS
A neural network model using a structural learning with forgetting (SLF) algorithm is proposed to
model and analyze the NWV infection. The contribution of monthly temperature to infections of
WNV is ranked in this study. Since the proposed
SLF algorithm is a modiﬁed typical back-propagation
learning (BPL) with forced forgetting of the connection weights, the basic idea of an SLF algorithm
is introduced after a brief description of the typical
BPL.
2.1. Data Sets and the Proposed WNV
Analysis Model
2.1.1. Data Sets
The data used for this study were collected
through the national WNV dead bird surveillance in
Ontario from 2002 to 2005. In each year, dead birds
were collected and tested in 33 health units within
the province. The dead birds tested include crows,
jays, magpies, and ravens. In the data, information
from each record includes the name of the health unit
where the dead birds were collected, the dates when
the infected dead birds were collected, the number of
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dead birds collected (in total of all species), and the
number of conﬁrmed infected birds (in a total of all
species) from the health unit. The climatic information from 2002 to 2005 was collected from the website
of Environment Canada (http://www.ec.gc.ca). The location information, such as longitude, latitude, and elevation of each health unit, was also collected from
the spatial data of the Environment Canada website.
There are a total of 132 records in the data available for developing and validating the model. Approximately 75% were randomly selected for training the neural network model and the remaining 25%
of the total data sets were used for validating the
trained neural network structure. Data sets were randomly selected by using a MATLAB built-in function
“randperm(N),” which can generate a series of integral numbers ranging from 1 to N (where N is the
number of data records) in random order. These randomly ordered numbers were used as the index of
data records, so that the data records were also randomly ordered. Then the ﬁrst 75% of data were used
as training data, and the remaining 25% were used as
testing data. This is equivalent to randomly selecting
75% of the data to be training data, since the data
records were randomly ordered.
2.1.2. Statistical Analysis
The infection number versus month is shown in
Fig. 1. Infected dead birds were found from May to
October during the study period (2002–2005), and the
maximum numbers of infected dead birds were found
in July for 2002 and 2003, and in August for 2004 and
2005.

Fig. 1. Number of infected dead birds collected in Ontario versus
month.
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Fig. 2. Infection rate of dead birds collected in Ontario versus
month.

Merely analyzing the absolute number of positive
dead birds is not enough. The total number of dead
birds tested should also be considered because this
total number varied greatly among health units. This
study uses infection rate, which is the number of positive dead birds over the total number of dead birds
tested. The infection rate versus month is shown in
Fig. 2. The highest infection rates occur in August in
2002 and 2005, while in 2003 and 2004, highest infection rates happen in September.
The monthly mean temperature of Ontario is
shown in Fig. 3. July and August yield the highest mean
temperature of the year, while the lowest temperature
appears in January and the second lowest temperature
appears in February in most of years. By comparing
Figs. 1 and 2 with Fig. 3, we can assume that there is

Fig. 3. Mean monthly temperature of Ontario.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the statistical
multiple regression method.

a strong relationship between monthly mean temperature and infection rate of WNV. Generally, the infection number/rate increases as the temperature increases. However, both ﬁgures yield highly nonlinear
characteristics. Therefore, a WNV risk model using
conventional statistical algorithms may not be able to
accurately identify the risks. For instance, a statistical
multivariate regression method was performed to analyze the data. Standard diagnostics, such as normality
of observations and regression residuals, and independence of observations were performed to ensure the
goodness of ﬁt using the method. A low-prediction
accuracy (r = 0.446, p< 0.05) was obtained on WNV
infection rate. The predicted results using multivariate regression are shown in Fig. 4.

2.1.3. Neural Network Architecture
A multifactor neural network model for WNV infection rate is proposed in this article. Since the data
were collected from May to October in each year, the
weather conditions during the data collection periods are considered, that is, this model considers the
monthly average temperatures of November and December of the previous year, and monthly average
temperatures from January to October of the current

year in which the dead bird surveillance data were
collected. The location (longitude, latitude, and elevation) of the health unit where the data were collected
is also considered as a factor that would inﬂuence the
infection rate of dead birds, and included in the neural
network model, because the location (longitude, latitude, and elevation) of the health unit may represent
predominant weather conditions such as temperature,
humidity, and other factors.
The proposed neural network model has an input layer, one hidden layer, and an output layer. The
model has N input neurons, where the inputs can be
risk factors such as monthly temperatures and topology information. The output is the WNV infection
rate. The neural network started with a fully connected network that had Q hidden units. Connections reﬂect the relation between input and output
attributes.(11)
The outputs at the hidden layer and the neural
network output are given as
⎧


N

⎪
⎪
⎪
hk = g
vki xi , i = 0, 1, . . . , N; k = 1, 2, . . . Q
⎪
⎪
⎨
i=0
(1)


Q
⎪

⎪
⎪
⎪
wkhk , k = 0, 1, . . . , Q,
⎪
⎩y = f
k=0
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where y is the output of the proposed network; hk
is the output of the kth hidden neuron; x i is the ith
input variable; v ki and wk are the connection weights
from the inputs to hidden layer and the hidden layer
to output layer, respectively; N is the number of input
neurons; and Q is the number of neurons in the hidden
layer. A nonlinear sigmoid function is used for the
activation function of the hidden layer, and a linear
function is used for the output layer, which are deﬁned
as
⎧
x
−x
⎨g(x) = e − e
e x + e−x .
(2)
⎩
f (x) = x
The proposed neural network was trained using a
SLF method. A comparison to a typical BPL was also
conducted.
2.2. Typical BPL
The typical BPL is based on minimizing squared
errors,(10) whose error function E is deﬁned as
1 2
1
e = (t − y)2 ,
(3)
2
2
where y is the predicted WNV infection rate, while t
is the collected WNV infection rate, and e is the error
at the network output.
In a typical BPL, the weight changes w B
k and
B
v ki are obtained by differentiating Equation (3) with
respect to the connection weight wk and v ki ,(10)
⎧
∂E
B
⎪
⎪
i = 0, 1, . . . , N;
⎪vki = −η
⎪
∂vki
⎪
⎨
= η 1 − h2k xi ekh ,
k = 1, 2, . . . , Q
(4)
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂E
⎪
⎪
⎩wkB = −η
= ηhke, k = 0, 1, . . . , Q
∂wk
E=

where η is the learning rate; and ekh is the error at the
kth hidden neuron, which is given as
ekh = wke,

k = 1, 2, . . . , Q.

(5)

2.3. SLF
A neural network learning algorithm called
structural learning with forgetting was proposed by
Ishikawa.(11) SLF is a modiﬁed typical BPL with
forced forgetting of the connection weights. Unlike
the typical BPL, in SLF a penalty term is added to the
criterion function to force the unnecessary connection weights decreasing to small values. The criterion
function in the learning with forgetting is given as


Ef = E + ε
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|vki | +

i=0 k=1

Q



|wk| ,

(6)

k=0

where the ﬁrst term E on the right side is the squared
error that is the same as the one in Equation (3) in
the typical BPL, the second term is the penalty item,
and ε is the forgetting rate.
Similar to the typical BPL, the weight change,
wk , and v ki are obtained by differentiating Equation (4) with respect to the connection weights w k and
v ki ,
⎧
∂E f
⎪
vki = −η
i = 0, 1, . . . , N;
⎪
⎪
⎪
∂vki
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ = v B − ηεsgn(vki ), k = 1, 2, . . . , Q
ki
(7)
⎪
∂E f
⎪
⎪
wk = −η
k = 0, 1, . . . , N
⎪
⎪
∂wk
⎪
⎪
⎩
= wkB − ηεsgn(wk),
B
where v B
ki and w k are the weight changes due
to the mean square error, which are the same as
those in Equation (4); and sgn(·) is the sign function.
The second terms on the right-hand side of Equation (7) show that the unnecessary connection weights
decrease continuously during the learning process.
Therefore, redundant connections can be eliminated
while only important connections remain in the resulting network.

3. RESULTS
In this section, the results using the proposed SLF
algorithm were analyzed. In order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, the skeletal
neural network structure resulting from the SLF was
compared with the same neural network structure
trained using the typical BPL.
3.1. Analysis of Risk Factors
The WNV neural network model was trained by
the SLF algorithm. In neural network methodology,
parameters such as the learning rate, the forgetting
rate, and the number of hidden units are usually determined by trial and error.(10) Neural networks with different combinations of learning rate, forgetting rate,
and number of hidden neurons were tried, the training error and generalization error for each one were
computed, and the optimal parameter combination
with both small training error (to avoid underﬁtting)
and small generalization error (to avoid overﬁtting)
was selected. A computing program to implement the
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Fig. 5. Resulting structure of WNV model after trained using the typical BPL.

proposed algorithm is developed using MATLAB on
a computer with 2.1GHz CPU and 1GB RAM. In this
study, the neural network model has 15 input variables, and there are around 100 data sets for training the network. Both the SLF and typical BPL algorithms were run many times, and the learning rate η
= 0.01, the forgetting rate ε = 0.5, and the number of
hidden unit Q = 8 were chosen. Therefore, there were
137 adjustable weights and bias involved in training
the neural network.
The structure of the WNV neural network model
trained using the typical BPL is shown in Fig. 5, while
the resulted structure of the WNV model trained us-

Fig. 6. Resulted structure of WNV model after trained using SLF.

ing the SLF method is shown in Fig. 6. The solid lines
represent connection weights with absolute value
greater than 1, and the dashed lines represent connection weights with absolute value smaller than 1.
The strengths of the connections are represented by
the line width. When the connection weights are too
small (e.g., under a certain threshold value), the contribution of the input neurons to the output neurons is
negligible. To clearly compare the resulting structures,
a threshold θ = 0.1 was selected, for example, for a
connection with absolute value less than 0.1, there was
no line drawn. The resulting skeletal neural network
structure is shown in Fig. 7. Investigation of the con-
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Fig. 7. Resulting structure of WNV model after trained using SLF and after removing connections less than threshold θ = 0.01.

nection weights enables the extraction of signiﬁcant
risk factors. Comparing the results from Fig. 7 with
those from Fig. 5 indicated that 13 factors, latitude,
longitude, elevation, monthly temperatures of previous December, current January to August and October, are relatively signiﬁcant to the infection rate of
WNV. The remaining two factors, monthly temperatures of previous November and current September,
are relatively less important than these 13 factors.
These results show that winter temperature (represented by mean monthly temperatures of December
to February) does have an inﬂuence on WNV infection rate, while temperature in early spring and summer also affects the WNV infection rate. It is not surprising that the location factors (latitude, longitude,
and elevation) of the place where the measurement
was taken may be able to represent factors such as
terrain conditions, weather conditions, and other environmental conditions. It should be noted that risk
factors of WNV are not limited to the factors studied
in this research. Although this neural network model
only considers location factors and 12 monthly temperatures, other factors that are potentially associated
with WNV prevalence, such as ecological factors, for
instance, ecoregion and food source of birds, can also
be included in the neural network model once the data
are available.

3.2. Performance Analysis
By using the neural network approach, the accuracy of the prediction in testing can reach r = 0.597

(p < 0.05), while that using statistical nonlinear analysis is r = 0.446. The prediction accuracy of testing data
using the neural network approach is much higher
than using the statistical nonlinear regression method.
In order to analyze the performance of the SLF algorithm, the proposed neural network was trained by
both the typical BPL and the SLF algorithms. The performance of using the typical BPL is shown in Fig. 8,
and that of using the SLF is shown in Fig. 9. The performance is evaluated based on the prediction accuracy
of the test sets. The Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
between the predicted infection rates and the experimental infection rates can reach r = 0.630 (p < 0.05)
using BPL, while it is r = 0.597 (p < 0.05) by using
SLF. This result shows that the neural network model
that was trained by BPL provided more accurate prediction than the SLF. This is because the SLF minimizes the total criterion Ef in Equation (6) instead of
the quadratic criterion E in Equation (3). However,
the difference in prediction accuracy is small, and by
using SLF, unnecessary connections fade away and a
skeletal network emerges, which enables identiﬁcation of signiﬁcant risk factors in the WNV infection
rate.
3.3. Validity of the Approach
One additional step was taken in order to ensure the validity of our proposed approach. One additional neural network model (NN2) was developed
by leaving out those identiﬁed unimportant factors.
If the performance of NN2 is degraded signiﬁcantly
in comparison to that of NN1, which means those
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Fig. 8. Performance of the typical BPL.

Fig. 9. Performance of SLF.
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Table I. Performance of NN1a and NN2b
Type of Neural Network
NN1 (using multiple regression)
NN1 (trained using BPL)
NN1 (trained using SLF)
NN2 (trained using BPL)
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4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

cr

d MSE(10−2 )

0.446
0.630
0.597
0.610

2.30
1.52
1.54
1.58

= NN model with inputs of longitude, latitude, elevation,
and monthly temperatures from previous November to current
October.
b NN2 = NN model only with the input neurons of longitude,
latitude, elevation, and average monthly temperatures of previous
December, current January to August, and October.
c r = correlation coefﬁcient of predicted value and measured value.
d MSE = mean squared error.
a NN1

eliminated factors are actually important, then the
proposed methods are not effective in identifying signiﬁcant risk factors. The new model NN2 has the same
structure as that of NN1, but with only 13 input neurons of latitude, longitude, elevation, temperatures of
previous December, current January to August, and
October. NN2 was trained using the typical BPL. In
order to ensure that the results could be compared
fairly as the attributes change, all the parameters, such
as learning rate η and hidden units Q, remained the
same as those of NN1, for example, η = 0.01, Q =
8. The performance of NN2 is shown in Table I. For
NN2, the correlation coefﬁcient of predicted infection rate and tested infection rate was r = 0.610 (p
< 0.05), which was close to the results obtained from
NN1 trained with BPL. The prediction accuracy of
NN2 (with only 13 inputs: latitude, longitude, elevation, monthly mean temperatures of previous December, current January to August, and October) did not
decrease signiﬁcantly from that of NN1 (with all 15 inputs: latitude, longitude, elevation, monthly average
temperatures of November, and December of the previous year, and monthly average temperatures from
January to October of the current year), which indicated that the rest of the factors in NN1 other than
these 13 inputs contributed little to the WNV infection rate. This result demonstrated that the proposed
SLF approach was effective in recognizing signiﬁcant
risk factors associated with the WNV infection rate.
It should be noted that the proposed method is just
a data analysis method; the analysis result obtained
is largely inﬂuenced by the quality of data, factors
considered, and how the data were collected and processed. The validation of the result is subject to future
investigation by conducting speciﬁed surveillance and
studies on the WNV infection problem.

There is a need to gain more knowledge on the
risk factors and their inﬂuence on WNV activities and
transmission. This knowledge may help local public
health professionals to develop proper WNV risk control strategies and determine a risk control timeframe.
Scientists believe that seasonal temperature plays a
signiﬁcant role in the emergence and resurgence of
WNV, but how and by how much seasonal temperature inﬂuences the WNV infection is still not clear.
In this article, a multifactor neural network model
was proposed based on dead bird surveillance data.
A neural network model with SLF was proposed to
model the WNV infection and analyze the associated
risk factors. After learning by the SLF algorithm, the
relative contributions of risk factors to the WNV infection rates were discovered. Testing results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The ﬁnding that winter temperature also plays a
role in WNV activities deserves further discussion. It
is not clear that whether WNV is endemic or is an introduced epidemic, whether winter temperature inﬂuences WNV activities, there may be a possibility that
WNV might be endemic in Canada, although it may
also be interpreted that winter temperature may inﬂuence the habitat of migratory birds and mosquitoes.
It is suggested that more speciﬁc surveillance and
studies should be performed to investigate this
problem.
There are efforts to develop spatial risk assessment tools in Canada.(15) This study may also be used
as a spatial risk assessment method. By using a geographic information system, the SLF results can be
used to generate regional WNV risk index. This spatial risk index may be used by local public health professionals to target control and prevention areas.
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In this paper, a neuro-fuzzy-based method for analysing odour generation factors to the
perception of livestock farm odour was proposed. The proposed approach incorporates
neuro-adaptive learning techniques into fuzzy logic method. Rather than choosing the
parameters associated with a given membership function by trail and error, these
parameters could be tuned automatically in a systematic manner so as to adjust the
membership functions of the input/output variables for optimal system performance. A
multi-factor livestock farm odour model was developed, and both numeric factors and
linguistic factors were considered. The proposed approach was tested with a livestock farm
odour database. The results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed approach in
comparison to a typical neural network model.
& 2007 IAgrE. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

In the livestock industry, measurement and control of
offensive odours from livestock production facilities are very
important because of the requirement of environmental
conditions. Prediction of odour intensity is difﬁcult due to
the complexity of the livestock farm odour system and
limited knowledge of the odours themselves (Zhang et al.,
2002a, 2002b). Many factors inﬂuence odour generation.
Research has indicated that environmental conditions such
as temperature and humidity (Powers & Bastyr, 2004; Schiffman et al., 1995), type of facilities (Janes et al., 2004), and farm
management practises affect odour generation (Zhang et al.,
2002a, 2002b). However, how and by how much a factor
inﬂuences livestock farm odour remains unclear (Schiffman

et al., 1995, 2001; Lunn & Van De Vyver, 1977; Powers & Bastyr,
2004; Pan et al., 2006). Because of a poor understanding of the
odour problem, existing odour control technologies are not
efﬁcient.
Because of limitations in statistical modelling techniques,
most previous studies on modelling livestock farm odour
have concentrated on the modelling of the odour components
and have not considered other potential odour generation
factors, such as outdoor temperature, airﬂow speed, or type of
facilities. In statistical methods, odour system models are not
capable of incorporating non-numeric or subjective human
expert knowledge, such as environmental conditions, type of
livestock facilities. In addition, they are not well suited for
dealing with the vague and imprecise information that is
available in odour measurement and control.
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Nomenclature

Aij
p
ai

jth linguistic label of the ith input

aij, bij,
E
fp
i, j, p

ith Sugeno-type parameter of consequence of pth
rule
cij parameters of the bell-shaped membership
function Aij
mean-squared error
consequential output of the pth rule
index numbers

The rapid development of soft computing techniques, such
as neural networks (NNs) and fuzzy logic technologies, allows
the incorporation of those non-numeric contributing factors
and expert knowledge into livestock farm odour models.
Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) have been used to predict
odour strength (Janes et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2006). It is widely
accepted that there are several advantages in using ANN
algorithms over the conventional techniques, including the
generalisation ability, the capability to handle nonlinear
interactions mathematically, as well as the ability to automatically learn the relationship that exits between the inputs
and outputs without any previous knowledge of the system
being studied. However, ANNs are not capable of properly
incorporating non-numeric or subjective human expert
knowledge (Haykin, 1999; Zhang et al., 2002a, 2002b; Sohn
et al., 2003).
Fuzzy logic utilises fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning to
provide a more human-like way of thinking in the computer
programming (Zadeh & Bellman, 1977). Fuzzy logic allows
intermediate values to be deﬁned between conventional
evaluations such as true/false and high/low (Zadeh, 1965). It
can handle imprecise, ambiguous, and vague information,
and can incorporate human experience and expert knowledge. Fuzzy logic has been used in a wide range of
applications such as control systems, project management,
non-linear system models, expert systems, forecasting,
system identiﬁcation and analysis (Zimmermann, 2001).
However, fuzzy logic does not have learning ability, thus it
is difﬁcult to analyse complex systems without prior and
accurate knowledge on the system being analysed (Jang, 1993;
Castañeda-Miranda et al., 2006).
To overcome the limitations of NNs and fuzzy systems, in
this paper, an adaptive network-based fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS) approach is proposed to predict livestock
farm odour intensity. Two ANFIS models for livestock farm
odours were developed; both numeric data and non-numeric
data were incorporated in the odour models. Various comparative studies were also presented to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.

2.

Methods

In this section, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
approach is proposed for analysing livestock farm odour. Two
ANFIS models are developed after a brief description of the
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m
n
Oqp
R
wp
wp
xi
mAij

number of membership functions for each input
number of inputs
pth output of the qth layer, q ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
ﬁring strength of the pth rule
ratio of the pth rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of
all rules’ ﬁring strength
ith input
membership function value of Aij

livestock farm odour data used for the analysis. Studies of the
ANFIS models are made in comparison to a multi-layer
feedforward NN model.

2.1.

Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems

In common fuzzy logic systems, membership functions are
chosen by trail and error and are ﬁxed once selected. Also,
rule structure is essentially predetermined by the user’s
interpretation of the characteristics of the variables in the
model. However, in practice, these models may not perform
satisfactorily due to limited knowledge of the system, and the
improper selection of membership parameters (Jang et al.,
1997).
The proposed ANFIS approach incorporates an adaptive
neural learning technique into the fuzzy logic model. The
parameters are tuned automatically during the learning so
the membership functions can well represent the non-linear
system being studied with an optimal performance.
The proposed ANFIS uses a Sugeno-type fuzzy relation
(Jang, 1993; Jang et al., 1997; Karray & De Silva, 2005), where
the fuzzy rules take the following form:
Rule 1 : IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A21... and xn is An1 ;
THEN f 1 ¼ a10 þ a11 x1 þ a21 x2 þ ::: þ a1n xn
Rule 2 :

IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A22... and xn is An1 ;

THEN f 1 ¼ a20 þ a21 x1 þ a22 x2 þ ::: þ a2n xn
..
.
Rule p :

IF x1 is A1m and x2 is A1m... and xn is A1m ;
p

p

p

p

THEN f p ¼ a0 þ a1 x1 þ a1 x2 þ ::: þ an xn ;
where xi, i ¼ 1; :::; n, is ith input linguistic variable in the
antecedent part of the rule; variable Aij is the jth linguistic
label (for instance, large, small, etc.) associated with xi.
Function fp is the consequent output of the rule, and
p
ai is the Sugeno parameter. A general ANFIS model is
shown in Fig. 1, which has n inputs and each input
variable has m membership functions, resulting in a total of
mn rules.
Layer 1: Fuzziﬁcation layer
In this layer, the crisp inputs xi, i ¼ 1,y,n, are fuzziﬁed
through mapping into membership functions of the linguistic
labels Aij, j ¼ 1,y,m. The membership functions can be any
appropriate parameterised functions. In this paper, all the
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Fig. 1 – The structure of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) consists of a ﬁve-layer feedforward network.

membership functions are bell-shaped functions described by
mAij ðxi Þ ¼

1
1 þ ðxi  cij =aij Þ2bij

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

;

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m  n,

where aij, bij and cij are the parameters, n is the number of
inputs, and m is the number of membership functions of each
input. The bell-shaped functions vary accordingly when these
parameters are changed, and thus exhibit various forms of
membership functions on Aij. The output O1p of each node i in
layer 1 is the membership functions of Aij
O1p ¼ mAij ðxi Þ;

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m;

p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m  n,
where variable O1p represents the degree to which the given xi
associates with Aij.
Layer 2: Rule operation layer
In this layer, each rule node multiplies the incoming signals
and sends the product out. The output of each node in layer 2
represents the ﬁring strength of a rule, which is given as
O2p ¼ wp ¼

n
Y
i¼1

mAij ðxi Þ;
i

cedent. Other t-norm operators can also be used as the node
function in this layer.

ji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m;

Layer 3: Normalisation layer
In this layer, the ﬁring strengths of the fuzzy rules are
normalised. The output of each node in this layer is the ratio
of the ith rule’s ﬁring strength to the sum of all rules’ ﬁring
strength, and is calculated based on
wp
O3p ¼ wp ¼ Pmn
;
p¼1 wp

p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mn .

Layer 4: Consequent layer
In this layer, the values of the consequent are multiplied by
normalised ﬁring strengths according to
O4p ¼ wp f p ;

p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mn .

Layer 5: Aggregation layer
The overall output of this layer is computed as a summation of all incoming signals:
P
X
p wp f p
wp f p ¼ P
.
O5 ¼
p wp
p

p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mn ,
where j1, j2,y,jn is a combination of m membership functions
from the n input variables; thus there are a total of mn
combinations, resulting in mn nodes in this layer. Each node
in fact performs an AND operation within the rule ante-

2.2.

Data sets

The proposed ANFIS approach was tested using a livestock
database. Data were collected in the ﬁelds downwind from
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four poultry, ﬁve dairy and six swine facilities in 2004.
Outdoor temperature, wind speed, distances to the odour
source, and odour dilution-to-threshold (D/T) intensity levels
perceived by human assessors were recorded and at the same
time, an electronic nose developed by Yang and his research
team in The University of Guelph took measurement at each
site (Pan & Yang, 2007). The electronic nose had 14 gas sensors
that were selected for detecting the gas compounds such as
hydrogen sulphide in livestock farm odour. The sensor signals
from the electronic nose represent the concentrations of gas
compounds in the air. The detailed measuring procedure is
described in the paper by Pan et al. (2007). The data of
temperature, type of facility and concentration of hydrogen
sulphide were used in odour generation modelling in this
study. Factors such as wind speed and distance to odour
source are not considered as they mainly inﬂuence downwind transportation of odour emissions. By using a statistical
multi-variant linear regression method, temperature and
concentration of hydrogen sulphide, being independent
variables and odour intensity being a dependent variable, a
low accuracy (r ¼ 0:40, Po0:01) was obtained on prediction of
odour intensity. It is not surprising that low accuracy was
achieved using this method, as livestock farm odour systems
are highly non-linear in character. There were a total of 64
samples in the data available for the development and testing
of models. Approximately 80% of the data points were
randomly selected training the NN, and the remaining 20%
were used for testing.

2.3.

Livestock farm models

In this section, three models are developed based on the
database mentioned above. The details of the three models

Layer 1

Layer 2
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are introduced below, two using an ANFIS approach and the
third using a NN.

2.3.1.

Model 1: an ANFIS model with two inputs

To estimate the odour intensity, an ANFIS model (model 1)
was designed. The model has 2 inputs: temperature and
concentration of hydrogen sulphide. Researchers have indicated that the concentration of hydrogen sulphide can act
as an indicator for livestock farm odour strength (Lunn & Van
De Vyver, 1977; Williams, 1984). The concentration of hydrogen sulphide was represented by the magnitude of the output
signal of a sensor that was selected for detecting hydrogen
sulphide. All the inputs are numeric and have to be fuzziﬁed
in the fuzziﬁcation layer. The output of model 1 is the odour
intensity. Three membership functions are associated with
each input, thus resulting in 9 IF–THEN rules in the model.
Model 1 was trained by a back-propagation (BP) algorithm
(Haykin, 1999).

2.3.2.

Model 2: an ANFIS model with three inputs

In order to test the ability of the proposed approach of
incorporating linguistic information, another ANFIS model
(model 2) was developed. The model has 3 inputs: temperature, type of facilities, and concentration of hydrogen
sulphide. The type of facilities can generally represent such
measures as type of animals, farm activity, odour emission
rates, and other physical measures that may inﬂuence the
odour intensity. The output is the odour intensity. Model 2
also has 3 membership functions for each input, resulting in
27 IF–THEN rules in total. Model 2 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
model was trained by BP algorithm.

Layer 3

Layer 4

Π

N

Σ

Π

N

Σ

Layer 5

Dairy

Type of
facility

Swine
A2
Poultry

Odour
intensity

Cold
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Π

N

Π

N

Π

N

Σ

Medium
2
Hot

B

Low
B1

H 2S

Σ

Medium
B 2
High
B2

Fig. 2 – An ANFIS model with three inputs and 27 IF–THEN rules for analysing livestock farm odour.
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Fig. 3 – Structure of a neural network model for analysing
livestock farm odour.
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Results and analysis

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, the odour intensity prediction results from both
ANFIS models were compared with that from NN model. In
neuro-fuzzy technology, parameters such as learning rate and
training epochs, and the number of membership functions for
each input are usually determined by trial and error. In this
study, the sensitivity of these parameters were investigated
and showed following results: (1) With each increment of the
training epoch, the accuracy of odour intensity prediction
improves. After 100 epochs, the curve of mean-squared error
tends to stabilise. (2) The number of membership functions
for each input reﬂects the complexity of ANFIS for tuning
parameters. If the number is too small, it is not enough to
approximate the complex relationship of data; if the number
is too large, it produces the redundancy for the non-linear
relationship of data. Three membership functions for each
input variable results in highest accuracy of odour intensity
prediction in this study. (3) The higher the learning rate, the
faster the network converges. However, if the learning rate is
too large, the network oscillates. In this study, a learning rate
of 0.1 was selected by trial and error.

Hot

30

35

40

High

75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250
Concentration of H2S, ppm

Fig. 4 – Comparison of initial membership functions (MF) for
temperature and for H2S before the learning (a) with ﬁnal
membership functions after learning (b) using model 1.

squared error E ¼ 1:23  105 ) compared to that from model 3.
The result demonstrated that the proposed ANFIS model can
incorporate human experience and knowledge, which allows
prior knowledge to be embedded in the model, and this
improve the results of learning. The comparison of initial
membership functions before the learning with ﬁnal membership functions after learning using model 1 is shown in
Fig. 4. The membership functions were all changed during the
learning. The results show that the proposed ANFIS approach
is able to tune the membership functions so as to improve
performance index.

3.2.
3.1.

0

Model 3: a neural network model

In order to analyse the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, a feedforward NN model was designed with an
input layer, one hidden layer, and an output layer. A threelayer NN is theoretically able to learn any non-linear relationship at a desired level of precision with sufﬁcient number of
hidden neurons in the network architecture and through
sufﬁcient learning. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed network
structure for livestock farm odour. The model has two input
neurons, where the inputs are temperature and concentration of hydrogen sulphide. The output is the odour intensity.
The NN was trained by a typical BP algorithm, and the results
were compared with the results from models 1 and 2.

Membership

2.3.3.

Hot
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1 Cold
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Performance of model 2

Performance of model 1

The performances of models were evaluated based on the
accuracy of odour intensity prediction and mean-squared
error of the predicted odour intensities. By using the proposed
ANFIS approach, the odour intensity prediction accuracy was
signiﬁcantly improved (correlation coefﬁcient r ¼ 0:946; mean

By incorporating type of facility, the prediction accuracy was
improved (r ¼ 0.976; E ¼ 1.06  1015) compared to those of
models 1 and 3. The comparison between initial membership
functions before the learning and ﬁnal membership functions
after learning using model 2 is shown in Fig. 5. The
parameters of type of facilities were changed during the
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Fig. 5 – Comparison of initial membership functions (MF) for
temperature and for H2S before the learning (a) with ﬁnal
membership functions after learning (b) using model 2.

learning. This result shows that type of facility does affect
odour intensity. The proposed ANFIS approach is able to
interpret linguistic variables such as type of facility and cloud
cover conditions, and therefore increase the accuracy of
odour intensity prediction.
Factors such as temperature and type of facility were
actually measured or known exactly before the analysis.
Their data were not fuzzy. However, by fuzzifying these data
and applying ANFIS, the predicted odour intensities yield
higher accuracy than those by using classical or crisp
methods (multi-variant linear regression or NN). By using
fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning, the proposed method is able
to break stiffness and inﬂexibility that lie in accurate and
precise classical or crisp logic, and make fuzzy logic more
‘‘soft’’ and dexterous.

3.3.

Performance of model 3

In this study, BP learning approach was run many times, a
learning rate of 0.05 and 5 hidden units were selected by trail
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and error to obtain a minimum mean-squared error. The
correlation coefﬁcient of the predicted odour intensity and
perceived odour intensity was 0.522 by using NN technique
alone. The mean-squared error was 0.516. The predicted
odour intensities were not as accurate as those of models
1 and 2.

4.

Conclusion

The prediction of odour strength in and around livestock
facilities has been investigated by many researchers over past
decades. Prediction of the odour strength is difﬁcult due to
limited knowledge on livestock farm odour itself. It is known
that a livestock farm odour system is a highly non-linear
system that is inﬂuenced by many odourous components and
various factors such as environmental conditions and type of
facilities. Statistical linear regression approaches are therefore no longer suitable for modelling livestock farm odour.
The rapid development of soft computing techniques provides more opportunities for improving accuracy of livestock
farm odour modelling.
An adaptive neuro-fuzzy-based approach, which incorporates neuro-adaptive learning techniques into fuzzy logic
method, was proposed to analyse livestock farm odour. The
proposed approach can incorporate non-numeric data and
subjective human expert knowledge, which allows prior
knowledge to be included in the model. In addition, the
membership functions can be tuned during the learning
according to input/output data to optimise performance. This
feature is important as it can avoid inappropriate predetermination of membership functions, thus minimising errors
resulting from the limited knowledge of the livestock farm
odour system. A livestock farm database collected by our
research team has been used in this study. The results show
that the proposed approach is effective and provides a much
more accurate odour prediction in comparison with a typical
multi-layer feedforward neural network.
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Abstract This paper introduces a new portable
intelligent electronic nose system developed especially for measuring and analysing livestock and
poultry farm odours. It can be used in both laboratory and ﬁeld. The sensor array of the proposed electronic nose consists of 14 gas sensors,
a humidity sensor, and a temperature sensor. The
gas sensors were especially selected for the main
compounds from the livestock farm odours. An
expert system called “Odour Expert” was developed to support researchers’ and farmers’ decision
making on odour control strategies for livestock
and poultry operations. “Odour Expert” utilises
several advanced artiﬁcial intelligence technologies tailored to livestock and poultry farm odours.
It can provide more advanced odour analysis than
existing commercially available products. In addition, a rank of odour generation factors is provided, which reﬁnes the focus of odour control
research. Field experiments were conducted
downwind from the barns on 14 livestock and
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poultry farms. Experimental results show that
the predicted odour strengths by the electronic
nose yield higher consistency in comparison to
the perceived odour intensity by human panel.
The “Odour Expert” is a useful tool for assisting
farmers’ odour management practises.
Keywords Livestock and poultry farm odours ·
Electronic nose · Expert system ·
Neural network · Artiﬁcial intelligence

Introduction
In livestock and poultry farming, odour measurement and reduction are necessary for a cleaner
environment, lower health risks to humans, and
higher quality of livestock and poultry production.
However, efforts to remedy odours from livestock
and poultry production facilities have been impeded by the lack of science-based approaches
to assess odour control technologies and the true
effects of odour (Zhang et al. 2001). Livestock
and poultry farm odours are complex mixtures of
hundreds of compounds that interact with each
other; and the intensity of an odour is not a simple sum of intensities of all odorous compounds
within it (O’Neill and Philips 1992; Schiffman et al.
2001; Zahn et al. 2001). Besides, researchers have
indicated that many environmental factors such as
temperature, air ﬂow speed, and relative humidity
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also inﬂuence odour generation (Powers and
Bastyr 2004; Zahn et al. 2001).
To date, the most commonly used “instrument”
for measuring odour is still human nose. Trained
human panels have been used in most studies
in measuring odour strength and offensiveness
(Zhang et al. 2001, 2002). However, human panels
are expensive to use and are difﬁcult to overcome the analyst’s personal bias and adaptation
to odour in odour measurement and evaluation.
Therefore, unbiased automatic odour evaluation
technologies are desirable.
Electronic noses are promising considering its
low operational cost, consistent and objective
readings. Electronic nose is an instrument which
is composed of an array of electronic gas sensors
and a signal-processing system, and is capable of
recognising simple or complex odours (Gardner
and Bartlett 1999). The output of an electronic
nose can be either the identity of chemical components of the odour, or a prediction of any
characteristic properties of the odour such as intensity and nuisance. Electronic nose technology
has proved a useful tool in the food industry,
medicine, and environmental monitoring (Barlett
et al. 1997; Loutﬁ 2006; Shaw et al. 2000; Schaller
et al. 1998; Singh et al. 1996). However, little
work has been done to use electronic nose for
agricultural environment monitoring (Hobbs et al.
1995; Hudon et al. 2000; Osarenren 2002; Powers
and Bastyr 2004; Qu et al. 2001). No commercially
available electronic noses were developed in particular for detecting livestock and poultry odours.
Moreover, most electronic noses developed previously can only be used in the laboratory, in
which the environmental condition is apparently
different from that in ﬁeld. Therefore, the accuracy and reliability of the measurement are

Table 1 Partial list of the
sensors used for the
developed electronic nose

inevitably reduced. It is highly desirable to develop a new electronic nose for measuring livestock and poultry farm odours which have great
commercial potential.
In this paper, a new intelligent portable electronic nose was developed especially for measuring livestock and poultry farm odours in both
laboratory and ﬁeld. An expert system was developed for assisting farmer’s odour management
operations. In order to test the developed electronic nose and expert system, ﬁeld experiments
were conducted downwind of 14 swine, dairy, and
poultry farms.
Methods
The design of the intelligent electronic nose system includes the selection of special sensors to
measure odour compounds in and around the
livestock farms, the selection of a chamber with
a pump, the design of the electric circuits to acquire sensor signals to a computer, and software to
process and analyse the measured sensor signals.
Hardware design
Based on previous extensive investigation on
existing odour measurement technologies and
equipment, as well as on various sensors available
for measuring odour compounds, 16 sensors were
selected for detecting the compounds of livestock
and poultry farm odours and environment conditions. The 16 sensors include a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor, and 14 gas sensors that can
measure almost all the major gas compounds in
livestock and poultry farm odours. Some of the
16 sensors are listed in Table 1. More detailed

Name of sensor

Compounds to be detected

Material

7NH
TGS825
TGS813
TG826
....
MAX6605MXK-T
HIH-3610-001

Ammonia
Hydrogen-sulﬁde
Butane
Amine compounds
...
Temperature
Humidity

MMOS
Hybrid sensor
Tin dioxide (SnO2 )
Tungsten oxide
...
Semi-conductor
Thermoset polymer
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Fig. 1 The sensor array in the chamber

Fig. 3 “Odour Expert” software suite

information about the sensors can be found in
Tian et al. (2005).
Since the sensors for odour compounds have
speciﬁc requirements on the ﬂow rate when they
operate properly, a pump with “zero-link” valves
is used to intake ambient air into a chamber, such
that the ﬂow rate is controlled by the pump. The
chamber is like the nasal cavity of human. The
sensor array is put inside the chamber. A photo
of the sensor array is shown in Fig. 1.
The output signals of sensors range from 0.1 to
10 mV; therefore, several electrical circuits were
designed to amplify these small signals to the
range accepted by the A/D (analog/digital) board.
In addition, the regulation buffer was designed to
transform the high output impedance of sensors
into low impedance to eliminate the effects of the
A/D board on the sensors, so that the sensors can

accurately measure the compounds in livestock
and poultry odours. The A/D converter has 32
channels to transform the analogue sensor signals
into digital signals, which are then sent to the
computer through a standard RS-232 serial port.
Only the ﬁrst 16 channels are used as there are
only 16 sensors in the current design, leaving some
channels open for additional sensors in future
development.

User Interface

Help&Explain
Systems

Knowledge
Acquisition

Knowledge
Base

Analysis System

Electrical
Circuit

Power

Data Base

Chamber
Pump
Laptop

Fig. 2 The intelligent electronic nose with connection to a
laptop computer

Data
Acquisition

Ambient Air
Fig. 4 Architecture of the proposed expert system for
analysing livestock farm odour
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The entire electronic nose with a connection to
a laptop computer is shown in Fig. 2. Ambient air
enter the chamber from the inlet port of the chamber; the pump is connected to the outside vacuum
outlet port of the chamber, so it can evacuate air
from inside the chamber at a certain ﬂow rate
(0–5 l/min); the sensor array located inside the
chamber, sends the measured signals to the signal
ampliﬁer and regulation buffer; the A/D interface
converts the analogue signals from the buffer to
digital signals and sends them to a laptop computer; and lastly the laptop computer processes
the measured sensor signals and calculated the
odour intensity.
Software design
The signals generated by the electronic nose need
to be processed and analysed. Hence, software
was designed for acquiring, storing, processing,
and analysing the signals. In this study, basic data
acquisition software was extended into a more
comprehensive expert system for livestock farm
odour management. The electronic nose system is
eventually used to evaluate various odour control
strategies and then make recommendations on
the use of those odour control techniques. These
Fig. 5 Interface of the
main system
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recommendations are useful for livestock producers to efﬁciently control the odour, and could offer
new research directions in effective odour control
technique development.
An expert system called “Odour Expert” was
developed for supporting odour management
(Fig. 3). This expert system is not only able to
conduct odour measurement from livestock farms,
but also can analyse the chemical components
and generation factors to determine which component or factor contributes most to the strength
of odour, and then gives expert advice on what
control means to take in order to efﬁciently reduce
odour; moreover, this expert system is able to
forecast the effectiveness of odour control efforts
before those control means are applied.
The “Odour Expert” consists of the following
components: a data acquisition system for gathering data from the electronic nose, a database
based on MySQL for storing data, a knowledge
base for storing expert knowledge, a data analysis system for odour strength prediction and factor analysis, and a user interface to explain and
interpret analysis results to users. The architecture
of the proposed system is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
“Odour Expert” is coded using C# programming
language and MATLAB.
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Fig. 6 Data acquisition
system

The natural language interface provides a userfriendly environment for researchers and livestock farm operators. The interface guides the
analysis procedure, interprets result to the users,
and provides qualitative advice on which odour
control approaches to take in order to most efﬁciently reduce odour level. Users can provide
their speciﬁc requirements on odour control
Fig. 7 Data dynamic
display system

operations; a list of potential control approaches
is shown on the interface. Users can select the
proposed potential control approach that they
are interested in, then the system predicts the
controlled odour level resulted from the selected
control approach. Figure 5 is the main interface
of the system. Pressing any of the buttons loads
the corresponding subsystem. The main interface
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Fig. 8 Data management
system

looks clear and concise, therefore, easy for the
users to use.
The data acquisition system (Fig. 6) has 16
channels to receive the digital signals that are
transformed from the analog sensor signals by
A/D converter. MySQL based database is used for
storing odour data. The database is used by a data
dynamic display system (Fig. 7) which can display
Fig. 9 Data analysis
system

sensor signals in real time, and a data management
system (Fig. 8) by which the users can organise or
pre-process odour data.
A knowledge base was designed to store
expert knowledge. Expert knowledge used in the
analysis includes type of livestock facilities, odour
management methods, feeding techniques, and
constraints of factors such as upper and lower
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Sensor Responses

means should be applied. The controlled odour
strength is forecasted if any control approach is
implemented. The analysis procedure is explicit
and easy to use.

Sensor #1
Sensor #2

Sensor #3

Experimental implementation
Sensor #4

Odour
D/T Level

Sensor #16

Downwind experiments were conducted on 14
Ontario livestock and poultry farms. Odour data
were collected and the developed electronic nose
was tested.

Environmental
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Data Points
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bounds of wind speed, temperature, distance
to the odour source and humidity. However, in
current state of design, only factor constraints are
considered. In future improvement, fuzzy rules
will be incorporated in the expert knowledge
for incorporating non-numeric odour generation
factors.
The data analysis system (Fig. 9) is the core
of the proposed expert system. It includes odour
strength prediction, factor contribution analysis,
and control results prediction. The analysis system
predicts odour strength based on sensor signals
from the electronic nose and expert knowledge
information from knowledge base, using artiﬁcial
intelligent methods. A three layer neural network analysis model is employed for analysing
the signals from the electronic nose (Fig. 10). The
input layer has 19 input neurons, where the inputs
are the signals from the 16 sensors, as well as
outdoor temperature, wind speed and distance
to the odour source. The output is the odour
strength. A typical back-propagation neural network algorithm is applied to train the datasets.
Signiﬁcance of odour generation factors is ranked
by using statistical factor analysis method. This
rank can help users to evaluate the importance
of those factors and then decide which control

Output (D/ T)

Distance

Fig. 10 A neural network model for analysis of the signals
from the electronic nose
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Fig. 11 Odour intensity prediction results with electronic
nose signals
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60

data collected by panelists and the electronic nose
were entered into database. Outdoor temperature, wind speed and distance to the odour source
were recorded as well at each site. The detailed
measurement procedure is described in (Pan et al.
2007).
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Fig. 12 Odour intensity prediction results without electronic nose signals

Downwind experiments
Field measurements were conducted downwind
from 14 poultry, dairy and swine facilities, during a 7-week period between July and August,
2004. While at each facility, human assessors determined the odour strength in terms of odour
dilution-to-threshold ratio (D/T) using a portable
Nasal Ranger Field Olfactometer (St. Croix Sensory, Inc, Lake Elmo, MN, USA) (McGinley and
McGinley 2004), while the developed electronic
nose took measurement at the same time. All the

There were totally 64 datasets available collected
by the electronic nose available. Approximately
20% of the datasets were randomly selected for
testing and the remaining 80% were used for
training the neural network model. The neural
network model was trained by a typical backpropagation algorithm. The odour strength prediction result is shown in Fig. 11. By using
electronic nose, high accurate predictions were
achieved (r = 0.932).
The results with electronic nose signals were
compared to those from human assessors. These
datasets do not have the digital signals from the
electronic nose, only with environmental factors,
i.e. outdoor temperature, wind seed, and distance
to odour source. A three layer neural network
with three inputs and one output was used for the
datasets, and a typical back-propagation learning
algorithm was applied to train the datasets. The
prediction result is shown in Fig. 12. Low accurate predictions were obtained (r = 0.809) without electronic nose signal.
Comparison of predictions with electronic nose
signals to those without electronic nose signals
shows that sensor signals from the electronic nose
aid to odour strength evaluation, helps to achieve
higher accurate odour measurement. It demonstrates that the electronic nose provides accurate
responds to odour strength arising from poultry
and livestock farms.
Factor contribution rating was implemented by
using statistical factor analysis. From the results
Table 2 Correlations of factors to odour intensity
Factor

Correlation coefﬁcient

p-value

Distance
Temperature
Wind speed

−0.3540
0.1707
0.0551

<0.01
0.01
0.4
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Fig. 13 Control results of livestock farm odour data (Distance > 100 m)

shown in Table 2, distance to the odour source is
the most signiﬁcant factor to the odour strength,
outdoor temperature is less important, while wind
speed is least signiﬁcant to the odour strength.
In order to investigate effectiveness of potential
control strategies, for instance, beginning with
the most signiﬁcant factor, distances to the odour
sources were considered. Odour is diluted by dispersion as it is transported in the atmosphere. The
further it travels, the more it is diluted. Therefore,
adequate setback distances are a key in preventing
odour complaints. Distances to the odour source
were set back to larger than 100 m. Figure 13
shows the control result. Odour strengths were
effectively reduced.

Conclusion and discussion
A portable electronic nose with 14 gas sensors, a humidity sensor and a temperature sensor was successfully developed especially for objective measurement of livestock farm odours.
Experiments were conducted in ﬁeld downwind
from 14 livestock and poultry farms. Experimental
results demonstrate that “Odour Expert” is a useful tool in supporting livestock and poultry farm
odour management, which greatly improves the
efﬁciency of livestock farm odour management

and thus beneﬁt livestock industry. The electronic
nose is capable of producing accurate output with
greater consistency in odour measurement. It is
easier and cheaper to operate than using olfactometry or human panel. Thus it has good commercial potential.
However, an electronic nose can only evaluate
odour events on one point; it cannot provide an
overall odour mapping around livestock facilities
that is necessary for an overall odour management
strategy. It is suggested that an electronic nose
network combined with an air dispersion model is
possible to predict the downwind odour strengths
on the basis of odour emission rates, topography
and meteorological data. Therefore, it can locate
odour strength around livestock facilities in real
time, and help the development of an overall
odour management strategy.
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